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The fastest way through customs. 
THE PLD DESIGN LANGUAGE 

WITH SOMETHING 10 DECLARE. 

You've probably heard about the advan- 
tages of programmable logic devices 
(PLD's) over conventional TTL. In 
design flexibility, for example. Or 
increased functional density. Perhaps 
you've learned the hard way: a com- 
petitor using PLD's has beaten you to 
market with a new product. 

What you may not have heard, 
though, is that just switching to PLD's 
isn't enough. You've got to 
choose the right PLD design 
language, too. 

FREEDOM OF 
CHOICE. 

CUPL" is the one 
language you can apply 
to any PLD design. 
Whatever your PLD 
device. Whatever your pro- 
grammer. Whatever your 
design workstation. And 
whatever form of design expression 
you choose. With CUPL, you can even 
write a logic specification for a PLD 
before you decide on the target device. 

And that means simplified train- 
ing. Common data structures and 
design rules. Consistent documenta- 
tion and testing. Instant adaptability to 
new devices. The productivity gains 
with CUPL just keep mounting. In the 
design cycle. And in production. 

POWER TOOL 
CUPL is the most powerful high -level 
design language for PLR's. It incorpo- 
rates features like macro substitution, 
free -form comments, indexed variables 
and parenthetical capability, to speed 

program develop- 
ment. 

CUPL pro- 
vides superior 
state machine 

capability, and 
supports all 

popular models 
of logic descrip- 

tion, including 
truth tables and 

high -level equations. 
CUPEs logic minimizers (3 

are supplied), and deMorgan expan- 
sion capability are unequalled. 

And CUPEs documentation out - 
CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

put file gives you invaluable feedback 
on your design's progress. These fea- 
tures, plus continual enhancements, 
make CUPL the benchmark in PLD 
design languages- flexible and power- 
ful enough for the most sophisticated 
logic designer's needs. 

CUPL: 
Now available from Logical 

Devices, the new version CUPL 2.5 for 
MS -DOS, VAX-VMS, UNIX C, SUN 386 i, 
and, soon to be announced, for the 
Apple Mac II® systems. 

Also available from Logical 
Devices, a full line of PROM /PLD 
programmers. 

1201 N.W. 65th Place 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309 

Toll Free: 800- 331 -7766 
In Florida: (305) 974 -0967 
Telex: 383 142 LOGICALTX 

Fax: (305) 974 -8531 

LOGICAL 
DEVICES, INC_ 
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS & DESIGNERS BOOK CLUB° 

Take any 3 books for only $1.95 ($;'61585 

SHARPEN YOUR SKILLS -with Quality, Affordable Professional Books 

ELECTRONIC 
DISPLAY 
DEVICES 

MICROCOMPUTER 
LANs: 
NETWORK 
DESIGN 

IMPLEMENTATION 

9762P Reg. $21.95 1938 Reg. $60.00 2672 Reg.$49.50 2957H Reg.$39.95 
Counts as two. 

SATELLITE 
TECHNOLOGY 
AND ITS 

APPLICATIONS 

Counts as two. 

SWITCH -MODE 
POWER 
SUPPLY 
DESIGN 

Counts as two. 

Encyclopedia 
d lC,h, 

ACmmlrrC,as-abro 

`-,°'°°°,.ro!«.°-. --- ,w,u.,w.0.d,.w 

sa10ab.. 

2888 Reg.$26.95 978511 Reg. $79.95 1962 Reg $22.95 

ï 
IG CIRCUITS 

WITH 
PRACTICAL r n.r`fi- 

APPLICATIONS 
.Pr,...w.vlr..o.. 

NUMERICAL 

METHODS FOR 

ENGINEERS AND 

SCIENTISTS 
PMMCTICAt MPPM 11WMS MMP 

ifTIVBS 54111 INE 

IBM PC 

2931 Reg.$39.95 2631 Reg. $22.95 2890 Reg.$32.95 2891 Reg.$29.95 2920 Reg. $28.95 9766P Reg. $19.95 2697 Reg.$19.95 
Counts as two. Counts as two. 

9808H Reg. $34.95 

COSMOLOGY 
TRE SFARCI FOR THE 

ORDER OF THE DHNERSE 

3022 Beg . $18.95 !)S2OH Reg. $46.95 

WIRING 

CABLE 
DESIGNER'S 
HANDBOOK 

80386 

2626 Reg. $16.95 2720 Reg. $32.50 2937 Reg. $29.95 

INTEGRATED 
LOGISTICS 
SUPPORT 
HANDBOOK 

ELECTRON 
QAT148(aWIIC 

leAvw 

DESIGN 

APPLICATION 

'LINEAR 

COMPUTATIONAL 

CIRCUITS 

2921H Reg.$42.95 2958H Reg.$34.95 2727 Reg.$24.95 
Counts as two. 

2612 Reg. $25.95 9821H Reg.$38.95 
Counts as two. 

BENCHTOP 
ELECTRONICS -- 

REFERENCE 
MANUAL 

2785 Reg. $34.95 
Counts as two. 

How the Club Works 
YOUR BENEFITS: You get 3 books for $1.95 plus shipping & handling when you join. You 
keep on saving with discounts from 20 to 50% as a member. 

YOUR PROFESSIONAL BOOKSTORE BY MAIL: Every 3-4 weeks, you will receive 
the EE &D Book Club News describing the Main Selection and Alternates, as well as bonus offers 
an special sales, with hundreds of titles to choose from. 

AUTOMATIC ORDER: If you want the Main selection, do nothing and it will be sent to 
you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no selection at all, simply indicate your 
choice on the replay form provided. As a member, you agree to purchase at least 3 books within 
the next 2 years and may resign at any time thereafter. 
BONUS BOOKS: Starting immediately you will be eligible for our Bonus Book Plan with 
savings of up to 80% off publishers' prices. 

¡RONCAD NO -RISK GUARANTEE: If not satisfied with your books, return them within 
10 days without obligation! 

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY: All books are quality publishers' editions especially selected 
by our Editorial Board. 
All books are hardcover unless number is followed by a "P" for paperback. (Publishers' Prices shown) 

© EEBDBC Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294 -0860 

r 
INTRODUCTORY 10 -DAY FREE EXAMINATION OFFER 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS & DESIGNERS BOOK CLUB® 
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294 -0860 

YES! Please accept my membership in the Electronics Engineers & Designers 
Book Club° and send me the volumes I have listed below, billing me only 
$1.95 plus shipping and handling charges. I understand that the books are 
sent on a 10 -Day Free Examination basis. If dissatisfied in any way, I may 
return the books within 10 days and incur no further obligation. Otherwise, 
I agree to pay the enclosed invoice promptly and to receive regular club 
bulletins as described in "How the Club Works." To complete my member- 
ship obligation I need only purchase 3 additional books at regular members 
prices during the next 2 years, and may resign at any time thereafter. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

SIGNATURE 

Valid for new members only. Foreign applicants will receive special ordering instructions. Canada 
must remit in U.S. funds. This order is subject to acceptance by the Electronics Engineers & 

Designers Book Cube. DMNE -1088 

STATE / ZIP 

J 
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FEATURES 
14 Troubleshooting With dc Voltmeters 

Getting the most out of your multimeter's dc 
voltmeter mode. By Robert G. Middleton 

22 Understanding Negative Logic 
Taking the mystery out of a logic type that can greatly 
simplify circuit design and analysis. 
By Delton T. Horn 

24 Computer -Controlled Robotic Arm 
How to modify Radio Shack's Mobile Armatron 
robot for control with an MS /PC -DOS computer. 
By Jim Barbarello 
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Lights up a lamp to signal an incoming telephone call. 
By Andrew Van Loenen 

36 Musical Instrument Phase Shifter 
Selectively and controllably shifts phase of signals fed 
to it to produce special sound effects. By C.R. Fischer 

44 Emergency Electronic Ignition 
Gets your car running long enough to drive it to a 
service center. By Michael J. DiJulio 

48 Telephone Equipment Tester 
Tests telephones, answering machines and other 
telephone equipment. By David Miga 

52 Visual Regulator Monitor 
LEDs alert you to loss of regulation, overcurrent and 
thermal problems caused by regulators in power 
supplies. By Fernando Garcia Viesca 
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Latches off auto -on headlights until your vehicle's 
engine catches for easier cold -weather starts. 
By Harold Wright 
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.- Radie Ihaek Parti PIae---- 
EXCLUSIVE VALUES AT THE SHACK® NEAR YOU 

"Hotline" Service for Rare Parts 
If the part you need is not in 
our regular stock, we'll check 
our substitution guide and 
special order it for you. Over 
200,000 substitutions availa- 
ble, including ICs, micropro- 
cessors and support chips, 
tubes, crystals, phono car- 
tridges, transistors, hybrid 
modules, and Sams Photo - 
facts. The order will be sent 
to your local Radio Shack in 
about a week. No minimum 
and no shipping charges! 

Enhanced - Novice Exam "Prep" Kit 

Everything You Need to Quickly 
And Painlessly Prepare for 
The New FCC Exam 

Take advantage of the new enhanced 
Novice privileges on Amateur radio! 
This package quickly prepares you for 
the voice -class license. You get two 
audio cassettes for self -paced Morse 
code learning plus practice exam ques- 
tions and answers to help you get ready 
for the test. #62 -2402 19.95 

Voice Synthesis Pair-23%-30% Off 

411.111.1 
995 Reg. 1188 Reg. 

12.95 16.95 

SP0256 -AL2 Speech Synthesizer IC. Cut 23 %. Built -in program makes it 
easy to interface with most computers. Requires 3.12 MHz crystal. With data 
and circuit examples. 28 -pin DIR. #276 -1784 Sale 9.95 
CTS256 -AL2 Text -to- Speech IC. 30% Off. Preprogrammed to translate 
ASCII characters into control data for synthesizer chip (above) for RS -232 
hookup. Requires 10 MHz crystal. 40 -pin DIP. #276 -1786 Sale 11.88 

Advanced ICs- Slashed 21% to 43% 

399 
6.95 788 9.5 

TLC548 8 -Bit A/D Converter IC. 43% Off. Complete data acquisition 
system in one IC. High -speed data transfer with few external components. 
Single 5VDC supply, internal clock. #276 -1796 Sale 3.99 
AY- 3 -8910A Sound Generator IC. Cut 21 %. Use with a computer to provide 
a spectacular variety and range of sounds! Three independent analog out- 
puts. Single 5 VDC supply. 40 -pin DIR. With data. #276 -1787 Sale 7.88 

Computer Helpers 
(1) 'a _.....'- (2) 

jimimi 
ß 

(1) RS -232 Tester. LEDs indicate 
status of TD, RTS, DSR, CD, RD, 
CTS, DTR lines. #276 -1401 14.95 
(2) RS -232 Spike Protector Stops 
transients dead in their tracks. 
#276 -1402 16.95 

Builder Bargains 
(1) (2) Illa , 

(3) 

(1) Magnet Wire. Three -spool set - 
22, 26, 30 gauge. #278 -1345 4.79 
(2) 1:1 Audio Transformer. 
#273 -1374 3 49 

(3) 1.5 -3 VDC Motor. 
#273 -223 89C 

(1) Parts - Pourri 

® (3) 

(2) 

(1) Fuse Holder Clips. #270 -739.... 2/990 

(2) 8 -"AA" Bat. Holder. #270 -387 1.29 4 

4 -"AA" Battery Holder. #270 -383 99s 

2 -"AA" Battery Holder. #270 -382 99¢ 

(3) 9 -Volt Battery Clips. #270 -325 .... 5/99e 
(4) Thermal Fuse. 139° C. #270 -1320 1.19 

Thermal Fuse. 226° C. #270 -1321 1 19 

(4) 
Sight 'n Sound 

(11 í'f11 (2) (3) 

(1) Super -Bright Panel LED. Brilliant 500 
mcd ruby light. #276 -088 1 79 
(2) LEDs in Chrome Holders. 
Red LED. #276 -068 1 89 
Green LED. #276 -069 1 89 
(3) Melodic IC Chime. #273 -071 .. 8.69 

4000 - Series CMOS 

990 "PM Low As 

With Specs 

Description Type Cat. No. Each 

Quad NOR GATE 
Quad NAND Gate 
Dual Type -D 
Flip Flop 
Hex Inverter 
Decade Counter/ 
Divider 

4001 
4011 

4013 

4049 

4017 

276 -2401 
276 -2411 

276 -2413 

276 -2449 

276 -2417 

.99 
.99 

1.19 

1.19 

1.49 

Hard -to -Find Parts 

(1) (2) (3) 

(1) 335 pF Variable Cap. Two- section, 
PC- mount. #272 -1337 4 95 

(2) 6 -50 pF Trimmer Caps. 
#272 -1340 2/1.59 
(3) TV Colorburst Crystal. 3 579545 
MHz. #272 -1310 1 69 

Irresistibles 
(2) / (3) (1) - 

Relays & Switches 
A (4) 

(1) 25 -Ohm, 5W Rheostat. #271 -265, 2.99 

(2) 8 -Ohm, 20W Resistor. 
#271 -120 1 39 

(3) Metal -Oxide Resistors. 
10 Ohms. #271 -151 Pkg. 2/290 
100 Ohms. #271 -152 Pkg. 2/290 
1000 Ohms. #271 -153 Pkg. 2/290 

(1) (2) 

(1) SPST Reed Relays. 
Contacts: 1A, 125VAC. 

(3) 

Coil Cat. No. Each 

5VDC, 20 mA, 250 4 
12VDC, 11 mA, 1050 O 

275 -232 
275 -233 

1.89 
1.89 

(2) Mini SPDT Relay. #275 -248 ... 2.99 
(3) Mercury Switch. #275 -027 .... 1.29 

(4) Momentary Switch. #275 -1571.. 2/2.39 

Builders Bargain Corner 

(3) 

(1) Box With PCB. 2' /6x35 /,sx13/e" #270 -283 .. 
As Above. 23/4 x 43/16 x 11/4': #270 -284 
(2) Electret Mike Element. PC mount. #270 -090 
(3) Mini SPST Toggle Switch. #275 -645 
(4) 8- Position DIP Switch. #275 -1301 

(4) 

3.99 
4 99 
1.49 

1 99 
1 79 

Solderless Breadboard 

Popular Choice 
Of "Pros" and 

Students 

The 21/4 x 61/2" universal board is mounted on a 
4 x 7" "stay -put" steel base. Accepts DIPs, dis- 
crete components and up to 22 -gauge wire. Has 
640 plug -in tie points and three binding posts for 
external power. #276 -169 19.95 

Pocket Autoranging DVM 

2495 
Autopolarity 
Diode - Checker 

A lot of meter in a little package! "Beep" continu- 
ity, low- battery indicator. Measures to 400 volts 
AC /DC, resistance to 2 megohms 41/2 x 
21/a x 5/161 With batteries, miniprobes and folding 
case. #22 -171 24.95 

Over 1000 items in stock: Binding Posts, Books, Breadboards, Buzzers, Capacitors, Chokes, 
Clips, Coax, Connectors, Fuses, Hardware, ICs, Jacks, Knobs, Lamps, Multitesters, PC Boards, 
Plugs, Rectifiers, Resistors, Switches, Tools, Transformers, Wire, Zeners, More! 

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers 

Rachel lhaek 
The Technology StoreTM 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 
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HITACHI SCOPES 

15 -25% Discount 
V 1060 

100MHz 
$1285 

V660 60MHz Dual Trace $949 
V422 40MHz Dual Trace $699 
V212 20MHz Dual Trace $379 

ELENCO PRODUCTS 
AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 

$498 

MO-1252 

Scopes 
MO -1252 35MHz Dual Trace $498 
MO -1251 20MHz Dual Trace $349 
wl Two lx, 10x 100MHz probes, manual 
S-3000 10MHz fully calibrated $239 
P -2 Scope Probe 100MHz $23.95 
P -1 Scope Probe 65MHz $19.95 

GF -8016 Function Generator 
with Freq. Counter 

° r $239.95 

Sine, Square, Triangle 
Pulse, Ramp, .2 to 2MHz 
Frequency .1 thru 10MHz 

GF -8015 without Freq. Meter $179 

Digital Triple Power Supply 
Model XP -765 $239.95 

.sti 0 -20V @ 1A 
..w, 4. _ 0.20V @ 1A .,iii 

5V @ 5A 
Fully Regulated, Short Circuit Protected 
with 2 Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies 
XP -660 w/ Analog Meters $169.95 

Multi- Function Counters F -1000 
1.2GHz 

$259.95 
i F -100 

> . 
..... .... ... =; ' 120MHz e $179.95 

Frequency, Period, Totalize, Self Check with High - 

Stabilized Crystal Oven Oscillator, 8 Digit LED Dis 

Digital Multimeter with 
LCR MIS i Cap. and Trans. 
Meter Tester 1 

$138.00 $55.95 
Model 

Model 1 

Measures CM -1500A 
Inductors, 
Capacitors, 
Resistors 

8 Functions 
with Case ° 

C &S Sales Inc., 1245 Rosewood 
Deerfield, IL 60015 (312) 459 -9040 
800 -292 -7711 ASK FOR CATALOG 
15 Day Money Back Guarantee 
2 Year Limited Guarantee 

VISA' .....,c..a 
Add 5% for Postage ($10 max) 
IL Res., 7% Tax 

X1111 EDITORIAL IIII 
The Fifth 

Here we are putting to bed the first is- 

sue in our fifth year of publication. 
Although this longevity pales next to 
one of our sister magazine's (CQ The 
Radio Amateur's Journal) 43 years 
of continuous publishing, it's never- 
theless impressive because the first 
few years in magazine publishing are 
especially fragile ones due to high 
startup costs, among other challenges. 

Electronics and computer life has 
not changed too dramatically since 
Modern Electronics bowed in Octo- 
ber 1984, though evolutionary 
changes have indeed taken place, and 
revolutionary changes to come can 
be seen. 

On the latter, for example, how 
many of you have actually worked 
with surface -mount devices? Not 
many, I'll bet, but you know that 
you'll be facing them some time 
soon. Do you own an S- (for "su- 
per") VHS videocassette recorder 
and a TV set equipped to take full ad- 
vantage of its higher resolution capa- 
bilities? Not many of you do, for 
sure. But this will change down the 
road. I'm confident, too, that few of 
you have upgraded your computers 
to IBM Personal System /2 models at 
this time, but the day will come. 

So though the past four years have 
given us a glimpse of what's really 
new and heavily adopted, it's clear 
that most people just don't dump 
what they've invested in quickly un- 
less the gain is too appealing to possi- 
bly resist. 

Typically we ride with what we've 
got and try to do some jury rigging 
to make advancements -a plug -in 

adapter, a speedup computer board, 
a wider- bandwidth scope, etc. - 
until it's clear that there's more to 
lose than gain by holding off new 
investments. 

Adding a 31/2" disk drive to a corn- 
puter would be one change that will 
be made by many of you fairly soon 
as this format passes 5'/, " ones in ser- 
vice. If you're into electronic repair 
or development work, you'll want to 
upgrade to more useful oscilloscopes 
as quickly as possible in order to cap- 
ture elusive signal glitches. The list of 
possibilities is long, depending on 
your needs. 

We'll continue to keep you ap- 
prised of upcoming changes in the 
broad fields of electronics and com- 
puters, as we have in the past. These 
changes affect all of us, of course. 
Here it has meant adding a slew of 
desktop computers and a laser print- 
er, connectivity with our own recent- 
ly upgraded professional typesetting 
equipment, adding a facsimile ma- 
chine (our FAX number is 516 -681- 
2926), expanding and integrating our 
publication offices for the three 
monthly magazines we produce 
(Modern Electronics, CQ The Radio 
Amateur's Journal and Popular 
Communications), a new annual for 
hams (CQ Amateur Radio Buyer's 
Guide) and a handful of books. 

Our publications reach out to more 
than 200,000 readers every month 
now with special- interest informa- 
tion. All of them have been combined 
under one corporate banner, too - 
CQ Communications, Inc.- thanks 
to your support. Happy 5th! 

a4Ader 
CIRCLE 23 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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LETTERS 
Likes Balance 

I think Modern Electronics is the best 
and most well -balanced electronics mag- 
azine on the market in terms of comput- 
ers and general electronics coverage. I 

most enjoy Forrest Mims' "Electronics 
Notebook" and the occasional articles 
about specific components (thyristors, 
the 555 timer, etc.) and their uses, as well 
as the informative construction articles. 
Keep up the good work and format! 

Kevin Kendall 
Eagle Lake, AK 

Oldies Are Goodies 

In response to the closing question in 
"The Electronic Chariot" Editorial in 
the April 1988 issue, I'm not alone in 
thinking that we got nothing for some- 
thing in automotive electronics. In the 
automotive environment, at least, high - 
tech simply means high prices -not high 
quality. Bring back the '55 Olds, '56 
Ford, '63 Valiant. In medicine, business 
machines and communications, I agree 
with you -but not in cars. 

Ed Jones, Jr., WB2DVL 
Somerset, NJ 

Don't Change 
You've got a great format. Whatever 

you do, please don't change it. Too many 
magazines start off great and then change 
their format so they can reach a larger 
readership. The result is usually god -aw- 
ful. Once again, please keep doing what 
you do so well. 

Gary Thielmann 
Alberta, Canada 

SMT Hints 
I enjoyed Forrest Mims' articles about 

SMT [surface -mount technology] and 
am offering hints gained from my experi- 
ence. Multicore Solders sells a syringe of 
60/40 solder cream that is handy for SMT 
except that it does not come in a conven- 
ient needle. I found that Testor's, the 
people who make glue for plastic models, 
sells a package of applicator tips for their 
glue tubes that perfectly fit the Multi -core 
Solder syringe. The orifice is about the 
size of a pin. It takes a bit of pressure to 
make the solder cream go through, but it 
is more convenient than a toothpick for 
applying solder cream to SMT pads. This 

(Continued on page 89) 
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CABLE-TV 

BONANZA! 
ITEM UNIT MORE 

HAMLIN MCC 3000 36 CORDED REMOTE CONVERTER ICI, 3 only) 29 00 

PANASONIC WIRELESS CONVERTER our best buy) 98 00 : J a). 

MOVIE TIME VR7200A (manual line tune) 8800 69 Or 

' JERROLD 400 COMBO 16900 11900 

JERROLD 400 HAND REMOTE CONTROL 29 00 18 OU 

' JERROLD 450 COMBO 19900 13900 

' JERROLD 450 HAND REMOTE CONTROL 2900 1800 

JERROLD SB- ADD -ON 9900 6300 

' JERROLD SB- ADD -ON WITH TRIMODE 10900 7500 

'M -35 B COMBO UNIT (Ch 3 output only) 9900 7000 

'M -35 B COMBO UNIT WITH VARISYNC 10900 7500 

' MINICODE IN -121 9900 6200 

' MINICODE IN -121 WITH VARISYNC 10900 65 O(' 

' MINICODE VARISYNC WITH AUTO ON -OFF 14500 10500 

ECONOCODE(mmicode substitute) 6900 4200 

ECONOCODE WITH VARISYNC 7900 4600 

'MLD- 1200 -3 (Ch 3 output) 9900 6200 

'MLD -1200 -2 (Ch 2 output) 9900 6200 

'ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY 17500 12500 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS ICY 3 only) 2400 140U 

'EAGLE PD -3 DESCRAMBLER I Ch 3output only) 11900 6500 

'SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA ADD -ON REPLACEMENT DESCRAMBLER 119 00 85 00 

Quantity Item Output 
Channel 

Price 
Each 

TOTAL 
PRICE 

California Penal Code #593 -0 forbids us 
from shipping any cable descrambling unit 
to anyone residing in the state of California. 

subject to change without notice. Prices sub 
1 g 

,.r- 

SUBTOTAL 
Shipping Add 
$3.00 per unit 

COD & Credit 
Cards - Add 5% 

TOTAL 

Name - - 

Address City 

State Zip Phone Number ( ) 

Cashier's Check Money Order COD Visa Mastercard 

Acct # Exp. Date 

Signature 

FOR OUR RECORDS: 
DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE - I, the undersigned. do hereby declare under penalty of penury 
that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable TV systems with proper 
authorization from local officials or cable company officials in accordance with all applicable federal and 
state laws. FEDERAL AND VARIOUS STATE LAWS PROVIDE FOR SUBSTANTIAL CRIMINAL AND CIVIL 
PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE 

Dated: Signed. 

Pacific Cable Company, Inc. 
7325'/2 RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. #ME RESEDA, CA 91335 

(818) 716 -5914 No Collect Calls (818) 716 -5140 

IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION 
Please have the make and model # of the equipment used in your area. Thank You 
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Pill//MODERN ELECTRONICS NEWS/il/Ill 

Canine Life Saver. The U.S. heat wave is likely to be over by the 

time you read this, but an innovative product introduced mid- 
summer, called "K -9 Lifeguard," is worth thinking about for the 

next heat cycle. It's an electronic alarm system that's said to 

be used by many law- enforcement agencies in Florida to prevent 
dogs from suffering heat strokes when left unattended in cars. 
According to John Johnston, president of Radiotronics, Jupiter, 
FL (407- 746 -0935), which introduced the system, air temperature 
in a car can reach 140 degrees within five minutes if an air 
conditioner fails to continue operating for some reason. Under 
this condition, it takes only a few minutes for a dog to die. 

When heat is excessive, the alarm causes the horn to beep, sounds 

a siren and turns on emergency lights. Optional system features 
included signaling a remote beeper and rolling down power 
windows. 

USED COMPUTERS. The used computer market continues to expand as 

new, advanced -performing machines displace them. IBM, 

interestingly, announced it is taking in customers' older 
machines, the ones that were dropped from its line some time ago, 

when new PS /2 systems are bought, refurbishing them, and 
reselling them at low prices.... An on -line database of 13,500 
used and new computer items is offered by Thomas Business Systems 

(Boca Raton, FL), an 11- year -old computer brokerage company. Its 

computer system is open to any person or company wishing to buy 

or sell used computer hardware. The listings are said to cover 

everything from IBM clones to mainframes, from DEC Rainbow PCs to 

full -scale VAX systems. All that's needed to tap the database is 

an IBM -compatible computer, a modem, and a $5 fee for a 

communication program and instructions on how to access the 

bulletin -board system, which is active 7 days a week, 24 hours a 

day. For more information, call 407 -392 -2005. 

HOME AUTOMATION ADVANCES. Mitsubishi's subsidiary, Medama Inc., 
is finalizing its year -long field- testing program of Home 
Automation Systems installed in homes in ten states. The beta 

sites are actual home environments and end users are reported to 

be families representative of the marketplace potential seen for 

home automation. Using the CEBus adopted by the EIA as a proposed 

standard for all home automation products, system prices range 

from $2,000 to $10,000. To see a demonstration of the system at a 

test home, call Bruce Abraham at 714 -220 -4609 or Al Schuyler at 

714- 220- 4745,...Panasonic has an exciting new VHS VCR, the Model 

PV -4826, that enables users to program a VCR's recording 
instructions by "calling" the unit over any Touch -Tone telephone. 

ADD -ON D/A CD PLAYER DECODER. Britain's Cambridge Audio has 
introduced its DAC2 Digital -to- Analog Decoder to upgrade compact 
disc players that do not feature 16 -bit x 16 -times oversampling. 
The add -on unit is self -powered and plugs into the "Digital Out" 

connector of a CD or DAT player, allowing music lovers to 
experience its 22- million bits per second conversion rate. 
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and you can too! 

Andy is a Ham Radio operator and he's having 
the time of his life talking to new and old friends 
in this country and around the world. 

You can do it too! Join Andy as he communi- 
cates with the world. Enjoy the many unique and 
exclusive amateur bands ... the millions of fre- 
quencies that Hams are allowed to use. Choose 
the frequency and time of day that are just right 
to talk to anywhere you wish. Only Amateur Ra- 
dio operators get this kind of freedom of choice. 
And if it's friends you're looking to meet and talk 

with, Amateur Radio is the hobby for you. The 
world is waiting for you. 

If you'd like to be part of the fun ... if you'd like to 
feel the excitement ... we can help you. We've 
got all the information you'll need to get your 
Ham license. Let us help you join more than a 
million other Hams around the world and here at 
home. Who are we? We're the American Radio 
Relay League, a non -profit representative organ- 
ization of Amateur Radio operators. 

For information on becoming a Ham operator 
circle number 11 on the reader service card or write to: 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE DeptingtOon, 5 Main 
Street 

This space doiated by this publication in cooperation with the American Radio Relay League. 
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J111// NEW PRODUCTS llll 
For more information on products 
described, please circle the appropri- 
ate number on the Free Information 
Card bound into this issue or write to 
the manufacturer. 

Video Telephone 
A new video telephone from Pana- 
sonic, the Model KX -TV 10, features 
a 4- inch -diagonal screen that lets a 
caller view sequential pictures of the 
called party (also with the same or 
similar video telephone). The video 
monitor /camera /telephone instru- 
ment features speakerphone, auto- 
matic speed dialing and last- number 
redial. It uses existing telephone lines. 

Its built -in black- and -white solid - 
state CCD camera, equipped with a 

2.8 -mm lens, can send a still image at 
a maximum rate of one picture every 
5.7 seconds and can be focused on 
other objects besides the caller. Two 
transmission speeds are available. 
The video display offers 96 horizon- 
tal and 100 vertical pixels on images 
sent at a 5.7- second rate, or 160 hori- 
zontal by 100 vertical pixels on im- 
ages sent every 9.4 seconds. Pictures 
are displayed in 32 different tones 
from black to white for good image 
contrast. $499.95. 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Updated 80286 Computer 
Tandy's new AT- compatible Model 
3000 NL computer is built around the 
80286 microprocessor running at 10 

MHz and is both MS -DOS and OS /2 
ready. Targeted for business applica- 

tions, the computer can also function 
as a network workstation or work - 
group communications server. It can 
accommodate a wide range of video 
graphics options, including VGA, 
EGA and CGA. The standard con- 
figuration includes a 3.5 -inch micro - 
floppy disk drive with 1.44 MB capa- 
city; socket for an optional 80287 
math coprocessor; seven AT -com- 
patible (three 8 -bit and four 16 -bit) 
expansion slots also running at 10 

MHz but configurable to run at 8 

MHz for compatibility with slower 
peripherals and expansion cards; 512 
KB of RAM, expandable to 640 KB 

on system board and expandable to a 
system maximum of 16 MB using the 
high -speed memory (30 percent fast- 
er) and standard expansion slots; 
101 -key enhanced keyboard with tac- 
tile feedback; serial port; parallel 
port; and keylock. 

Storage options include 3.5 -inch 
microfloppy disk drives with 1.44 
MB and 720 KB capacity; 5.25 -inch 
floppy disk drives with 1.2 MB and 
360 KB capacity; hard drives rated at 
from 20 MB to 70 MB at from 65 ms 
to 28 ms access time; SCSI hard 
drives rated at from 40 MB to 344 MB 
capacity at 19 or 16 ms access time; 
and a 150 -MB tape backup system. 
One 3.5 -inch and two 5.25 -inch open 
front -accessible half- height device 
slots are available in the system unit, 
each with a new rail system that al- 
lows the user to simply slide the disk 
drives into the slots and connect their 
ribbon cables. $1,699. 

CIRCLE 52 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SMD Removal Unit 

O.K. Industries' Model SMT -W2 
features a new "hot tweezer" for 
SMD (surface -mount device) remov- 
al and variable temperature control. 
Its handpieces has been ergonomi- 
cally designed to fit comfortably 
in any operator's hand, regardless 
of size. 

Two 80 -watt ceramic heating ele- 
ments are said to provide exceptional 
temperature stability and sufficient 
power to remove any SMD, from 
chip resistors to large quad packs. A 

full range of tips are available, in- 
cluding 5 -mm sizes for chip resistors 
and capacitors, mini -flat tips for 
SOICs and right -angle tips for 
PLCCs with up to 84 pins. $425. 

CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

60 -MHz Oscilloscope 
Has CRT Readout 
Leader Instruments' new two -chan- 
nel, dual -timebase Model LBO -2060 
60 -MHz oscilloscope features on- 
screen display of setting conditions 
and measured values as well as wave- 
forms. On- screen cursors are said to 
eliminate troublesome procedures 
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and errors often encountered with 
conventional oscilloscopes. It elimi- 
nates the need to align a signal wave- 
form against the graticule, counting 
scale markers and multiplying to de- 
termine voltage, time and frequency. 
The cursors provide direct readout 
of voltage difference in volts and 
percentage, time difference in sec- 
onds and percentage, frequency in 
hertz and phase difference in degrees. 

The scope comes with comprehen- 
sive triggering facilities, including al- 
ternate triggering for stable display 
of asynchronous signals. It features 
a carrying handle that doubles as a 
tilt bail on the testbench. $1,490. 

CIRCLE 54 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Mini Mobile Scanner 
Ace Communications (Indianapolis, 
IN) is now marketing a miniature 
mobile radio scanner with a frequen- 
cy synthesized keyboard. The Model 
AR 160 scanner tunes the 29- through 
52 -MHz, 136- through 174 -MHz and 
436- through 512 -MHz bands to give 
coverage of conventional police, fire 
and emergency services. 

telescoping whip antenna, mobile 
mounting bracket with hardware, 
and an ac adapter for indoor use. 
The scanner measures only 6.5 "D x 
4/62 "W x 1.5 "H and weighs just 20 
ounces. $189. 

CIRCLE 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Computer Motion -Sensor 
Security Alarm 

Alarmcard from AlarmCard (Belle- 
vue, WA) is a half -size add -in board 
for IBM PC /XT /AT and compatible 
and PS /2 Models 25 and 30 comput- 
ers that is said to discourage comput- 
er hardware and data theft. The sys- 
tem consists of a plug -in board, a 
separate alarm module that mounts 
inside the computer's case and soft- 
ware- control diskette. It can be set up 
to work in computers that are orient- 
ed horizontally or vertically. On- 
board motion sensors trigger a pierc- 
ing battery -powered alert when un- 
authorized movement occurs and 

Twenty keys located on the top of 
the scanner provide access to an on- 
board microprocessor that controls 
the scanner. A unique system of 
LEDs provides channel information 
and serves to verify frequencies 
through a. count -off system. An in- 
ternal battery retains data pro- 
grammed into memory in the event 
of a power failure. The scanner is 
claimed to have excellent sensitivity 
and specifications that exceed those 
of more costly mobile units. 

Supplied with the Model AR160 
scanner are a fused dc power cable, 

computer power is turned Off. A 
user -controlled password stored in 
battery -protected hardware guards 
against access and tampering. 

Software provided with Alarm - 
card permits complete control of the 
device through menu options. Diag- 
nostics, on- screen battery check and 
alarm test are provided. Under soft- 
ware control, the Alarm card system 
can be set up to protect data from un- 
authorized access while the computer 
is running, protect the hardware 
while the computer is turned off, and 

THE FUTURE/S NOW,' 

National Superconductor is dedicated 
to bringing the new high temperature 
superconducting materials and tech- 
nology to the marketplace as fast as 
possible. We will supply you with the 
electromagnetic materials of tomorrow, 
today! If you haven't yet investigated 
the awesome promise of this new 
field, you should contact us now. 

Zero Resistance Kit comes with 
a low temperature thermocouple and 
complete instructions for graphing the 
zero resistance transition of the super- 
conducting sample. $59.00 

Meissner Levitation Kit - a 

coated, water -resistant YBC disk with 
a cubical samarium -cobalt magnet. 

$25.00 

We also carry: high quality bars, pellets 
and rings that can be polished to a 
mirror -like sheen, superconducting 
powders of various grades and parti- 
cle sizes, economical 10 -litre liquid 
nitrogen transfer vessels, and thermo- 
couples for low temperature measu re- 

ments. 

Other products in development: Novel 
resilient shapes that retain the ability 
to exclude magnetic flux, samples of 
the new higher To compounds, and 
weak -link josephson junctions. 

For more information, call or write: Í 
NATIONAL SUPERCONDUCTOR, INC. 

13968 Van Ness Avenue 
Gardena, California 90249 

(213) 323 -3923 
CIRCLE NO. 117 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

sound an alarm when power has been 
interrupted. The software can also be 
used to perform system checks. The 
password that unlocks the system can 
be changed as often as desired. 

Alarmcard, which discourages PC 
theft without the use of locks, keys, 
cables, chains or adhesives, comes 
with a special hex -head screw and key 
that replaces one of the computer's 
cabinet screws to further deter theft. 
A 9 -volt battery is also provided for 
the alarm module. $119.95. 

CIRCLE 56 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Conductive Work Surface 
Workplace Systems, Inc.'s (London- 
derry, NH) new Conductive Top is 

designed for safe testing, assembly 
and repair work of electrostatic-dis - 
charge electronic components. Its 
Flush -Mount Grounding System 

uses a 1 "- diameter grounding bolt 
that is set flush into the worksurface 
and leaves the entire top free of ob- 
struction. Connection to earth 
ground is made from beneath the 
top. Two banana plugs are set flush 
into the front edge of the top for con- 
venient connection of antistatic wrist 
bands. 

CIRCLE 57 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Camcorder Tuner Adapter 
RCA /TCE's new Model 1CVA900 
tuner adapter allows any camcorder 
to record programs off the air. It pro- 
vides the camcorder with the tuner 
capability required to receive broad- 
cast signals. It has 155- channel tun- 
ing capability, including 99 cable 
channels. The accessory offers digi- 
tal keyboard/scan tuning, frequency 
synthesized tuning, audio /video out- 

put jacks and an unswitched ac re- 
ceptacle. It also supplies an auxiliary 
signal for picture -in- picture VCRs. 
The compact tuner adapter weighs 
just 1.9 pounds. $129.99. 

CIRCLE 58 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Digital & Analog Trainers 
Heath's new Model ETW -3600 ana- 
log and Model ETW -3700 digital 
trainers can serve as versatile expe- 
rimental and circuit -design tools. 
Both trainers accept a new Model 
ETW -3568 accessory backpack that 
makes it simpler and more reliable 
to bench test and experiment on 
circuit boards. 

The analog trainer is equipped to 
help the user to build, analyze, test 
and modify analog circuits. It has va- 
riable regulated + 15- and - 15-volt 
power supplies, 15- and 30 -volt ac 
sources and a 200 -Hz to 20 -kHz 
sine /square -wave frequency genera- 
tor. Solderless breadboarding blocks 
are provided for circuit building as 
well as potentiometers that can be in- 
corporated into circuit designs and a 
built -in connector for the accessory 
backpack. $199.95 ($119.95 ET- 
3600 kit). 

The digital trainer can be used to 
build and test digital circuit proto- 
types, confirm circuit operation and 
test digital ICs. Built -in regulated 

power supplies provide + 12, -12 
and + 5 volts to accommodate both 
digital and analog circuits. Four log- 
ic data switches, two no- bounce logic 
switches, a three - frequency pulse 
clock generator and four LED logic - 
state indicators are provided. This 
trainer also has solderless bread- 
boarding blocks and a connector for 
the accessory backpack. $199.95 
($119.95 ET -3600 kit). 

When mounted to either trainer, 
the accessory backpack provides 
± 1.2- to ± 15 -volt dc power supplies 
to power analog, linear and CMOS 
circuits and a + 5 -volt dc power sup- 
ply for TTL circuits. Included is a di- 
gital metering system that measures 
up to 500 volts ac /dc, 200 mA dc and 
2 megohms. Its high- impedance in- 
put is designed for minimum load- 
ing, and is fused for protection. 
$199.95 ($119.95 ET- 3568). 

CIRCLE 59 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Solar -Electric Panels 
Hal -Tronix (Southgate, MI) now has 
a series of no- frills solar panels that 
are ideal for backpackers, campers, 
RVs, boats, airplanes and other ap- 
plications where conventional power 
isn't available. Four different ver- 
sions are available. Sun Pal, a fold- 
ing unit, delivers 6 or 12 volts at 6 or 
12 watts and comes with a mini volt- 
age regulator. The non -folding Sun 
Flex delivers 12 volts at 3 to 33 watts 
and is designed to float. Porta Volt, a 
multi -panel unit that folds to small 
size, can deliver high power for trans- 
mitters, camp power and fast charg- 
ing of batteries. Power Plus and 
Series R units, lightweight ridged 
panels designed for portable or per- 
manent installations, deliver 20 to 45 
watts of power. These panels can be 
wired together as needed to provide 
higher voltages and /or wattage. All 
styles are weather- tight, flexible and 
very thin. Prices range from $67.46 
to $419.72, depending on panel type, 
size and power delivery. 

(Continued on page 88) 
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NEW 
POCKET SIZE 

OPTOELECTRONICS INC. 

SIZE: 4" H x 3.5" !Nf x 1" D 
MADE IN USA 

T02.4GH 
8 LED DIGITS 2 GATE TIMES 

ALUMINUM CABINET 
INTERNAL NI -CAD BATTERIES INCLUDED 

AC ADAPTER /CHARGER INCLUDED 

EXCELLENT SENSITIVITY 
& ACCURACY m: 

AC-DC PORTAiBL 
OPER 

Small enough to fit into a s h in pocket, our new 1.3 GHz and 2.4 GHz, 8 digit frequenc / counte-s are not toys! They 
can actually out perform units ma-1y times their size and price! included are rechargeable Ni -Cad batteries 
installed inside the unit for hours of portable, cordless operation. The batteries are easily recharged using the AC 
adapter /charger supplied with the unit. 

The excellent sensitivity of the 1300H /A makes it ideal for use with the telescoping RF pick -up antenna; 
accurately and easily measure transmit frequencies from handheld, fixed, or mobile radios such as: Police, 
firefighters, Ham, taxi, car telephone, aircraft, marine, etc. May be used for counter surveillance, locating hidden 
"bug" transmitters. Use with grid dip oscillator when designing and tuning antennas. May be used with a probe 
for measuring clock frequencies in computers, various digital cirwitry or oscillators. Can be built into transmitters, 
signal generators and oche- devices to accurately monitor frequency. 

The size, price and perfarrrance of these new instruments make them indispensirle for technicians, engineers, 
schools, Hams, CBers, electronic hobbyists, short wave l steners, law enforcement personnel and many others. 

STOCK NO: 
#1300H /A Morsel 1300H /A 1- 1300 MHz counter with preamp, sensitivit y < 1m'V 

27MHz to 4501MHz includes Ni -Cad batteries and AC adapter S169.95 

#2400H Model 2400H 10 -2400 MHz microwave counter includes Ni-Cad 
batteries and AC adapter $299.95 

Model CCA counter /counter, for debugging, ultra sensitive, <= 50 micro 
volts at 150MHzi 1-600 MHz with adjustable threshold, RF indicator 
LEG Induces Ni -Cad batteriies and AC adapter $299.95 

ACCESSORIES: 

#CCA 

#TA -1005 Telescoping RF pick -up antenna with BNC connector $12.00 

#13-100 Probe, dire& connection SC ohm, BNC connector $20.00 

CC -12 Carrying case, gray vinyl with zipper opening. Will hold a counter and 
#TA-1000S antenna. $10.00 

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT 

FLA (305) 771-205C 1-800-327-5912 
MasterCard 

OPTORLECTRO7N /CS INC. 
Orders to US and Canada add 5% of total ($2 min, $10 max) 

Florida residents add 6% sales tax. COD fee $2. 
Foreign orders add 15% 

VISA' 

IESPIMILECTINININOR Mrc. 

2.4 OW COUNTER 

2' '4C ig1J 

CAE ADJ 2100H 

..M 
SAtt 

AC-CHO 

s-1xvoC 

AVAILABLE NOW 

5821 N.E. 14th Avenue 
Ft. Lauderdale. Florida 33334 

CIRCLE 74 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Applications Ememcs October 1988 

Troubleshooting 
With do Voltmeters 

Helpful hints for getting the most out of your 
multimeter's dc voltmeter mode 

By Robert G. Middleton 

Adc voltmeter can be a very 
powerful tool in trouble- 
shooting electronic circuits. 

To use it effectively, however, you 
must know how to interpret the read- 
ings you obtain during tests. Because 
this is a largely unexplored new world 
for many readers, here are a bevy of 
practical application hints on use of 
the dc voltmeter and the dc voltage 
function of multimeters. Armed with 
the information in this article, you 
will soon be optimizing your time at 
the testbench. 

Types of Circuit Action 
To effectively use any type of elec- 
tronic test instrument, one must 
know something about how a circuit 
is supposed to work under proper 
conditions. Refer to the simple sin- 
gle -stage circuit shown in Fig. 1. This 
basic transistor circuit may operate 
under steady -state or transient condi- 
tions; in the linear or nonlinear 
mode; with voltage- divider bias, sig- 
nal- developed bias, or a combination 
of both. When it is operating proper- 
ly, this circuit outputs at its collector 
an amplified version of the signal ap- 
plied to its base input. However, any 
of a number of things can go wrong 
in this circuit, resulting in a reduced - 
level output or no output at all. Lo- 
cating the fault of a problem is the 
task of the dc voltmeter. 

In Fig. 1, visible resistors are the 
voltage- divider biasing network 

Fig. 1. A basic transistor circuit in 
which resistors shown phantomed re- 

present possible leakage paths. 

made up of Rb1 and Rb2, emitter re- 
sistor Re and collector load resistor 
RL. Invisible resistors are repre- 
sented by the emitter -collector and 
collector -base junction resistances. 
Under fault conditions, invisible 
leakage resistance may shunt the col- 
lector -base junction resistance and 
may also shunt coupling capacitor Cc. 

When a circuit malfunction oc- 
curs, the first thing you should do is 
measure dc supply voltages Vcc and 
Vbb. If you obtain the proper voltage 
readings in both cases, check the dc- 
voltage distribution in the circuit. In 
Fig. 1, for example, the collector, 
base and emitter voltages provide the 
pattern of dc- voltage distribution. 
Typical rated voltage and resistance 
values might be as follows: 

Rbi = 10,000 ohms 

Rb2 = 1,000 ohms 
Re = 100 ohms 
RL = 15,000 ohms 
Vcc = 30 volts 
Vbb = 8.3 volts 
dc beta (ß) = 200 
Vc = 15 volts 
VB = 0.75 volt 
VE = 0.1 volt 

The potentials listed represent the dc- 
voltage distribution pattern for class - 
A operation of the circuit, wherein 
Vc is midway between Vcc and Vdd. 
Observe that the base -emitter bias 
voltage in this pattern is the differ- 
ence between VB and VE, or 0.65 volt. 

Fault Conditions 
Under fault conditions, you should 
initially assume that only one defect 
exists. For example, the value of Rbl, 
Rb2, Re or RL might be too high or 
too low. Alternatively, the dc beta (ß) 
value might be too low (don't worry 
if it's too high), collector junction 
leakage may be present or capacitor 
leakage may be present. Any one of 
these defects will cause a change in 
the dc- voltage distribution pattern. 
Among the tricks of the trade is re- 
cognition of the basic circuit action 
that is at work. 

It is a general principle that defects 
in the collector circuit do not notice- 
ably change the voltage in the base 
circuit. If RL increases in value from 
15,000 ohms to 20,000 ohms, for ex- 
ample, Vc falls from its normal value 
of 15 volts to 10 volts. However, VB 
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Now from NRI comes the first course of its kind ... anywhere! 

Learn to use, program, and service today's 
digital electronic music equipment as you 

build your own computer -controlled 
music center 

Now NRI puts 
you at the heart of 

the most exciting application 
of digital technology to date! With 

NRI's new at -home training in Electronic 
Music Technology, you get hands -on 
experience with the equipment that's 
revolutionizing the music industry-Atari 
ST Series computer with built -in MIDI 
ports, Casio C2101 digital synthesizer with 
advanced MIDI capabilities, and ingenious 
MIDI software that links computer key- 
board to synthesizer keyboard -all yours 
to train with and keep. 

This year, over $1.5 billion worth of digital elec- 
tronic music instruments- keyboards, guitars, 
drum machines, and related equipment -will be 

sold in the U.S. alone. Who's buying this new -tech 
equipment? Not just progressive musicians and pro- 
fessional recording technicians, but also thousands 
of people who have never touched a musical instru- 
ment before. And there's good reason why. 

Something called MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface) has suddenly transformed musical 
instruments into the ultimate computer peripherals 
... and opened up a whole new world of opportunity 
for the person who knows how to use, program, and 
service this extraordinary new digital equipment 

Now NRI's breakthrough Electronic Music 
'l èchnology course puts you at the forefront of this 
booming new technology with exclusive hands-on 
training built around a MIDI -equipped computer, 
MIDI synthesizer, and MIDI software you keep. 

Dynamic New Technology Opens Up New 
Career Opportunities for You 

The opportunities are unlimited for the person 
who's trained to take advantage of today's elec- 
tronic music phenomenon. Now you can prepare 
for a high - paying career asa studio technician, 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

sound engineer, recording engineer, or road 
technician ... even start your own new -age 
business providing one -stop sales and service for 
musicians, technicians, and general consumers 
alike. Or simply unleash your own musical 
creativity with the breakthrough training and 
equipment only NRI gives you. 

Only NRI Gives You an Atari ST Computer, 
Casio Synthesizer, and Innovative MIDI 
Software You Train With and Keep 

The Atari ST Series computer included in your 
course becomes the heart of your own computer - 
controlled music center. With its tremendous 
power, superior graphics capabilities, and built-in 
MIDI interface, the 16/32-bit Atari ST has almost 
overnight become the computer of choice for 
today's most knowledgeable electronic musicians. 

The Casio CZ101 digital synthesizer, also included 
in your training, is the perfect complement to your 
Atari ST. The polyphonic, multitimbral CZ101- 
which stores up to 32 voices internally- "commu- 
nicates" with your ST computer through MIDI, 
bringing life to virtually any sound you can imagine. 

Plus, you get ingeniously designed MIDI software 
that opens up amazing new creative 
and technical possibilities... you 
actually build your own 4 -input 1 

r N?/ School of Electronics 
audio mixer /amplifier... and you McGraw -Hill Continuing Education Center 

3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, DC 20016 
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to take advantage of today's opportunities 
in electronic music technology. 

With your experienced NRI instructor always 

available to help, you master the basics of electronic 
theory step by step, gaining the full understanding 
of electronics that's now so essential for technicians 
and musicians alike. You move on to analyze sound 
generation techniques, digital logic, microprocessor 
fundamentals, and sampling and recording tech- 
niques ... ultimately getting first -hand experience 
with today's explosive new technology as you 
explore MIDI, waveshaping, patching, sequencing, 
mixing, special effects, and much more. 

Plus, even if you've never been involved with 
music before, NRI gives you enough basic training 
in music theory and musical notation to appreciate 
the creative potential and far -reaching applications 
of today's electronic music equipment 

Send Today for Your FREE Catalog 

For all the details about NRI's innovative new train- 
ing, send the coupon today. You'll receive a com- 
plete catalog describing NRI's Electronic Music 
'I èchnology course plus NRI courses in other high - 
tech, in -demand electronics fields. 

If the coupon is missing, write to NRI School of 
Electronics, McGraw -Hill Continuing Education 
Center, 3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, DC 
20016. 

test the electronic circuits at the 
core of today's new -tech equipment 
with the hand -held digital multi- 
meter included in your course. 

No previous experience 
necessary-in electronics 
or music! 

No matter what your background, 
NRI gives you the skills you need 
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and VE will still measure 0.75 and 0.1 
volt, respectively. 

In another example, if RL de- 
creases in value from 15,000 ohms to 
10,000 ohms, VC will rise from its 
normal value of 15 volts to 20 volts. 
However, VB and VE will still mea- 
sure 0.75 and 0.1 volt. From a theore- 
tical point of view, voltage changes in 
the collector circuit do have a slight 
interaction with voltages in the base 
circuit; however, this interaction is so 
small that it can be ignored for all 
practical purposes. 

Though voltage changes in the col- 
lector circuit may not have much of 
an effect on the voltages in the base 
and emitter circuits, it is a different 
story altogether with changes that oc- 
cur in the base circuit. Whatever 
changes occur in the base circuit great- 
ly influence the voltage in the collec- 
tor circuit. For example, if Rbi in- 
creases in value from 10,000 ohms to 
11,000 ohms, VB falls from its nor- 
mal value of 0.75 volt to 0.69 volt. 
This causes VC to rise from its nor- 
mal value of 15 volts to 24 volts and 
VE to fall from its normal value of 
0.1 volt to 0.04 volt! This is a typical 
base fault condition dc- voltage dis- 
tribution pattern. An easy way to vis- 
ualize this effect is to view the base 
circuit as a valve and the collector cir- 
cuit as a tank. 

Now observe the dc- voltage distri- 
bution pattern that results from a 
weak (low -beta) transistor. If the dc- 
beta value of the transistor deterior- 
ates from its normal rating of 200 to 
10, VB remains unchanged at 0.75 
volt, but VC rises from its normal 
value of 15 volts to 21.8 volts and VE 

falls from its normal value of 0.1 volt 
to 0.05 volt. The pattern distinction 
between a high Rbi and a low beta is 

chiefly in the base voltage: if Rbi is 

high, VB goes low and if beta is low, 
VB remains unchanged. 

It is helpful to observe why VB re- 
mains unchanged when beta is low. 
Base current is normally quite small; 
so when a bias voltage divider such as 
10,000 /1,000 ohms is used, VB is de- 

vDb 

8.3V 

Rb, 
10K 

i r, ; 
I 

C 

Rb2 

1K 

NOTE: 
Unless otherwise noted, 
all voltages are measured 
with respect to ground. 

Roo,.( 

VB 

0.75V 

Temporary 
short 
circuit 

100 

Vc 

15V 

8 = 200 

RL 

15K 

VE 
V 

0.1V 
30V 

Fig. 2. Base- emitter short -circuit test 
shows whether off -value Vc is being 
caused by collector junction leakage 

or by some other circuit fault. 

termined solely by voltage- divider 
proportions (from a practical view- 
point, the very small base current 
does not load Rb2). Beta is the cur- 
rent- amplification factor that simply 
"opens the valve" for Vcc to permit a 
comparatively large collector current 
to flow. 

Although a low dc -beta value re- 
sults in a considerable change in the 
dc- voltage distribution pattern, a 
high dc -beta value causes compara- 
tively little change in the pattern. If 
beta decreases from 200 to 10, a sig- 
nificant pattern change occurs, but if 
beta increases from 200 to 300, VC 

edges down from its normal value of 
15 volts to 14.8 volts -hardly a signi- 
ficant change. In practice, such a 
small change in the pattern is usu- 
ally disregarded. 

It is of technical interest at this 
point to note why low beta causes a 
large change in dc- voltage distribu- 
tion, whereas high beta causes very 
little change in distribution. This dis- 
tinction is evident in the dc- voltage 
equations for the configuration: 
RTH = RBT X RBT /(RBO + RBT) 
VTH = Vbb X RBT /(RBO + RBT) 
IE _ (VTH - A(1)) /(RE + RTH/f3) 

VE =IEXRE 
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VC = Vcc - (LE X RC) 
VBE= VTH -VE 
VCE = VC - VE 

These equations state that the base 
of the transistor "sees" a Thevenin 
resistance RTH and Thevenin voltage 
VTH and that the emitter sees a cur- 
rent IE in accordance with Ohm's 
law. Current IE, in turn, produces a 
voltage drop IE across the emitter re- 
sistor. Furthermore, the collector cir- 
cuit is the servo circuit that sees IE 

and produces the voltage drop VC 

across the collector load resistor; the 
base -emitter voltage is the difference 
between the Thevenin and emitter 
voltages; and the collector- emitter 
voltage is the difference between the 
collector and emitter voltages. Dc- 
beta value ß is the denominator in the 
second term of the denominator of 
the IE equation. The mathematical 
significance of these formulas is that 
small values of ß produce rapid 
changes in the second -term values, 
whereas large values of ß produce 
slow changes in the second -term value. 

Barrier Potential 
Dc- voltage distribution patterns 
are responsive to the barrier- poten- 
tial value, which is just another way 
of saying that a bipolar transistor 
does not conduct until the base -emit- 
ter voltage exceeds a threshold com- 
monly referred to as the "barrier 
potential." 

For silicon transistors, the barrier 
potential is ordinarily assumed to be 
0.65 volt. In other words, the term 
A(1) in the foregoing IE equation 
is routinely assigned the value 0.65, 
which "linearizes" the nonlinear 
system insofar as class -A operation 
is concerned. 

Barrier potential is a function of 
temperature. At room temperature, 
a 0.65 -volt value is assigned. How- 
ever, at higher operating tempera- 
tures, an assignment of 0.6 volt is 

more realistic. 
Barrier potential may range up to 

0.7 volt at low temperatures. There- 
fore, it is helpful to observe the dc- 
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voltage distribution patterns for the 
Fig. 1 circuit configuration at barrier 
potentials of 0.6 and 0.7 volt. If the 
barrier potential decreases from its 
median value of 0.65 volt to 0.6 volt, 
VB remains unchanged at 0.75 volt, 
but VC falls from its normal value of 
15 volts to 7.8 volts and VE rises 
from its normal value of 0.1 volt to 
0.15 volt. 

If the barrier potential increases 
from its median value of 0.65 volt to 
0.7 volt, on the other hand, VB again 
remains unchanged, but VC rises to 
22.2 volts and VE falls to 0.05 volt. If 
you have a temperature probe for 
your DVM, you can easily measure 
the operating temperature of the 
transistor to determine whether the 
measured dc- voltage distribution re- 
flects a barrier potential in the vicin- 
ity of 0.65 volt or of 0.6 volt, for ex- 
ample. This is one more helpful trick 
of the trade. 

Now let us examine circuit action 
and dc- voltage distribution patterns 
in the presence of collector junction 
and coupling- capacitor leakages. 

Test - Circuit Action 
As shown in Fig. 2, an informative 
test circuit can be provided by tempo- 
rarily short -circuiting the base and 
emitter terminals of the transistor 
when the collector voltage measures 
below normal and collector -junction 
leakage is suspected. This is called a 
"turn -off" test. If collector -junction 
leakage is present, VC will not jump 
to the Vcc value when the short cir- 
cuit is applied. On the other hand, if 
there is no collector -junction leak- 
age, VC will jump up to the Vcc value 
when the short circuit is applied. 

For the time being, we will disre- 
gard the possibility of leakage Rci in 
the coupling capacitor and focus on 
off -value components and parame- 
ters, as tabulated in Fig. 3, which lists 
the dc- voltage distribution patterns 
that encompass five measurements. 
Two of these measurements are 
checks of Vbb and Vcc values to en - 

VC 
VB 

VE 

Patterns of dc- Voltage Distribution Under Test Conditions 

RL 
High Low 
Low High 

Re 
High Low 
High Low 

Rbl Rb2 Beta 
High Low High Low High Low 
High Low Low High - High 
Low High High Low - 
Low High High Low - Low 

If RL is high, Vc approaches its normal class -A value when RL is shunted by a test resistor. 
If RL is low, Vc departs more from its normal class -A value when RL is shunted by a test 
resistor. 
If Re is high, Vc approaches its normal class -A value when Re is shunted by a test resistor. 
If Re is low, VC departs more from its normal class -A value when Re is shunted by a 
test resistor. 
If Rbi is high, Vc approaches its normal class -A value when Rbi is shunted by a 
testresistor. 
If Rbi is low, Vc departs more from its normal class -A value when Rbi is shunted by a 
test resistor. 
If Rb2 is high, Vc approaches its normal class -A value when Rb2 is shunted by a test 
resistor. 
If Rb2 ii low, VC departs more from its normal class -A value when Rb2 is shunted by a 
test resistor. 

Fig. 3. Patterns of dc- voltage distribution under lest conditions indicate the 
component or parameter that is off -value and whether it is too high or too low. 

sure that a malfunction is not being 
caused by a fault in the power supply. 
After the Vcc and Vbb values have 
been verified (or corrected as re- 
quired), you proceed to look at dc- 
voltage patterns that comprise three 
measurements: VC, VB and VE. 

Blank spaces in the Fig. 3 tabula- 
tion denote a dc- voltage change that 
is so small that it is ignored in tests. 
Note that there are various combina- 
tions of high and low dc- voltage mea- 
surements at the collector, base and 
emitter terminals. A measured value 
is "high" if it exceeds the normal val- 
ue, and vice -versa. In this example, 
normal transistor terminal values 
are: VC = 15 volts, VB = 0.75 volt 
and VE = 0.1 volt. (In any case, nor- 
mal transistor terminal voltages will 
be specified in the service data.) 

It is evident in Fig. 2 that there is 
more than one possible fault for each 
three -group pattern of voltages. For 
example, VC high with VB and VE 
low can be caused by a high value of 
Rbi or a low value of Rb2. To resolve 
this ambiguity, temporarily shunt 
Rbi with a resistor. In turn, if Rbi is 

high, VC approaches its normal 
class -A value when Rbi is shunted by 
the test resistor. Otherwise, VC will 
go even further from its normal class - 
A value when the test resistor is ap- 
plied. (In this example, a 50,000 -ohm 
shunt test resistor might be used. The 
resistor's value is not critical; just be 
sure to choose a "ballpark" value.) 

In the event that all three transis- 
tor- terminal voltages are incorrect, 
the fault is in the base circuit. Thus, if 
beta is low, only two of the terminal 
voltages will be incorrect. If the fault 
is in the collector circuit, only one 
terminal voltage will be incorrect. 
Accordingly, the initial dc- voltage 
distribution patterns tell you which 
section of the circuit is malfunction- 
ing so that you do not waste time 
making shunt tests in normally oper- 
ating sections. 

Because capacitor leakage resist- 
ance can cause confusion in base -cir- 
cuit tests, it is important for you to 
know how to check for this possibili- 
ty. To do so, apply a temporary short 
circuit between the left -hand termi- 
nal of Cc and ground in the Fig. 2 cir- 
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Fig. 4. Basic emitter -bias configura- 
tion is essentially the same as the bas- 

ic base -bias configuration. 

cuit and observe the change in base 
voltage (if any). If there is no change 
in VB, there is negligible leakage in 
C. However, if there is noticeable 
change in VB when this test is made, 
CC is leaky and should be replaced. 

Emitter -Bias Circuit 
The basic emitter -bias circuit config- 
uration shown in Fig. 4 is also in pop- 
ular use. Closely related to the basic 
base -bias configuration, from a cir- 
cuit- action viewpoint, it can be re- 
garded as essentially the same. As 
noted, VB is near ground potential at 
0.01 volt, whereas VE is 0.67 volt 
above ground. Thus, VB and VE are 
interchanged with respect to the 
base -bias circuit configuration. 
However, the base -emitter voltage 
(the difference between these two 
voltages) is the same in either circuit 
at 0.66 volt. 

Conveniently, Rbi in Fig. 4 is re- 
garded as the parallel combination of 
Rbi and Rb2 in Fig. 2. Physically, the 
emitter -bias arrangement uses one 
less resistor. Functionally, the trade- 
off is slightly less bias stability in the 
emitter -bias arrangement. In other 
words, Rbi in Fig. 2 has a compara- 
tively high value, which makes the 
bias source appear more like a cur- 
rent source than a voltage source. 

Localization of circuit defects in 
the Fig. 4 circuit follows the same 

principles discussed above for the 
Fig. 2 circuit. That is, the Fig. 2 tabu- 
lation applies to the emitter -bias cir- 
cuitry, just as it does for the base -bias 
circuitry. A turn -off test is made in 
the same way, and ambiguous situa- 
tions are resolved in the same way. 
The only difference is that there is 

only one base -bias resistor, so there is 
one less dc- voltage value in the distri- 
bution pattern. Capacitor leakage is 

checked as above, by monitoring VB 

when a temporary short circuit to 
ground is applied to the left -hand end 
of capacitor C. 

Differential Amplifier 
Shown in Fig. 5 is a basic differential - 
amplifier circuit configuration. In 
this circuit, two transistors are oper- 
ated in a balanced (push -pull or dou- 
ble- ended) mode. Emitter biasing is 

usually used in such an arrangement. 
The collectors of both transistors 
normally have the same dc voltage, 
and both bases normally have the 
same dc voltage on them. 

The bases of the transistors are a 
bit above ground potential as a result 
of the base -emitter bias voltage deve- 
loped chiefly in the emitter circuit. 
Note that both transistors are emit- 
ter- coupled. If emitter current in one 

transistor increases, emitter current 
in the other transistor is forced 
to decrease. 

You are concerned primarily with 
whether the circuit is operating in 
class -A (collector voltages approxi- 
mately half -way between Vee and Ve) 

and whether the dc- voltage distri- 
bution pattern is balanced. That is, 
the two collector voltages are nor- 
mally the same, within a slight toler- 
ance range. Similarly, the two base 
voltages are normally the same, 
again within a very small tolerance 
range. Observe that if the collector 
load resistor (RL) for the left transis- 
tor becomes too high, Vc for that 
stage will be subnormal. An off - 
value RL has no noticeable effect on 
VB and VE, however. 

It follows that although a high val- 
ue of RL for the left transistor re- 
sults in a subnormal Vc there, this 
change in the dc- voltage distribution 
pattern is not reflected into the right 
transistor branch circuit. In turn, the 
circuit becomes unbalanced with un- 
equal collector voltages. 

Insofar as dc-beta values are con- 
cerned, it is helpful to consider the 
limiting case in which the beta value 
of the left transistor, for example, 
becomes zero. In this case, the two - 
section amplifier becomes a one -sec- 

Fig. S. Basic differential amplifier configuration is essentially a "twinning" of 
the emitter -bias configuration. 
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tion amplifier and its circuit action 
follows that discussed for the Fig. 
4 circuit. 

In this comparison, Vee for the 
Fig. 4 circuit is now double its normal 
value, with the result that Vc falls to 
a very low value, saturating the tran- 
sistor. Thus, if the beta value of one 
transistor in Fig. 5 becomes seriously 
subnormal, the other transistor will 
go into saturation. As would be anti- 
cipated, the value for Rb is not cri- 
tical. If one base resistor in Fig. 5 

goes considerably off -value, the cir- 
cuit remains essentially in a balanced 
state. Of course, if one of the base re- 
sistors goes greatly off -value, the as- 
sociated VB will be significantly af- 
fected and the circuit will be in an un- 
balanced state. 

It is helpful to note that RE in the 
typical differential -amplifier ar- 
rangement ordinarily has a compara- 
tively high value, resulting in signifi- 
cant feedback. In turn, bias stability 

is good and the value of RE can go 
considerably up or down without 
causing serious shifts in the collec- 
tor voltages. 

Although you are primarily con- 
cerned with dc- voltage distribution 
patterns, you should also take note 
of the basic signal -voltage considera- 
tions in the Fig. 5 arrangement. For 
example, the bases of the transistors 
may be driven in push -pull such that 
when one base is driven positive, the 
other base is driven negative and 
when one collector goes positive, the 
other collector goes negative. 

Suppose both bases of the transis- 
tors were driven positive (common - 
mode drive). Under this condition, 
both collector voltages would de- 
crease equally. Consequently, there 
would be no collector -collector out- 
put, resulting in a condition known 
as "common -mode rejection." 

In addition to push -pull drive, the 
differential amplifier arrangement 

shown in Fig. 5 is often driven by a 
single -ended source. Thus, the base 
of the left transistor may be driven 
positive while the base of the right 
transistor remains essentially at 
ground potential. Accordingly, VC 

at the left transistor falls, due to in- 
creased emitter current. In turn, in- 
creased emitter current results in a 
higher VE, with the result that the 
right transistor is driven toward cut- 
off and its VC increases. Hence, the 
single -ended input has been changed 
into a double -ended output. 

As the foregoing has demonstrated, 
a dc voltmeter can be an invaluable 
aid in troubleshooting circuits. How- 
ever, it can be put to effective use on- 
ly if you have a basic understanding 
of circuit -action conditions, both 
proper and otherwise. Once you un- 
derstand and apply this, the first in- 
strument you reach for to trouble- 
shoot an ailing circuit is likely to be 
your dc voltmeter. RE 
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Technology 

Understanding Negative Logic 
Taking the mystery out of a logic type that can greatly 

simplify circuit design and analysis 

By Delton T. Horn 

With the proliferation of 
digital circuits in most 
modern electronic and 

many electrical products, electronics 
hobbyists and technicians usually 
have at least some basic understand- 
ing of digital circuitry. Though you 
might be familiar with positive logic 
-the kind in popular use in modern 
digital circuits -you may not under- 
stand and even be intimidated by its 
counterpart, negative logic. This is 

unfortunate because negative logic 
can greatly simplify design and anal- 
ysis of many digital circuits. Fortui- 
tously, negative logic is also really no 
more difficult to grasp than is posi- 
tive logic. 

Some Basics 

In positive logic, a logic 1 is repre- 
sented by a more -positive signal volt- 
age than a negative logic signal. Neg- 
ative logic reverses this relationship: 
the more -positive signal level repre- 
sents a logic 0 and a near -ground sig- 
nal level is a logic 1. 

In terms of functionality, no dif- 
ference exists between the two logic 
types. They are simply two different 
ways of viewing the same action per- 
formed by digital gates. For exam- 
ple, consider the truth table for a 2- 
input AND gate that uses positive 
logic: 

Input 
A B 
0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

Output 
0 

o 

0 

1 

Input A 

Input BL 

Input C 

Input D 

Fig. 1. An example of a multiple -gate positive -logic circuit. 

Each 1 in the table indicates a high 
signal voltage, each 0 a low signal 
voltage. The truth table for the same 
device using negative logic is: 

Inputs 
A B Output 
1 1 1 

1 0 1 

0 1 I 

0 0 0 

This time, each 1 represents a low sig- 
nal voltage, each 0 a high signal volt- 
age. As you can see, each input and 
output signal level has reversed its 
normal (positive) state, even though 
the actual voltages in the circuit re- 
main exactly the same. The only 
thing that has changed is the names 
used to identify each of the possible 
input and output conditions. 

Taking a close look at the negative - 
logic truth table for the AND gate, 
you'll notice something very interest- 
ing. The output from the gate is a log- 

ic 0 if and only if both inputs are at 
logic 0. Stated differently, if either 
input A or input B or both are a logic 
1, the output will be a logic 1. A cir- 
cuit element that behaves as an AND 
gate in positive logic functions as an 
OR gate in negative logic. It is impor- 
tant to keep in mind that no change 
has been made in the circuitry, which 
is operating in exactly the same man- 
ner in both cases. The only thing that 
has been altered is your way of inter- 
preting the action of the circuit. 

You can compare the positive- and 
negative -logic functions of each of 
the basic digital gates as follows: 

Positive 
Logic 
AND 

NAND 
OR 

NOR 

Negative 
Logic 

OR 
NOR 
AND 

NAND 

Noticeably absent from the above are 
the inverter and buffer. The reason 
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Input A 

Input B 

Input C 

Input Do 

(A) 

Input A 

Input B 

Output Input C 

Input D 

(B) 

Output 

Fig. 2. Shown here are (A) a positive- logic circuit and (B) the equivalent negative -logic circuit. 

for this is that both logic elements 
function in the same manner in both 
logic systems. 

Why Negative Logic? 
Often in the course of designing digi- 
tal electronic circuits, you will en- 
counter a truth table that appears to 
be quite complex and requires a large 
number of gates to implement. Con- 
sider for example the following truth 
table: 

Inputs 
A BCD 
0000 

Output 
0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 1 

0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 1 

1 0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 1 

1 1 0 0 0 

1 1 0 1 1 

1 1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 

This would appear to be a very easy 
truth table pattern to generate -at 
least not if you stick to positive logic. 
You might come up with the seven - 
gate circuit shown in Fig. 1. This cir- 
cuit will work, but it's rather awk- 
ward to implement in hardware. 

Now let's try converting the above 
truth table into negative logic. For 
easier readability, we'll reverse the 

order of the table entries so that the 
inputs still run from 0000 to 111, as 
follows: 

Inputs 
A BC D Output 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 1 

0 1 1 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 

1 00 0 o 

1 00 1 01 

1 0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 1 

1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 0 1 1 

1 1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 

A simpler solution should now be- 
come more obvious. This negative- 
logic truth table can be generated 
with the four -gate circuit shown in 
Fig. 2. The circuits shown in these 
two schematics are functionally iden- 
tical. They generate the same truth 
table in either positive or negative 
logic. However, you might not have 
thought of the Fig. 2(B) circuit, 
which is more efficient that the Fig. 
2(A) circuit, if negative logic had not 
been used. 

Obviously, it is possible to arrive at 
the Fig. 2(B) circuit, even using just 
the positive -logic truth table. Using 
the negative -logic truth table simply 
makes the solution easier to arrive at. 

Some circuit designs will be easier 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

to implement with positive logic, oth- 
ers with negative logic. In many 
cases, it won't make a difference 
which type of logic is used. It is even 
okay to mix both positive and nega- 
tive logic throughout a circuit design 
of a single system, as long as you 
manage to keep the two separate. 
Don't confuse the two types of logic 
or you won't obtain the results you 
want. AE 

r 
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Project 

Computer-Controlled 
Robotic Arm 

How to modify Radio Shack's Mobile Armatron robot 
for control with an MS /PC -DOS personal computer 

By Jim Barbarello 

Radio Shack's newest robot, 
the Remote Control Mobile 
Armatron Robot Arm, is a 

more powerful version of its earlier 
robot arm. The $40 assembled model 
can lift objects weighing a pound or 
more, as compared to the few ounces 
of its predecessor, and adds a hand - 
wired pushbutton remote controller 
in place of joysticks to move the Arm 
in any direction, rotate its arm and 
hand, and pick up and release objects 
with its pincers. Standing 14- inches 
high at maximum arm extension, it's 
powered by four "D" cells. 

It's a fascinating and fun device as 
it is. But converting it to be con- 
trolled by a computer, as we will de- 
scribe, opens new functional and ed- 
ucational vistas reminiscent of the 
two -wheeled "Turtle" device used in 
combination with the Logo comput- 
er language that was so popular some 
years ago. The "smart" arm and 
powerful pincers of the RC Arma- 
tron, however, makes it many times 
more useful than the old Turtle ever 
was, of course. After all, the Turtle 
could only scurry around the floor, 
not pick up and put down chess 
pieces on a playing board, get a cup 
for its master, etc. 

Adapting the RC Armatron Robot 
for use with an IBM PC or compati- 
ble is easily accomplished, unlike the 
mechanically intensive modifica- 
tions of the earlier Armatron Arm 
that appeared some time ago in a few 

articles. Furthermore, our simple 
modifications substitute a keyboard 
or disk for the latest Robot's hand- 
held remote and a small ac power 
supply for its "D" batteries. Now it's 
possible to create programs to put the 
Robot Arm into action automatically 
as well as saving the command se- 

quences on a disk. All it takes is a mi- 
nor internal modification and con- 
struction of a simple low -cost inter- 
face to transform the model into 
PC /Armatron. Then just add the 
small power supply, whether it's pur- 
chased, added from your stock of 
equipment or built. 

The interface hooks directly to a 
PC's parallel printer port, powered 
by the stand -alone 5 -volt dc supply 
that also powers the robot. In addi- 
tion to providing you with full con- 
struction details, a short utility pro- 
gram is included that allows you to 
control PC /Armatron and illustrates 
how to create more sophisticated 
project applications. A full -featured 
Logo -like program is also available 
from the author. 

Armatron Modification 
Manufactured by Tomy for Radio 
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Shack, the Armatron device consists 
of an articulated arm /gripper assem- 
bly mounted on a motorized plat- 
form and is supplied with a control 
unit. The arm is motorized at only 
the shoulder and wrist, while the el- 
bow joint can be moved only by man- 
ual means. In addition to up and 
down arm motion, the wrist can ro- 
tate. The pincer -type gripper, at- 
tached at the wrist, can close and 
open to grip and release an object. 
Two of the three wheels in the base 
are individually driven for two -di- 
mensional control in all directions. 
The third, undriven wheel pivots. 

In normal operation, the Arma- 
tron device is powered by four D cells 
that provide + 3 and -3 volts as 
needed to forward or reverse the di- 
rection of any of the controlling mo- 
tors. The control unit connects to the 
Armatron via a multicolored seven - 
conductor ribbon cable. 

For computer -control purposes, 
neither the control unit nor the D 
cells are needed. Instead, the inter- 
face that connects the robot to a com- 
puter will use a single 5 -volt dc sup- 
ply. Required forward /reverse volt- 
age requirements for the motors are 
provided with relays that switch the 
polarity of the 5 volts dc as needed. 
To accomplish this, however, you 
must bring a ground lead out of the 
Armatron to the interface. 

When an unmodified Mobile Arm - 
atron robot is operated, the black - 
and brown -insulated conductors in 
the ribbon cable provide the + 3 and 
-3 volts, respectively. Because in 
this application, these wires are no 
longer needed, either conductor can 
be used to bring the ground conduc- 
tor out of the device. 

Modification begins with removal 
of the six screws that secure the bot- 
tom panel. Once this is done, careful- 
ly lift up the bottom panel (there are 
wires attached to this panel; so exer- 
cise care to avoid pulling on them). 

With the robot open, locate the 
two battery terminals closest to you. 
There are a white -insulated wire go- 
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4 

K6 13 
BLACK 

PARTS LIST 

Semiconductors 
D1- 1N4001 rectifier diode (optional 

see text) 
IC1 -7805 +5 -volt, 1- ampere voltage 

regulator 
Q1 thru Q6- MPS2222A or 2N2222 

npn silicon transistor 
Capacitors (16 -WV minimum) 
C1- 1,000 -µF electrolytic 
C2,C3 -1 -µF electrolytic 
Resistors (1 /. -watt, 10% tolerance) 
R1 thru R5- 10,000 ohms 
R6 -3,300 ohms 
Miscellaneous 
K 1 thru K5 -5 -volt dc reed relay (Radio 

Shack Cat. No. 275 -232) 

K6 -5 -volt dc dpdt DIP relay (Radio 
Shack Cat. No. 275 -215 or 275 -215A) 

P 1 -Male DB -25 connector 
T1 -6.3- or 12.6 -volt power trans- 

former (Radio Shack Cat. No. 
273 -1385) 

Printed -circuit board; suitable en- 
closure; machine hardware; solder; 
etc. 

Note: A series of enhanced programs and 
sample procedures for operating the 
PC /Armatron are available on a 5'/." 
360K PC- formatted disk for $8 (specify 
PCARM) from JJ Barbarello, RD #3, Box 
241H, Tennent Rd., Manalapan, NJ 
07726. 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of circuit required to interface Mobile Armatron 
to computer. 
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li7Vac 

IN IC-1 

D1 
7805 

1N4001 COM 

D2 + C 1 + C2 
1N4001 - 1000µF T 1µF 

OUT 

1 C3 
1µF 

o 
+5V 

GND 
o 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of optional power supply for interface and PC/ 
Armatron. 

ing to the left terminal and a jumper 
wire that goes from the left to the 
right terminals. Unsolder the jumper 
wire. Then remove the right terminal 
and discard it and the jumper wire. 
Unsolder the white wire. 

To the right, you will see the seven - 
conductor multicolored ribbon cable 
that goes to the control module. In- 
sulation on the two outermost con- 
ductors is coded blue and black. Use 
a hobby knife to separate the black - 
insulated conductor from the ribbon 
about half way into the Armatron. 
Now cut the separated black -insu- 
lated conductor about midway into 
the robot's base and strip about Y,, 

inch of insulation from the end that 
goes out of the Armatron. Connect 
the white -insulated wire you previ- 
ously unsoldered to this black -insu- 
lated wire and solder the connection. 
This connects the ground in the Arm - 
atron robot to the black -insulated 
wire. Reassemble the robot. 

Remove the six screws from the 
control unit and open it up. Remove 
the single screw that holds the printed - 
circuit board in the unit. Now unsol- 
der the seven conductors (insulation 
coded black, brown, red, pink or 
orange, yellow, green and blue) from 
the pc board. Cut off the free end of 
the brown conductor; this conductor 

t t 

0.0 O-O O-O 0-0 00 

-°1°e 8 s 
Fig. 3. Actual -size etching- and -drilling guide for interface printed -circuit board. 

is not used. Discard the control unit 
and pc board. Modification of the 
robot is now complete. 

The Interface 
To understand how the interface 
works, you must first know some- 
thing about your PC's printer port. 
LP1, as it is commonly known, is ad- 
dressed at memory location 888 deci- 
mal. Among other signals, it provides 
an 8 -bit binary representation of 
each character sent to the printer (or 
other device) and a ground reference. 
The eight bits, labeled DO through D7, 

are on pins 2 through 9, respectively, 
of the DB -25 female connector on the 
rear of your computer. 

To control these eight data lines, 
simply use the BASIC OUT com- 
mand. For instance, to make all lines 
high, execute an OUT 888,255, which is 

the decimal equivalent of binary 
11111111. Similarly, an OUT 888,16 

(00010000) will cause D4 to go high 
and all other data lines to be low. 
Once set, these data lines remain in 
that state until changed by a subse- 
quent OUT command. You can gain 
access to these signals by using a 
DB -25 male connector (Pl in Fig. 1). 

Referring to the interface schemat- 
ic diagram in Fig. 1, a standard cir- 
cuit is repeated five times for relays 
KI through KS. In each, the transis- 
tor buffers the input from the corn- 
puter's parallel port. When a logic 1 

is input, the transistor conducts and 
energizes the coil of the relay. The 
five relays replace the mechanical 
switches in the control unit. Relay K6 
is controlled in a similar manner. Its 
function is to reverse power polarity. 
When energized, ground is provided 
to the line common to relays KI 
through KS, while + 5 volts is de- 
livered to the black -insulated (Arma- 
tron's ground) wire. In essence, this 
provides -5 volts between any of re- 
lays KI through KS and ground. In 
K6's unenergized state, + 5 volts is 

delivered to the other relays. 
The output of the interface con- 
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nects directly to the ribbon cable. 
The input is provided through a sev- 
en- conductor cable terminated in Pl, 
which plugs directly into your com- 
puter's printer port. 

Any standard 5 -volt supply which 
can deliver about 1 ampere of current 
can be used to power the interface 
and modified Armatron robot. If 
you do not have such a supply on 
hand, you can build one from the 
Fig. 2 schematic diagram. 

You can build the interface circuit 
on a printed- circuit board or on per- 
forated board that has holes on 
0.1 -inch centers, using suitable Wire 
Wrap or soldering hardware. If you 
want pc -board construction, use the 
actual -size etching- and -drilling guide 
in Fig. 3 to fabricate the board. The 
power, supply, on the other hand is 

simple enough to be wired together 
with the aid of terminal strips, though 
you can use perforated board or de- 
sign and fabricate a pc board for 
it as well. 

Wire the pc board exactly as shown 
in the Fig. 4 wiring diagram. (If you 
elect perforated -board construction, 
follow the same general component 

Ribbon cable 

1 1 
GND 

+5V 

Fig. 4. Wiring diagram for interface pc board. Use this diagram as a general com- 
ponent layout if you use perforated -board construction. 

layout shown in this drawing.) Make 
sure you properly base the transistors 
before soldering any leads to the cop- 
per pads on the bottom of the board. 
Also, make sure you follow the prop- 
er color -code sequence for the ribbon 

cable and the cable or wires that go 
to Pl. 

When you are finished wiring the 
board, double check all component 
installations and check for poorly 
soldered connections and solder 

Using PC /Armatron 
Unless you're adept at programming, if 
you buy and modify an RC Mobile Ar- 
matron Robot Arm (Radio Shack Cat. 
No.60- 2396), you'll want to buy the $8 
PCARM software program (called 
Arm -A -Talk) noted at the end of the 
Parts List. With it, you can really get in- 
to controlling the Arm. 

You should be aware that the robot's 
arm should not be moved by hand, so 
don't try to force it in one direction or 
another in this manner. Use signal com- 
mands. A program file called ASETUP 
permits you to calibrate the program to 
match the Arm to your computer if the 
existing setup is not optimum. (Each 
Arm seems to be slightly different and 
the setup program determines how it 
should be energized to allow maximum 
travel.) 

A number of commands, such as 

FORWARD, are listed, followed by a 

space and then a number that represents 
the percentage of maximum travel. 
Each part of the robot can be moved at 
this time to set up the proper factors, 
whether it's Hand Up, Hand Down, 
etc. By entering a command, a space 
and an asterisk, the action will take 
place without recording it as a stored 
factor. When maximum travel has been 
reached, press any key to stop move- 
ment. (Actually, you should stop move- 
ment slightly before maximum is reached 
because the ARM continues to move a 
smidgen after power is removed.) 

The factor that you stopped at ap- 
pears on the video screen. When all fac- 
tors are determined, simply type END, 
then press Enter, then the letter, Y, to 
save the factors in a data file that's au- 
tomatically created as FACTORS.DAT. 
The setup can be run again at any time 
to change stored factors. 

The program isn't case -sensitive, so 
you can type lower- or upper -case let- 
ters and it won't make a difference. 
Also, there's a HELP command at your 
fingertips for information on syntax 
and command explanations. 

To initiate the language- environment 
program from a DOS prompt, one sim- 
ply types ARM. you can then create 
movement commands and other pro- 
cedures, building up to complex ones by 
starting with the command, MAKE. 
The program also includes DO (execute 
a previously created procedure), LIST 
(display commands in the named pro- 
cedure), EDIT, HELP and END, the 
latter enabling you to save the file. 

The system to control the PC /Arma- 
tron is certainly versatile. It's easy to 
use, too, once you get the hang of it, and 
gives the experimenter an exciting way 
to enter the world of robotics. 
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PC /Armatron Movement Values 

Function Number 
Wrist Turn 2 

Gripper In -Out 3 

Hand Up 4 

Hand Down 5 

Turn Right Forward 8 

Turn Left Backward 9 

Turn Left Forward 16 

Turn Right Backward 17 

Arm Up 32 
Arm Down 33 

Forward 24 
Backward 25 

bridges between closely spaced pads 
and traces. Reflow the solder on any 
questionable connections and re- 
move any solder bridges discovered 
with desoldering braid. 

Controlling PC /Armatron 
Data bits DI through D5 are available 
on printer port pins 3 through 7, re- 
spectively. Similarly, data bit DO is 

available on pin 2 of the printer port. 
To send movement information to 
PC /Armatron, simply calculate the 
appropriate number to represent the 
movement you want, and perform an 
OUT 888,n (wheren is that number). 
To stop all movement, execute OUT 

888,0 (zero). The time between these 
two commands will determine how far 
the selected arm component moves. 

To energize KI with + 5 volts (K6 
deenergized), for example, issue an 
OUT 888,2 to bring bit DI high. To re- 
verse the voltage, add 1 to that num- 
ber, to bring bit DO high. The follow- 
ing table lists all possible movements 
and the corresponding numbers. 

These functions are incorporated 
into the BASIC code provided in the 
Program Listing. Lines 20 and 30 de- 
fine the movement numbers to be sent 
to the printer port in array A. Lines 
40 and 50 define the associated move- 
ment codes you can enter to execute 
the movements. Lines 60 through 80 

define the movement functions asso- 
ciated with the movement codes and 

BASIC Program Listing for Corn uter Co trol of PC/Armatron 

1 REM ** PC /ARMATRON DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 
2 REM ** NAME: ARMDEMO 
3 REM ** V880525 
10 COLOR 7,0:CLS:CLEAR:KEY OFF:OUT 888,0:DEFSTR C:DIM A(12), 
C(12),CN(12) 
20 A( 0)= 2: A( 1)= 3: A( 2)= 4:A(3)= 5:A(4)= 8:A(5)= 9:A(6) =16 
30 A( 7)= 17: A( 8)= 32: A( 9)= 33:A(10)= 24:A(11)= 25:A(12) =0 
40 C( 0)=" W": C( 1)=" G": C( 2)=" HU" :C(3)= "HD ":C(4)= "FR ":C(5) = "BL ": 
C(6) = "FL" 
50 C( 7)=" BR": C( 8)=" AU": C( 9)=" AD ":C(10)= "F ":C(11)= "B ":C(12) = "S" 
60 CN(0)= "Wrist ":CN(1) =" Grip": CN (2) = "HandUp ":ON(3) = "HandDown ": 
CN(4)= "FwdRight" 
70 CN( 5)=" BackLeft": CN( 6)=" FwdLeft ":CN(7)= "BackRight ":CN(8)= 
"ArmUp" 
80 CN(9)= "ArmDown ":CN(10) =" Fwd ":CN(11) = "Back ":CN(12) = "Stop ":GOSUB 
200 
90 REM ** PROGRAM BEGINS 
100 LOCATE 18,1:PRINT SPC(79):LOCATE 18,40:PRINT "LAST COMMAND: " 
;C 
110 LOCATE 18,1:LINE INPUT "COMMAND:? ";C:GOSUB 350:IF C = "" THEN 
110 
120 IF C = "END" THEN LOCATE 20,1:PRINT "SESSION ENDED ":END 
130 FOR I =0 TO 12:IF C(I)= LEFT$(C,S) THEN LOCATE 18,1:GOTO 150 
140 NEXT:C= "UNRECOGNIZED COMMAND ":GOTO 100 
150 PRINT "EXECUTING ";CN(I); "... ";:OUT 888,A(I):WHILE INKEY$ = " ": 
WEND 
160 OUT 888,0:BEEP:GOTO 100 
170 REM ** 
180 REM ** SCREEN FORMATTING 
190 REM ** 
200 CLS:LOCATE 1,1:PRINT CHR$ (201);STRING$(77,205);CHR$(187) 
210 LOCATE 2,1:PRINT CHR$(186);" "STRING$(24,176); 
220 PRINT" PC /ARMATRON DEMONSTRATION ";STRING$(24,176);" 
CHR$(186) 
230 LOCATE 3,1:PRINT CHR$ (200);STRING$(77,205);CHR$(188) 
240 LOCATE 5,3 
250 PRINT "This program demonstrates how to control PC/ 
Armatron. "; 
260 PRINT" Execute a movement by" 
270 PRINT "typing the movement code listed below "; 
280 PRINT" (ex: HU or F), and then pressing Enter." 
290 PRINT "To stop movement, press any key. To end session, enter 
END." 
300 LOCATE 10,31:PRINT "MOVEMENT COMMANDS" 
310 LOCATE 12,1:FOR I =0 TO 12:IF (I MOD 4) =0 THEN LOCATE 
CSRLIN,1 
320 PRINT C(I);" _ ";CN(I);:PRINT TAB((I MOD 4) *21 +20);:NEXT 
330 RETURN 
340 REM ** U/L CASE SHIFT 
350 IF C = "" THEN RETURN 
360 S= INSTR(C," "):IF S =0 THEN S= LEN(C) ELSE S =S -1 
370 FOR J =1 TO S:M$= MID$(C,J,1) 
380 IF M$> "Z" AND M$ < "(" THEN MID$(C,J,1)= CHR$(ASC(MID$ 
(C,J,1)) AND 223) 
390 NEXT:RETURN 

numbers. For instance, movement 
number 2 -array element A(0)- 
produces function "Wrist" -array 
element CN(0) -that is entered as 
movement code "W" -array ele- 
ment C(0). 

Line 110 gets your input and shifts 
it to upper -case, if necessary, via the 
subroutine at line 350. Line 120 
checks for the word "END" and, if 
found, terminates the program. Line 
130 compares your input to the 13 

valid movement codes. If a match is 

not found, the error message "UN- 
RECOGNIZED COMMAND" iS dis- 
played and execution loops back to 
line 110 for another input. When a 
valid code is found, execution jumps 
to line 150. Here, the associated 
movement number is sent to the 
printer port (OUT 888,A(I)). The 
WHILE /WEND loop continuously 

(Continued on page 86) 
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Project 

Phone -Ring 
Visual Indicator 
Lighting up a lamp when a 
phone call comes in is a helpful 
signal for hearing- impaired 
people and those who are 
awaiting a call but do not want 
to wake up sleeping persons 

By Andrew Van Loenen 

In the old days, when visual indi- 
cation of a ringing telephone 
was needed, telephone com- 

pany personnel used a neon lamp. 
Though it wasn't good at a distance, 
if several telephone instruments were 
close together, it could identify 
which instrument was ringing. The 
appeal of the neon lamp was that it 
was cheap and extremely easy to con- 
nect. All you had to do was connect 
the arrangement across the telephone 
line. No capacitors or resistors (other 
than the one in the lamp assembly) 
were needed because, when the 
phone isn't ringing, the - 48 -volt dc 
line potential isn't sufficient to ionize 
the neon gas; so, the lamp appears as 
an open circuit to the telephone line. 
When the ring signal of approximate- 
ly 90 volts ac at 20 Hz is superim- 
posed on the - 48 volts appears on 
the line, however, the neon gas ion- 
izes as the potential increases beyond 
about 65 volts. The lamp then flashes 
on and off at the ringing rate. The 
lamp draws so little current from the 
telephone line that there is no danger 

of it "answering" the phone when it 
lights. 

With modern technology, solid - 
state electronics makes it possible to 
build a much more sophisticated ring 
indicator that has all the benefits of 
the original lamp assembly, plus a 
few of its own. The Telephone Ring 
Indicator to be described is such a cir- 
cuit. It can be adapted to a variety of 
applications, such as the controller 
for a flashing table lamp to signal the 
hearing impaired of an incoming 
call, a ring counter, and any number 
of other uses you can think up. 

About the Circuit 
Shown in Fig. 1 is the complete sche- 
matic diagram of the Telephone Ring 
Indicator. In this circuit 555 timer 
ICI is configured as a monostable, or 
one -shot, multivibrator. When TRIG- 

GER pin 2 is brought low, OUTPUT 

pin 3 goes high for a period of time 
determined by the relationship of the 
values of R2 and C/, expressed math- 
ematically by the formula 0.693 
R2C1. With the values shown for 
these components, the output will 

ideally remain high for about 2.5 sec- 
onds. 

Phototransistor QI normally 
holds the TRIGGER input at pin 2 of 
ICl high (not triggered). However, 
when light from neon lamp Il strikes 
the photosensitive surface of Ql, the 
phototransistor is biased into con- 
duction and pin 2 of ICI goes to 
ground potential through its collec- 
tor /emitter circuit. This triggers the 
timer into operation. 

One of the features of a monosta- 
ble multivibrator is that it will not re- 
spond to more than one trigger pulse 
during its timing cycle. The key to 
successful operation of this circuit 
lies in exploiting this feature because 
Il flashes at the ringing rate and 
thereby provides multiple trigger 
pulses to ICI. Therefore, the time 
constant provided by R2 and Cl 
must be long enough to permit II to 
stop flashing before it allows the out- 
put of IC1 to return to logic low. 

A very common ring sequence, 
used by telephone companies 
throughout the country, is 2 seconds 
ringing followed by 4 seconds of si- 

lence, repeated for as long as an at- 
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tempt is made to reach a dialed num- 
ber or for the recipient of a call to 
pick up the receiver of his instru- 
ment. This being the case, Il will 
flash for about 2 seconds. Therefore, 
it is necessary that the product of the 
R2 and CI values provide a time con- 
stant that will exceed this. In prac- 
tice, it is a good idea not to exceed it 
by very much to allow ICI to have an 
output timing that resembles as near- 
ly as possible the phone company's 
ring timing. 

If your local telephone company 
uses a different ringing sequence 
from that described above, use the 
above equation to determine the best 
resistor /capacitor value combina- 
tion to use for your needs. In general, 
it's a good idea to stay away from ex- 
tremely low values of capacitance 
teamed with extremely high values of 
resistance. 

As has already been mentioned, 
the values of R2 and CI will ideally 
permit the output of ICI to be high 
for about 2.5 seconds. However, this 
assumes a capacitor whose value is 

exactly 10 microfarads and a resistor 
whose value is exactly 360,000 ohms. 
In practice, this is almost never the 
case. Electrolytic capacitors usually 
have a wide tolerance and most tend 
to err to the high side of that toler- 
ance. Beyond this, electrolytic capa- 
citors are often too "leaky" for reli- 
able use in a timing circuit. Tantalum 
capacitors, on the other hand, are 
smaller, less leaky and commonly 
have a tolerance of 20 percent or bet- 
ter. That is the reason why a tanta- 
lum capacitor is specified for CI in 
the Parts List. Nevertheless, you may 
have better luck using a 500,000 - 
ohm, 10 -turn trimmer potentiometer 
for R2 so that you can "tune" the 
time constant as needed for the de- 
sired results. 

Capacitor C2 provides bypassing 
to ground for the MODULATING in- 
put at pin 5 of ICl to prevent pickup 
of unwanted signals that could inter- 
fere with the proper timing. 

This circuit always draws current 

r 

+5 to +15Vdc 

To 

telephone 
line 

1 
R1 

100K 

I Q1 

I TIL414 L_-___J 

Output 

C2 
0.01µF 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the basic Telephone Ring Indicator circuit. 

from the power source and, there- 
fore, battery operation is not recom- 
mended. However, a small plug -in 
wall transformer with an output be- 
tween 5 and 15 volts dc will work well 
with the circuit. Alternatively, you 
can build your own power supply in- 
side the enclosure used for housing 
the project. Building your own sup- 
ply would make sense in projects like 
the aid for the hearing- impaired (de- 
scribed below) because you must 
have available inside the enclosure 
117 volts ac anyway. 

Shown in Fig. 2 is the schematic di- 
agram of an ac -line- operated 9 -volt 
dc supply suitable for powering the 
project. Because the project is meant 
to be on at all times, there is no power 
switch in the supply's design. Also, if 
you wish, power transformer Tl can 
be either a discrete device built into 
the project's enclosure or an external 
plug -in transformer. 

You will note that no output device 
is specified for the Fig. 1 circuit. This 
is because the output from the circuit 
can be used to drive a variety of de- 
vices according to specific needs. 

One of the features that make this 
Telephone Ring Indicator so versa- 
tile is that it will operate from any dc 
power supply that delivers between 5 

and 15 volts and the logic transitions 
are from ground to very near the pos- 
itive rail. This makes the project suit- 
able for use with both TTL and 
CMOS logic families, as well as ana- 
log circuits. In fact, the number of 

PARTS LIST 
Semiconductors 
D1 ,D2- 1N4001 rectifier diode 
IC1 -555 timer 
Q I -TIL -414 infrared phototransistor 

(Radio Shack Cat. No. 272 -145 or 
equivalent) 

Capacitors 
C1- 10-µF, 16 -volt tantalum 
C2- 0.01 -µF, 50 -volt polyester or ce- 

ramic disc 
C3- 1,000 -µF, 50 -volt electrolytic 
Resistors 
(' /a -watt, 5% tolerance) 
RI- 100,000 ohms 
R2- 360,000 ohms (or substitute 

500,000 -ohm, 10 -turn trimmer po- 
tentiometer -see text) 

Miscellaneous 
I1 -Amber neon -lamp assembly with 

current -limiting resistor (Radio 
Shack Cat. No. 272 -707 or equivalent) 

T1 -12.6 -volt center -tapped miniature 
power transformer 
Printed -circuit or perforated board 
and suitable Wire Wrap or soldering 
hardware; socket for IC1; 'A- inch -di- 
ameter heat -shrinkable tubing; suit- 
able enclosure (see text); fast -set clear 
epoxy cement; hookup wire; solder; 
etc. 

uses to which you could put the proj- 
ect are limited only by your imagina- 
tion. Some examples of projects that 
you might want to undertake in- 
clude: a ring counter, an automatic 
answering device, a distinctive ring- 
er, a loud outdoor ringer, a delayed 
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ringer to cut down on nuisance calls, 
remote control of devices as home 
while you are away, and an aid for 
the hearing impaired. 

Shown in Fig. 3 is a schematic dia- 
gram of a circuit that adapts the proj- 
ect for use as an aid to the hearing im- 
paired. This circuit will flash a table 
lamp in step with the rings of the tele- 
phone. A solid -state relay can be used 
for Kl. Generally, these relays re- 
quire an input of from 3 to 36 volts 
dc, are capable of being directly driv- 
en from TTL and CMOS sources, 
and the output can switch several am- 
peres of current at 117 or 240 volts ac, 
depending on device rating. 

When the output of ICI goes high, 
KI energizes. At this time, 117 volts 
ac is conducted through fuse Fl to re- 
lay Kl and its contacts and on to the 
ac receptacle. Note that the neutral 
side of the ac line is connected direct- 
ly to the ac receptacle. The table 
lamp, plugged into the ac receptacle, 
must be left in the turned -on state so 
that it can be controlled by the ring- 
ing telephone signal. 

The rating of Fl depends on the 
amount of current drawn by the table 
lamp and the current -carrying cap- 
ability that connects the project to 
the ac line. If you use an 18 -gauge line 
cord for the project, the rating of Fl 
should not exceed 3 amperes, regard- 
less of the current demand of the load 
plugged into the ac receptacle. There- 
fore, if you want to be able to control 
a load rated at more than 3 amperes, 
use a 16 -gauge or larger line cord for 
the project. 

Switch Si provides a means for 
turning on the lamp when the tele- 
phone is not ringing. It simply ap- 
plies V + to the input of the solid - 
state relay, bypassing the ICI con- 
troller. Diode DI provides protection 
for ICl when Si is closed. 

Construction 
Building the Telephone Ring Indica- 
tor presents no particular difficul- 
ties. The simple circuit is very 

> T1 

Input 
117Vac 

D2 
1N4001 

C1 

1000µF 

Output 
8.9Vdc 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of an ac- 
line- operated 9 -volt dc power supply 
suitable for use with the Telephone 

Ring Indicator. 

straightforward and requires no at- 
tention to component layout. The 
only potential difficulty with regard 
to construction is in assembly of the 
Il /QI assembly, though there is no 
real difficulty involved. 

For this project, perforated -board 
construction (use a board that has 
holes on 0.1 -inch centers) is perhaps 
the simplest way to go, though if you 
wish to design and fabricate your 
own printed- circuit board instead, 
feel free to do so. In either case, be 
sure to use a socket for ICl. 

Start construction by assembling 
the II /QI assembly. These compo- 
nents must be in close physical con- 
tact with each other, and Ql must be 
shielded from extraneous light for it 
to properly respond to only the light 
from the neon lamp. Start with a 15/16- 

inch length of '''h- inch -diameter heat 
shrinkable tubing. 

To make it possible for the neon 

lamp's case to fit into one end of the 
tubing, slide the tubing over the 
closed jaws of longnose pliers and 
gently stretch the tubing by slowly 
opening the jaws of the pliers, as il- 
lustrated in Fig. 4(A). Test the fit of 
the lamp in the stretched end of the 
tubing, as in Fig. 4(B). If it is still a bit 
too tight, stretch the tubing some 
more. Push the neon lamp into the 
stretched end until the tubing is flush 
with the read edge of the lamp's 
housing. 

Next, apply a small bead of fast - 
setting clear epoxy cement around 
the case flange of the phototransis- 
tor, as in Fig. 4(C). Then insert the 
transistor into the open end of the 
heat -shrinkable tubing until its case 
touches the case of the neon lamp, as 
in Fig. 4(D). Use a cigarette lighter or 
heat gun to solidly shrink the tubing 
over the neon lamp and phototransis- 
tor, as in Fig. 4(E), but be careful to 
avoid heat damaging the compo- 
nents. Shown in Fig. 4(F) is the com- 
pleted neon -lamp /phototransistor 
assembly as it should appear after 
shrinking the tubing. Note the solid 
outlines of both components, indi- 
cating a solidly made assembly that 
will meet all criteria. 

As you install and wire together 
the components on the circuit board, 
be sure not to have ICI in its socket. 
Install the 555 timer in its socket only 
after all connections to its socket pins 

Fig. 3. How to adapt the basic Telephone Ring Indicator circuit to flash a table 
lamp in step with the ring signal on the telephone line to alert the hearing im- 

paired to incoming calls. 
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(A) (B; (C) 

(D) (E) (F) 

Fig. 4. Assembly of the neon -lamp /phototransistor assembly: (A) stretch heat -shrinkable tubing to accept the neon 
lamp; (B) test fit lamp into tubing; (C) apply epoxy cement to phototransistor prior to installation in tubing; (D) insert 
transistor into tubing; (E) heat shrink tubing to form a light -tight assembly; (F) neon - lamp /phototransistor ready for in- 

stallation in circuit. 

have been soldered. If you elected to 
use a trimmer potentiometer for R2 
set its resistance for 360,000 ohms as 
indicated on a high- accuracy digital 
multimeter between pins 7 and 8 of 
the IC socket before installing the 
timer chip in the socket. This will give 
you a reasonably good starting point 
for calibration later on. When in- 
stalling the timer in its socket, make 
certain that it is properly oriented 
and that no pins overhang the socket 
or fold under between socket and 
chip as the IC is pushed home. 

You can house your Telephone 
Ring Indicator in any small enclosure 
that will comfortably accommodate 
it and its ac power supply and what- 
ever controlled circuit you use with 
it. Machine the enclosure to permit 
entry of the Telephone Line and Out- 
put cables for the basic project and 
for jacks or other receptacles and 
cords you decide to use with the proj- 
ect. A simple way to mount the cir- 
cuit -board assembly in place is with a 

2 -inch square or two 2 x 1 -inch 
pieces of thick double -sided foam 
tape. 

Calibration 
Once construction is completed and 
the project is checked for wiring and 
component installation errors, pro- 
ceed with calibration. For purpose of 
adjustment, power up the circuit 
with a 9 -volt battery and connect an 
oscilloscope, logic probe or LED and 
resistor across the output of ICI. 
Connect the Telephone Line cord to 
a convenient modular connector 
block (polarity is not important in 
this project) while leaving the tele- 
phone instrument connected to the 
line as well. If necessary, use a one - 
to -two adapter to obtain a second 
jack at the telephone's location. 

Now either call the number your- 
self from a nearby telephone or have 
someone else call it if there is no near- 
by telephone. When the phone rings, 
the output of ICl should go from low 

to high and should remain high until 
very shortly after the phone stops 
ringing. At this point, the output of 
IC1 should return to its normally low 
condition. This sequence should re- 
peat every time the telephone rings. 

With the values of R2 and Cl tak- 
en out to the high end of their toler- 
ances, the worst -case on time for ICI 
is about 4.6 seconds. Keep in mind 
that the time constant should never 
be so long that it ends on subsequent 
rings. If it is too short, it can give the 
appearance of being too long because 
as the 555 times out, it is immediately 
retriggered. The result is that the out- 
put goes low and then immediately 
high again. This can best be seen with 
an oscilloscope or logic probe. A re- 
sistor /LED arrangement will also 
show it, but you must watch careful- 
ly. You can guard against these con- 
ditions by using a multi -turn trimmer 
control in instead of a fixed -value re- 
sistor for R2 and adjust its setting as 
required. AE 
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Project 

Musical Instrument 
Phase Shifter 

Selectively and controllably shifts the phase of signals 
fed to it from an electric guitar, electric bass, synthesizer 
and electronic drums to produce special sound effects 

By C.R. Fischer 

Over the years, only a few 
audio effects have been ver- 
satile and popular enough 

to be used in almost all styles of music. 
Compression and limiting, for exam- 
ple, are widely used to prevent ex- 
cessive signal levels from overloading 
tapes or subsequent equipment, 
while reverberation and echo effects 
add ambience to instruments and vo- 
cals alike. Still another popular ef- 
fect, known as phase shifting or sim- 
ply phasing, has been in use for near- 
ly 30 years. 

During their heyday in the mid -to- 
late 1970's, the "churning" and 
"swooshing" of phasers filled hun- 
dreds of records. With the introduc- 
tion of low -cost analog delay inte- 
grated circuits, phasing disappeared, 
only to make a comeback in recent 
years. While phasers were originally 
designed to be used with electric gui- 
tars, they can also be used with other 
electric instruments, including the 
electric bass, electronic synthesizers 
and electronic drums. 

In this article, we'll describe opera- 
tion, construction and use of a high - 
quality phaser that can be used with 
any of the instruments cited. The 
project contains only three ICs (other 
than the two voltage regulators in its 
power supply) and features low noise 
and distortion, voltage -control in- 
puts and electronic in /out switching 
to make it useful to both the amateur 

and professional musician. Because 
different readers will build this proj- 
ect for different purposes, two ap- 
proaches to construction are offered, 
one that optimizes performance re- 
gardless of cost and the other that 
trades off a bit of performance in the 
interest of saving money on compo- 
nents. The objective is to provide a 
phaser that will suit any budget. 

Phasing Defined 
Phasing was originally developed to 
serve as a method of simulating the 
sound of rotating speakers like the 
Leslie that were extensively used in 
the 1960s. The Doppler effect pro- 
duced by these speakers was and still 
is exciting, but the bulk and weight 
of these mechanical monstrosities 
made them less than popular among 
the great majority of listeners. In 

an attempt to duplicate the Doppler 
effect in a smaller package, a number 
of companies sought an electron- 
ic solution. 

Shown in Fig. 1 is a block diagram 
of the phaser. To create the phasing 
effect, the input signal is passed 
through a special circuit configura- 
tion known as an "all- pass" filter. 
As its name implies, the all -pass 
filter is not frequency -selective; thus, 
the entire signal passes through it 
without undergoing attenuation. 
However, each filter pole provides a 
frequency -selective phase shift that 
can vary from 0 degree at low fre- 
quencies to 180 degrees at higher fre- 
quencies. When this phase -shifted 
signal is mixed with the original input 
signal, the phase shifts produce sev- 
eral notches in the output signal, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. By sweeping the 
all -pass filter's center frequency un- 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of typical phase shifter circuit. 

der electronic control, an ethereal 
"churning" or "swooshing" effect 
is produced. 

By changing the depth and rate of 
the modulating signal, a number of 
variations on the basic effect can be 
produced. Also, by regenerating the 
output of the filter back into the fill - 

ter's input, the depth of the notches 
can be increased to further exagger- 
ate the effect. 

As it turned out, phasing did not 
do a terrific job at recreating the 
Doppler effect produced by rotating 
speakers. Ironically, their lower cost 
and portability made phasers much 
more popular than the speakers 
whose effect they were supposed to 
duplicate by electronic means! While 
phasers were, in turn, supplanted by 
flangers and chorus boxes in the late 
1970s, the unique effects produced 
by them has led to a recent comeback 
in their popularity. 

About the Circuit 
Examining Fig. 1, you will note that 
the phaser is comprised of five circuit 

á 
0 
> 

100 1K 

Frequency (Hz) 
10K 

Fig. 2. Relative frequency response of 
the phaser with Depth and Regener- 
ation controls set fully counterclock- 
wise and Center control set at 1 kHz. 

groups: an input buffer, an all -pass 
filter module, an output mixer, a 
control -voltage processor and a dual - 
polarity power supply. Thanks to ad- 
vances in integrated- circuit technol- 
ogy, the entire processing circuit can 
be built with just three chips. 

Half of dual low -noise operational 
amplifier IC/ is configured as an in- 
put buffer that minimizes loading of 
high- impedance source signals like 

those from a guitar pickup. Without 
buffering, the input signal source 
could be loaded down, resulting in 
such unwanted effects as loss in vol- 
ume or high -end response. The gain 
of buffer IC1A is adjustable from 0 
to 4 via trimmer potentiometer R2. 
This allows the phaser to be used with 
a variety of instruments. After buff- 
ering, the input signal is sent to the 
output mixer and the all -pass filter 
module built around 1C2. 

The all -pass filter is the heart of the 
phaser. It is built around a CEM3320 
low -noise voltage -controlled filter 
(vcf) integrated circuit. Originally 
designed to be used in music synthe- 
sizers, the CEM3320 chip contains 
four matched filter poles that can 
be swept over a 1,000:1 range by an 
external control voltage. In addition, 
it contains a resonance control cell 
that allows the filter's output to 
be regenerated. 

Two special features of the 
CEM3320 warrant mention here. 
One is the chip's on -board -2 -volt 
negative supply regulator available at 
pin 13. This output must be current 
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Fig. 3. Complete schematic diagram of project minus its ac- operated power supply. 

PARTS LIST 
Semiconductors 
D1 -1N914 switching diode 
D2,D3- 1N4001 rectifier diode 
IC1- NE5523, TL072 or LM1458 dual 

operational amplifier (see text) 
IC2- CEM3320 voltage -controlled 

filter (see Note below) 
IC3 -LM324 quad operational 

amplifier 
IC4 -7815 + 15 -volt regulator 
IC5 -7915 - 15-volt regulator 
LED 1 -Red light- emitting diode 
Ql -MPF -102 general- purpose, 

n- channel field- effect transistor 

Capacitors (25 WV or better) 

C1- 0.2 -µF polypropylene or 
ceramic disc 

C2,C7 -1 -µF electrolytic or tantalum 
C3 thru C6- 300 -pF mica or ceramic 

disc 
C8 -10 -µF nonpolarized electrolytic 

or tantalum 
C9,C15,C16 -0.1µF polypropylene or 

ceramic disc 
C10 -1 -µF nonpolarized film (pre- 

ferred), electrolytic or tantalum 
C11,C12- 1,000 -µF electrolytic 
C13,C14 -10 -µF electrolytic or 

tantalum 

Resistors 

'4 -watt, 1% metal -film -see text 
RI ,R7, R10, R13-220,000 ohms 
R3,R38,R39- 10,000 ohms 
R4,R6,R9, R 12- 91,000 ohms 
R5,R8,R11,R14- 100,000 ohms 
R19- 56,000 ohms 
''/ -watt, 5% tolerance 
R16 -1,200 ohms 
R 17, R24, R25, R29,R34, R35, R36- 

100,000 ohms 
R18 -1,800 ohms 
R20- 680,000 ohms 
R23 -10 megohms 
R26 -1,000 ohms 
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1 C3 
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R17 
100K 
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R28 -820 ohms 
R30- 12,000 ohms 
R31- 33,000 ohms 
R37- 220,000 ohms 
R2 -1- megohm trimmer potentiometer 
R15 -1,000 -ohm trimmer potentio- 

meter 
R21- 500,000 -ohm trimmer poten- 

tiometer 
R22, R27,R32,R33- 100,000 -ohm 

panel -mount linear -taper poten- 
tiometer 

Miscellaneous 
J1- Closed -circuit phone jack 
J2,J3,J4- Open- circuit phone jack 

J5 -To match plug on wall transformer 
S1 -Spst pushbutton or toggle switch 

Perforated board and Wire Wrap or 
soldering hardware or printed- circuit 
board (see text); suitable enclosure; 
12 -volt, 250-mA plug -in wall trans- 
former; sockets for all DIP ICs; 4 

pointer -type control knobs; panel 
clip for LED1; 'A-inch spacers; ma- 
chine hardware; hookup wire; sol- 
der; etc. 

Note: The CEM3320 vcf chip is available for 
$10 each plus $2 S&H for up to 5 pieces 
from PAIA Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 
14359, Oklahoma City, OK 73113; tel. 
405- 340 -6300. 

limited to prevent the IC from being 
destroyed by excessive current. Cur- 
rent limiting is accomplished in this 
circuit with RIS and R16. This ar- 
rangement allows the supply current 
to be adjusted for minimal noise. 

The other special feature of the 
CEM3320 is that the amount of res- 
onance is controlled by a control 
voltage input, which increases flexi- 
bility. If the amount of resonance is 

increased past a certain point, the 
CEM3320 will break into oscillation. 
While the sine wave produced under 
these conditions can be used as a sig- 
nal generator, the high -amplitude 
output signal level will blow out 
speakers if it is not used with care. To 
prevent this from occurring, R21 al- 
lows you to preset the phaser so that 
maximum regeneration short of os- 
cillation can be obtained. 

The output of the all -pass filter 
goes to IN /OUT switch SI to permit 
the phasing effect to be switched in 
and out as needed. For maximum 
versatility, an analog switch built 
around Q1 is used in this circuit. 
With S1 open, Q1 is held in cutoff by 
the negative bias voltage across D1, 
R24 and R25. Grounding the junc- 
tion between R24 and R25 reverse 
biases DI and turns on Ql. This al- 
lows the output from the all -pass fil- 
ter to reach output mixer IC1B. This 
action can be controlled remotely via 
REMOTE IN /OUT jack J3 to allow the 
musician or sound engineer to acti- 
vate the effect with an spst foot 
switch. Comparator IC3D monitors 
the voltage level at the gate of Ql and 
turns on LED] to indicate when the 
phaser is switched in. 

Mixing of the phased and original 
signals is accomplished in IC1B. 
When the phasing effect is turned on, 
both signals are mixed in equal pro- 
portions. With the effect switched 
off, only the original signal is sent to 
AUDIO OUTPUT jack J2. Because of 
the mixer's low output impedance, 
the phaser will work as a buffer 
whether or not the effect is switched 
in or out. 
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Fig. 4. Dual polarity + 15- and - 15-volt regulated power supply. 

Having obtained a phaser, you must 
now generate some form of control 
voltage to produce an effect. For this, 
you have a choice from among three 
sources: CENTER potentiometer R33, 
the low- frequency oscillator (lfo) and 
EXTERNAL CV INPUT jack J4. The 
CENTER control is simply a variable - 
voltage source that permits you to set 
the positions of the notches within 
the audio spectrum. This allows the 
phaser to be "tuned" for best effect 
with different types of instruments. 

Many inexpensive phasers are de- 
signed to sound best with an electric 
guitar, while instruments that output 
signals that are outside the guitar's 
range sound weak or ineffective. In- 
cluding the CENTER control in this 
circuit permits the notches to be 
placed for strongest effect with your 
particular signal source. 

The low- frequency oscillator gen- 
erates a sub -audio triangle wave that 
automatically sweeps the center fre- 
quency of the phaser over an ex- 
tremely wide range. The amount of 
sweep is set by DEPTH control R32. 
The time for the Ifo to complete its 
sweep is set by RATE control R27. 
Timing capacitor CIO must be non - 
polarized and should ideally be a 
low- leakage film type for the widest 
possible range of sweep frequencies. 

Optional EXTERNAL CV INPUT jack 
J4 permits you to sweep the phaser 
with an external voltage source, such 
as a foot pedal or a synthesizer. The 

three control voltage sources are 
summed by inverting amplifier IC3C 
and are then fed to the all -pass filter 
via a voltage divider made up of R17 
and R18. 

A well -regulated source of + 15 

and -15 volts is required by the 
phaser. To avoid hum pickup gener- 
ated by ac transformers, this supply 
should employ a plug -in wall trans- 
former rated to deliver 12 volts ac at 
250 milliamperes. Such a supply is 

shown schematically in Fig. 4. Recti- 
fier diodes D2 and D3 and filter capa- 
citors Cll and C12 form a raw sup- 
ply of + 20 and - 20 volts, which are 
converted to + 15 and - 15 volts by 
regulators IC4 and IC5. Bypass capa- 
citors C13 through C16 stabilize the 
supplies by filtering out small varia- 
tions and noise in the supply lines. 

Construction 
Electronics hobbyists seem to fall in- 
to either of two categories when it 
comes to building their gear. One 
group is simply out to save money, 
the other to have access to high -qual- 
ity equipment that performs a func- 
tion that off -the -shelf commercial 
gear does not address or if it does, it 
does so at prohibitive cost. There- 
fore, this project was designed to 
take into account both motivations. 

If you wish to obtain the highest 
possible operational quality from the 
phaser, regardless of cost, use an 

NE5532 low -noise dual operational 
amplifier for IC2; 1- percent -toler- 
ance metal -film types for all resistors 
in the signal path; and 5- percent -tol- 
erance silver mica capacitors for C3 
through C6. If you are building for 
lowest cost, substitute an ordinary 
LM 1458 dual op amp for the NE5532; 
5- or 10- percent tolerance carbon - 
film units for the metal -film resis- 
tors; and ceramic discs for the silver - 
mica capacitors. 

Use of metal -film resistors may 
cause some confusion. You might 
well ask, why bother with more ex- 
pensive and difficult -to -find metal - 
film resistors when cheap carbon re- 
sistors are readily available? Bear in 
mind, though, that carbon- composi- 
tion resistors are 10 to 20 times noisi- 
er than their metal -film counter- 
parts. Therefore, it is absurd to pur- 
chase a low -noise op amp for a circuit 
only to ignore other sources of noise. 

You can build the phaser on either 
perforated board or on a printed -cir- 
cuit board of your own design. If you 
go the former route, select a board 
that has holes on 0.1 -inch center and 
suitable Wire Wrap or soldering 
hardware. Regardless of which meth- 
od you use, it is a good idea to use 
sockets for IC1 through IC3. 

As you can see in Fig. 5, the origi- 
nal prototype of the project was as- 
sembled and wired on a plug -in per- 
forated board sold by Radio Shack 
(Cat. No. 276 -188). This board has a 
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ground plane that helps to shield the 
electronic circuitry from outside 
noise. It also plugs into a standard 
44- contact connector so that the 
board can be conveniently removed 
for testing and repair. 

Though component layout is not 
particularly critical, you must exer- 
cise some care in locating IC3 relative 
to audio chips ICI and IC2. Because 
the lfo can induce a "click" when- 
ever the triangle waveform changes 
direction, IC3 should be kept as far 
as possible from the other two chips. 
In addition, the conductors going to 
R27 should be kept away from this 
circuitry as well, especially from buf- 
fer ICIA. It is also a good idea to 
shield the input lead to minimize 
noise pickup between J1 and the buf- 
fer circuit. When you are finished 
assembling the project, the only ICs 
that should be installed are voltage 
regulators IC4 and ICS. Hold off in- 
stalling ICI, IC2 and IC3 in their 
sockets until after initial checks have 
been made. 

Testing & Calibration 
Plug the ac adapter into the project 
and then into a convenient ac outlet. 
Use a dc voltmeter or a multimeter 
set to measure dc voltage to check for 
the presence of + 15 volts at the OUT 

pin of IC4 and -15 volts at the OUT 

pin of ICS. Your readings should be 
within 1 volt of the specified levels. If 
either or both are not within the 
± 1 -volt tolerance, immediately 
power down the project and discon- 
nect it from the ac outlet. Examine 
the wiring of whichever supply (or 
both supplies if both are out- of -spe- 
cifications) for miswired or /and de- 
fective components. Do not proceed 
until you have remedied the problem. 

Once the power supply outputs are 
within their proper ranges, turn off 
power to the phaser and install the 
ICs in their respective sockets. Make 
certain that you properly orient each 
chip and that no pins overhang the 
sockets or fold under between ICs 
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Fig. S. Interior view of author's prototype. Circuit was assembled on perforated 
board, but pc board of your own design can be substituted, if desired. 

and sockets as you push them home. 
Set the CENTER, DEPTH and RATE 

controls to the center of their rota- 
tion; the REGENERATION control ful- 
ly counterclockwise; and all three 
trimmer controls to mid -rotation. 
Connect the musical instrument or 
signal source to the project by plug- 
ging it into AUDIO INPUT jack JI and 
the phaser to an audio Amplifier via a 
cord from AUDIO OUTPUT jack J2 
and the amplifier's input. 

Before turning on either the ampli- 
fier or the phaser, make absolutely 
certain that the former's volume con- 
trol is set to full off. If the phaser is 

miswired, it is possible that the proj- 
ect will oscillate, which can damage 
your speakers or even your ears! 

Apply power to the phaser and 
turn on the amplifier. Slowly raise 
the volume of the amplifier until you 
hear the sound of the instrument 
plugged into the phaser. If you hear 
nothing, power down the phaser and 
amplifier and check the ICI circuit 
for miswired or /and defective corn- 

Output 

Input 

BEFORE 

Input 

AFTER 

9V - battery 

Output 

Fig. 6. Adding a 9 -volt battery to an 
inexpensive pedal -type volume con- 
trol allows the phaser to be swept by 
foot for more expression. Plugging 
into the pedal's Input jack returns 

normal operation. 

ponents. Once again, do not proceed 
until you have remedied the problem. 

Continue checkout by setting Si to 

(Continued on page 87) 
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Project 

An Emergency 
Electronic Ignition 

Gets your car running long enough to drive it to a service center 

By Michael J. DiJulio 

f your car won't start or run due 
to an ignition problem, the 

. Emergency Electronic Ignition 
device described here can get it oper- 
ating long enough to reach an auto 
service station. This inexpensive -to- 
build accessory can be kept handy in 
every car, along with other basic tools 
one should have. 

The EEI works on most vehicles by 
bypassing the vast majority of igni- 
tion defects, from older electrome- 
chanical to later electronic ignition 
systems. It should not, of course, be 
used as a permanent substitute in an 
existing ignition system. 

How It Works 
The main purpose of an ignition sys- 
tem is to generate an electric spark to 
ignite the air /fuel mixture in an en- 
gine's cylinder. There are three basic 
types: (1) the classical electrome- 
chanical system, (2) the separate elec- 
tronic ignition system and (3) the 
integrated electronic ignition system. 

The elements that make up the old 
electromechanical Kettering ignition 
system are illustrated in Fig. 1. This 
system uses a set of mechanical con- 
tact "points" that rapidly open and 
close the circuit from the bottom of 
the ignition coil to ground to simu- 
late an ac waveform that can be 
transformed by electromagnetic ac- 
tion from the low 12 -volts dc of the 
vehicle's electrical system to a high - 
voltage pulse (20 kV to 40 kV) that is 

ultimately applied to the engine's 
spark plugs. 

In the Kettering system, the points 
are opened and closed by a cam 
driven by a distributor. Rapid chop- 
ping of the current flowing through 
the coil's primary winding electro- 
magnetically induces a correspond- 
ing current in the coil's secondary 
winding. Since the coil's secondary 
has many more turns than does its 
primary, a voltage many times great- 
er than the initial 12 volts applied to 
the primary from the vehicle's elec- 
trical system is generated. The high 
voltage from the coil's secondary 
winding is sent to the distributor and 
then to the appropriate spark plugs 
to fire each cylinder's air /fuel mix- 
ture at the right time. 

Though the Kettering ignition sys- 
tem is simple and fairly reliable, it re- 
quires routine maintenance to adjust 
or replace the breaker points as they 

mechanically wear, as well as replac- 
ing other worn mechanical parts, 
such as a rotor, cam, etc. 

Electronic ignitions, on the other 
hand, have no points or other me- 
chanical parts to wear out. The sepa- 
rate type of electronic ignition system 
has a timing sensor to trigger an elec- 
tronic circuit that generates a proper- 
ly timed pulse that's amplified. A 
switching amplifier's action replaces 
mechanical breaker points in the 
classical system. 

Modern automobile models, in 
contrast, employ integrated systems; 
that is, it's part of a whole digital en- 
gine- control system that employs 
computer technology for spark con- 
trol that takes a variety of operating 
factors into consideration. In addi- 
tion to the improved reliability of dis- 
tributor -less design, other benefits 
are better gas mileage and increased 
engine torque. On the other hand, re- 

Ballast Ignition 

resistor switch 

Chassis Vehicle 
ground battery 

Ignition 
coil SECONDARY WINDING 

HV 

High voltage to distributor 

Condenser 

PRIMARY WINDING 
_ _t Mechanical 

points 

Distributor 
cam 

Fig. 1. Elements that make up the conventional electromechanical Kettering ig- 

nition system. 
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+12V from 
( +) end of 

coil 

R3 
100 

!pi 
IC1 

555 

7 

2 

3 6 

2N2222 

2N3055 

R1 

18K 

R2 
18K 

Cl 
I0.1µF 

To ( ) end 
of coil 

PARTS LIST 
C1- 0.1 -VF, 50 -volt disc capacitor 
ICI -NE555 timer 
D1- 2N2222 silicon npn transistor 
D2- 2N3055 silicon npn power 

transistor 
R1,R2- 18,000 -ohm, % -watt, 5% 

tolerance resistor 
Misc.- Printed -circuit board or perfor- 

ated board and suitable Wire Wrap 
or soldering hardware; socket for 
ICI; 3 alligator clips; suitable enclo- 
sure; ignition coil (optional -see 
text); machine hardware; hookup 
wire; solder; etc. 

Note: The following items are available from 
Michael J. DiJulio, 3 Ball Terrace, Maple- 
wood, NJ 07040: Pc board, $5; also a kit 
of all components including pc board but 
not enclosure, connectors and coil, $10. 
New Jersey residents, please add state 
sales tax. 

Fig. 2. Complete schematic diagram of the Emergency Electronic Ignition's 
circuit. 

pair costs are higher and some auto 
service people can't properly diag- 
nose the cause of a problem. 

An ignition- system failure can re- 
sult from a multitude of causes.. 
These might include a bad ignition 
switch, an open coil, an open ballast 
resistor, a broken wire, a fused or 
open set of points, a shorted con- 
denser or a failed transistor or mod- 
ule, to name just the most common 
causes. An emergency ignition sys- 
tem must bypass as many of these 
components as possible, yet be sim- 
ple in design so that it is not itself vul- 
nerable to failure. These were the cri- 
teria used in designing the Emergen- 
cy Electronic Ignition system shown 
schematically in Fig. 2. 

Timer ICI and its associated corn- 
ponents in Fig. 2 make up a standard 
astable oscillator that operates at a 
frequency of approximately 250 Hz 
and a duty cycle of about 66 percent. 
This frequency and duty cycle have 
been experimentally determined to 
be optimum for most cars. 

The output signal at pin 3 of IC/ 
drives the power Darlington circuit 

made up of Ql and Q2. This latter 
stage performs electronically the 
same switching action as mechanical 
points do, opening and closing the ig- 
nition coil's circuit to ground. 

As you can see, this is a very simple 
circuit. Simple as it is, though, this 
module is a very effective emergency 
substitute for an existing ignition sys- 
tem, whether electromechanical Ket- 
tering type or all- electronic. 

Construction 
Component layout is not critical in 
this project. Therefore, you can use 
any traditional wiring technique to 
assemble the circuit. For example, 
you can fabricate a printed- circuit 
board on which to wire together the 
components, using the actual -size 
etching- and -drilling guide in Fig. 3. 
Alternatively, the circuit can be 
wired on a perforated board that has 
holes on 0.1 -inch centers with the 
aid of suitable Wire Wrap or solder- 
ing hardware. 

Whichever wiring technique you 
decide upon, it is a good idea to use a 

socket for ICI. Wire the pc board ex- 
actly as shown in Fig. 4. Make sure 
you properly orient the transistors 
before soldering any leads to the cop- 
per pads on the bottom of the board. 
To conserve space and keep the proj- 
ect as compact as possible, the resis- 
tors mount on -end. If you elect per- 
forated -board construction, follow 
the same basic component layout 
shown in Fig. 4, but refer back to Fig. 
2 for wiring instructions. 

Plug the 555 timer chip into the 
ICI socket. Make sure this IC is pro- 
perly oriented and that no pins 
overhang the socket or fold under 
between IC and socket during in- 
stallation. 

When all components have been 
installed, prepare the three 36 -inch 
lengths of 16 -gauge stranded wire 
that will connect it to the ignition sys- 
tem of the vehicle. To do this, first 
strip '/, inch of insulation from both 
ends of each. Tightly twist together 
the fine conductors at both ends of 
the wires and sparingly tin with sol- 
der. Plug one end of these wires into 
the holes labeled COIL + , COIL and 
GROUND and solder into place. 

An all- plastic project box that is 

just large enough to accommodate 
the circuit -board assembly makes an 
ideal enclosure. Machining of the en- 
closure is very easy. All you need do 
is drill the exit holes for the three 
wires and the four mounting holes 
for the board. You can even elimin- 
ate the board mounting holes by us- 
ing thick double -sided foam tape to 
secure the assembly to the floor of 
the box instead of using machine 
hardware. Doing this gives you the 
additional benefit of shock mount- 
ing the circuit -board assembly while 
it is operating in the automotive 
environment. 

Mount the board inside the box. 
Then tie a strain -relieving knot in 
each of the three wires about 3 inches 
from where they plug into the board. 
Route the free ends of the wires 
through the holes drilled for them so 
that the knots are inside the box. Ter- 
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Fig. 3. Actual -size etching- and -drilling guide to use for 
fabricating a printed- circuit board. 

minate the free ends of these wires in 
large alligator clips and label each ac- 
cording to destination. 

Using the Project 
You can use this Emergency Elec- 
tronic Ignition in either of two ways. 
One is to use it in conjunction with 
the coil already in your car, the other 
is to use a separate coil, as illustrated 
in (A) and (B), respectively, in Fig. 5. 

Automobiles that use the General 

Fig. 4. Wiring guide for pc board. 

Motors High Energy Ignition (HEI) 
System and ignition systems like it 
have their coils embedded in the dis- 
tributor and, thus, restrict use of an 
external coil. 

When using the existing coil, the 
Emergency Electronic Ignition mod- 
ule attaches to the vehicle via its three 
wires as follows: the GROUND wire 
goes to a good electrical ground in 
your vehicle, preferably the negative 
( -) terminal of the battery; the COIL - 
wire that originates at the collectors 

of transistors QI and Q2 in the proj- 
ect goes to the negative ( -) terminal 
on the coil; and the COIL + wire com- 
ing from pins 4 and 8 of IC] goes to 
the positive (+ ) terminal of the coil. 

Alternatively, the COIL + wire can 
go directly to the + terminal of the 
battery, which then eliminates the 
vehicle's ignition switch. However, 
exercise extreme caution when oper- 
ating the Emergency Electronic Igni- 
tion module in this manner because 
as soon as the COIL + wire is con- 

(A) 

Emergency 
ignition 
board 

(C) 

12V WIRE OR () BATTERY POST 

HIGH -VOLTAGE OUTPUT LEAD 

Existing 
coil 

GROUND 
LEAD 

01/02 COLLECTOR 

Emergency 
ignition 
board 

Distributor 
cap 

12V LEAD B+ LEAD 

01/02 COLLECTOR UNE C- LEAD 

GROUND 
LEAD 

YELLOW OR 

WHITE 

Unplugged 3- contact 
distributor cap connector 

Distributor 
cap 

(B) 

Emergency 
ignition 
board 

.12V WIRE OR (.) BATTERY POST 

GROUND 

LEAD 

Vehicle 
battery 

01/02 COLLECTOR LINE 

HIGH -VOLTAGE OUTPUT LEAD 

New 
Coil 
(see 
note) 

Distnbutor 
cap 

NOTE: 
Transfer ( +), ( -) and (HV) leads from existing coil to new coil. 

Fig. S. Connection schemes for using the Emergency Elec- 

tronic Ignition module with (A) the vehicle's existing coil, 

(B) a separate coil, and (C) in a GM HEI electronic ignition 
system. 
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nected to the battery, a dangerous 
high voltage is generated. Also, once 
the vehicle is started, its engine can be 
stopped only by disconnecting the 
COIL + wire from the battery. 

If you use a separate coil with the 
Emergency Electronic Ignition, this 
coil connects to the project as shown 
in Fig. 5(B). Then the high -voltage 
lead that goes from the distributor to 
the coil must be disconnected from the 
existing coil and be attached to the 
new coil. This connection arrange- 
ment eliminates everything in the ig- 
nition system except the distributor. 

When using a separate coil, it may 
be necessary to transfer some or all of 
the wires on the positive and negative 
terminals of the old coil to the new 
coil. Some of these wires may pro- 
vide signals to other parts of your 
car, such as the fuel pump, that will 
be necessary for the car to start and 
run properly. It is for this reason that 
connection of the Emergency Elec- 
tronic Ignition to the existing coil 
should be tried first. 

For GM HEI systems, the connec- 
tions are different, as illustrated in 
Fig. 5(C). To make the connections, 
you must first disconnect the plug 
that goes from the base of the distrib- 
utor (the part that contains the elec- 
tronic ignition module) to the distrib- 
utor cap. This plug has three wires 
that are insulated red, black and 
white or yellow. The red -insulated 
wire is the B + conductor of the coil, 
the black- insulated wire is the conduc- 
tor that goes to the ground or frame 
of the coil, and the white- or yellow - 
insulated wire is the C- or contact 
part of the coil. 

As per Fig. 5(C), you connect the 
COIL+ (+ 12V lead) from the Emer- 
gency Electronic Ignition module to 

the red -insulated B + lead and the 
COIL - wire to the white- or yellow - 
insulated c - lead in the GM HEI sys- 
tem. The project's GROUND wire 
does not require connection, but you 
can connect it to any convenient elec- 
trical chassis ground in the vehicle if 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

you wish. 
The best way to identify the color 

of the insulation on the HEI system's 
upper connector wires is to make 
note of them in the bottom connector 
before separating the two connec- 
ters. Another way is to remember 
that as you face the distributor cap 

with the connector facing you, the 
left -to -right order is white or yellow, 
black and red. Keep in mind that the 
connections from the Emergency Elec- 
tronic Ignition module are made to 
the end of the plug that resides in the 
distributor cap and that they are best 
made with spade lugs. AE 
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JRX -3 DIC-36 Channel Corded Remote. $129.95 

RCA 58 -3 58 channel set top with 
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SB -3- Taiwan Copy $89.95 

DRZ- 3D1C -68 Channel Wireless 
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VIEW STAR: MXC 2001 -65 Channel Wireless - 
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MXC 2001 A- B-Same as above with 

A -B Switch $109.95 

MXC 2501 -65 Channel Wireless 
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Universal V7472 -72 Channel Wireless Remote 

MTS Stereo Converter -Full 

Feature Decoder 

Compatible $129.95 

$89,95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
OAK: ECONO -3V Mini -Code $89.95 

ECONO -3V Mini -Code Vari -Sync $89,95 

ECONO -3V Mini -Code Vari -Sync Plus 

Auto On -Off $119.95 

OAK: Sine -wave Anti -Jammer Kit $39.95 
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Project 

Telephone Equipment Tester 

Instrument tests telephones, answering machines and 
other telephone equipment 

By David Miga, CET 

If you test or repair such tele- 
phone equipment as answering 
machines and cordless tele- 

phone instruments, you already know 
that there are only two ways to oper- 
ate these devices. Either you install 
two telephone lines at your test - 
bench, or you spend $400 or more for 
a professional testing device. Fortu- 
nately, there is now a third alterna- 
tive -the Telephone Equipment 
Tester to be described. Our Tester 
does just about everything the pro- 
fessional units do and actually has 
several features those units don't 
have. And you can build it for about 
$70, including enclosure. 

With this Telephone Equipment 
Tester and a low -cost telephone in- 
strument (preferably with Touch 
Tone dialing), you have all the facili- 
ties you need to quickly and accurate- 
ly test a wide variety of telephone 
equipment, including the newer an- 
swering machines equipped with all 
the "bells and whistles" and cordless 
telephone instruments. 

Some Background 
Ma Bell has put a lot of signals on just 
the two wires from the central office 
to your telephone instrument. In- 
cluded are audio signals, signals that 
generate the ring alert, signals to in- 
dicate when a line has a party wait- 
ing, signals to show when a party has 
picked up or hung up the receiver, 
and so on. Many telephone answer- 
ing machines utilize these signals, 
which can make them very difficult 
to troubleshoot and repair unless you 

can simulate the telephone com- 
pany's signals exactly. 

Let's review some of those signals 
and how they are represented: 

On Line. This is a standard "rest- 
ing" signal of about + 50 volts dc, 
measured from the green -insulated 
to the red -insulated conductor at the 
telephone jack. If your house has two 
lines, the black- and yellow -insulated 
conductors are used for the second 
line. When your telephone instru- 
ment is "on- hook," it presents a very 
high dc resistance but a low ac impe- 
dance to incoming ac signals, the re- 

sult of the ringer circuit having a dc- 

blocking capacitor in series with it. 

(For more detailed information on 
how telephones work, see "Tele- 
phone Technology" in the August 
and September 1988 issues of Mod- 
em Electronics -Editor.) 

Off -Hook. When a telephone re- 
ceiver is lifted from its cradle, the 
+ 50 -volt signal drops to about + 7 

volts and signals the phone company 
to provide dialtone or, if you are be- 
ing called, to stop the ring signal. 
Your telephone instrument measures 
600 ohms or lower dc resistance while 
off -hook. 

Ring. When someone calls you, a 
pulsating dc signal with an amplitude 
between 90 and 150 volts and a fre- 
quency between 20 and 60 Hz ap- 
pears on a low- impedance line. Like 
all the other signals generated by the 
telephone company, the ring signal is 

positive when measured from the 
green- to the red -insulated conductor. 

Party Waiting. When someone 
calls you, between ring signals the 
+ 50 volts is raised higher, to about 
+ 70 volts. 
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R4. 
47K; 

R5< 

D2 
1N4007 

T1 

30V C.T. 
1A 

F1 

'/2A 

Df 
= 1 N4007 

47K: 

D3 
1 N4744 

Cl 

IN 

220µF 

Ict 
7812 

OUT 

COM 

C2 . 

220µF LEDI 
POWER 

/1 

E- 

Q1 
ECG 123A 

Q2 
ECG123A 

LED2 
OFF -HOOK 

íi 

R1 

1K w.-- 
R3 

22K 

R2 
1K 

J1 

1N4 07 i Phon 

D7 
1N4744 

D6 
1N4744 

D5 
1N4744 

D4 
1 N4744 `I 

D10 
1N4007 

S3 v 

R6 R9 oR 

1 5K 33K 

11 

NE2H 

R8 
10K 

S4 
POLARITY N 

T2 
30V C.T. 

1A 

L C.T. 
o 

S2 

D8 
1N4007 
N 

.I C3 
10µF 

S5 

R7 
15K 
AA 

o 

o 

o 

YEL 

GRN 

RED 

BLK 

J2 
Test 

YEL o 

O GRN 

LINE 1 

0 

RED 

BLK 

--p 
o LINE 2 

Semiconductors 
LED 1 -Jumbo red light- emitting diode 
LED2 -Jumbo green light- emitting di- 

ode 
D1,D2,D8,D9,D10- 1N4007 or simi- 

lar 1,000 -volt, 1- ampere rectifier di- 
ode 

D3 thru D7- 1N4744 or similar 15 -volt, 
1 -watt zener diode 

IC1 -7812 + 12 -volt regulator 
Q1,Q2- ECG123A or 2SC945 npn 

transistor 
Capacitors 
C 1,C2- 220 -µF, 25 -volt electrolytic 
C3,C4- 10 -AF, 250 -volt electrolytic 
Resistors (1/4-watt, 10% tolerance) 
'R 1,R2 -1,000 ohms 
R3- 22,000 ohms 

C4 
10µF 

PARTS LIST 
R4,R5- 47,000 ohms 
R8- 10,000 ohms 
R9- 33,000 ohms 
R6 -1,500 ohms, 10 -watt wire -wound 
R7- 15,000 ohms, 1/2-watt 
Switches 
S1 -Spst toggle (Vanco No. PB -4 or 

similar) 
S2 -Spdt toggle (Vanco No. SMM -33 

or similar) 
S3,S4,S5 -Dpdt toggle (Vanco No. 

SMM -63 or similar) 
Miscellaneous 
F1 -% -ampere pigtail fuse 
I1 -NE -2H neon lamp 
J1,J2 -Dual modular telephone jack 

on wall plate (Radio Shack Cat. No. 
279 -350 or similar) 

T1,T2 -30 -volt center -tapped, 1 -am- 
pere power transformer (EDS No. 
256861 or equivalent) 
Suitable enclosure (see text); multi- 
ple -lug terminal strips, perforated 
board and hardware or printed -cir- 
cuit board (see text); ac line cord with 
plug; machine hardware; hookup 
wire; solder; etc. 

Note: The following items are available from 
Electronic Design Specialists, Inc., 951 
SW 82 Ave., N. Lauderdale, FL 33068: Kit 
of all parts but not including enclosure 
and dual telephone jack wall plate, $59; 
30 -volt C.T., 1 -A power transformer, $12 
each. Add $5 P &H per order. Florida resi- 
dents, please add 6% sales tax. 

Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram of the Telephone Device Tester. 
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 Hang -Up. When your caller hangs 
up, your off -hook line voltage quick- 
ly drops to 0 volt for a fraction of a 
second before being restored. 

Most answering machines and 
some electronic and cordless tele- 
phone instruments won't acknowl- 
edge a ring signal unless they receive 
the special pulsating dc, low -impe- 
dance signal with the + 50 to + 70- 
volt signal riding between rings. 
Most newer answering machines will 
stop recording when they intercept 
the hang -up signal, instead of record- 
ing silence or dialtone. This is known 
as the CPC (Calling Party Control) 
signal. 

Our Telephone Machine Tester 
can simulate all these signals. There- 
fore, it can check all functions of any 
single- or dual -line telephones and 
answering machines. 

About the Circuit 
Shown in Fig. 1 is the complete sche- 
matic diagram of the project. As you 
can see, the circuitry is basically very 
simple. Two identical transformers 
serve two purposes. They isolate all 
signals from Earth ground so that 
you can use an oscilloscope to trace 
ring signals without the need for an 
isolation transformer. They also pro- 
vide all of the special voltages and 
signals that are required by the device 
you are testing. 

Transformer Tl supplies low -volt- 
age ac to diodes D1 and D2 and inte- 
grated circuit ICI, which supplies 
regulated + 12 volts dc. This supply 
powers the OFF -HOOK LED2 circuit- 
ry and provides the correct voltage 
and current for the off -hook signal 
used in testing. The + 12 volts from 
the OUT terminal of ICI is passed 
through PHONE jack JI, which nor- 
mally has a regular low -cost tele- 
phone instrument plugged into it, 
and to TEST jack J2, which would 
have plugged into it an answering 
machine or other telephone equip- 
ment. The drop is 6 volts per device, 
since both are in series with each oth- 

er. This is close enough to simulate 
the off -hook signal standard. Regu- 
lator ICI was used in this circuit to 
obtain a stable + 12 volts so that a 
minimum of hum is transmitted along 
with the audio signal. 

Transformer T2 is connected into 
the circuit in "backward" fashion so 
that its output is 117 volts ac. Note 
that switch S2 can toggle T2's output 
to 60 volts ac to simulate a weak ring 
voltage, thus simulating an installa- 
tion in which seven or eight older tel- 
ephones with real bells are connected 
to the telephone line. If a customer 
complains that his answering ma- 
chine does not answer calls, but the 
machine works fine on your test - 
bench, you can simulate a heavy wir- 
ing load condition by setting S2 to the 
L (low -ring) position. 

The high -voltage ac output from 
T2 is routed to two locations in the 
circuit. First, it is rectified, filtered 
and regulated to + 60 volts by the cir- 
cuit made up of D8, C3, C4, and D4 
through D7. A + 60 -volt potential 
was chosen because it is between the 
+ 50- and + 70 -volt signals of on -line 
and party- waiting standards and will 
fool the device under test into operat- 
ing normally. 

The second routing of the high - 
voltage ac supply's output is through 
current -limiting resistor R6, switch 
S3 and on to the low -cost telephone 
plugged into JI and the device under 
test plugged into J2. All items in the 
string are in series with each other. 
Note that this signal is not passed 
through a diode, even though the 
ring signal must be a pulsating dc 
voltage. The reason for this is that 
there would be no low- impedance re- 
turn to discharge the dc blocking ca- 
pacitor in the ring circuit of the de- 
vice under test. Therefore, the ac sig- 
nal is sent through the limiting resis- 
tor but diode D10 is installed across 
the output to discharge the blocking 
capacitor in the device under test. 

Diode DIO also shorts out T2 dur- 
ing the negative half of the ac alterna- 

tions. Hence R6 limits current to 
about 80 milliamperes to prevent 
damage. The 33,000 -ohm resistance 
of R9 provides a small portion of the 
ring signal to the telephone instru- 
ment plugged into JI to simulate a 
ring signal in the earpiece. RING neon 
lamp II lights only when a "normal" 
ring signal is present; it will not light 
with low ring voltages. 

Turn your attention now to diode 
D9. Normally, the voltage at the 
green conductor of the phone jack 
module would be at + 60 volts, de- 
rived from the high -voltage regulated 
power supply. When the telephone 
instrument plugged into JI and de- 
vice under test plugged into J2 are 
both off -hook, the high -voltage sup- 
ply is essentially shorted out because 
the maximum current it can supply is 

5 milliamperes through R7. The 
+ 12 -volt supply is switched in by D9 
to supply the 20 milliamperes for the 
signal loop. The high -voltage supply 
could have been used here, but it 
would have required a large -value re- 
sistor to drop the voltage so far down 
while having to supply a larger cur- 
rent than zener diodes D4 through 
D7 can safely handle. Also, because 
there would have been a considerable 
amount of hum in the audio, the low - 
voltage regulator was chosen as the 
better solution. 

When the drop is to + 12 volts, the 
off -hook circuit made up of D3, QI 
and Q2 detects the change in voltage 
and turns on OFF HOOK indicator 
LED2. This handy indicator tells you 
if a dialing -type telephone instru- 
ment is working. The circuit will 
flash the OFF HOOK LED the same 
number of times as the number se- 
lected on the dialing keypad. An- 
swering machines with line seizure 
problems (dirty contacts and the like) 
will cause the indicator to flash inter- 
mittently. 

Switch S4 provides a means for re- 
versing the polarity of the signal ap- 
plied to the telephone equipment 
plugged into the jacks. Most tele- 
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Fig. 2. Interior view of author's prototype. Circuit was built using a "modular' 
construction technique, using multiple -lug terminal strips. 

phone equipment is designed to oper- 
ate with either polarity. This switch 
will allow you to identify the ones 
that do not. 

Finally, LINE 1 /LINE 2 switch S5 en- 
ables you to check the large number 
of telephones and answering ma- 
chines that have been appearing late- 
ly with two -line capability. 

Construction 
For the prototype, a Radio Shack 
Cat. No. 270 -270 enclosure was used, 
as shown in the lead photo. You may 
find this enclosure difficult to locate 
because Radio Shack has discon- 
tinued it. You can use any other 
brand or type of enclosure that will 
accommodate all components on the 
inside and has enough panel space on 
which to mount the telephone jacks, 
switches and indicators. 

Circuit layout is in no way critical. 
The circuit itself is fairly straightfor- 
ward in design and, therefore, can be 
wired together by any traditional 
means. As you can see in Fig. 2, the 

entire circuit was mounted and wired 
together with the aid of a number of 
multiple -lug terminal strips. If you 
wish, however, you can use perforat- 
ed board with suitable Wire Wrap or 
soldering hardware or even design 
and fabricate a printed- circuit board 
for the project. 

The simplest way to build this cir- 
cuit is with terminal strips, using 
"modular" construction techniques. 
Make one terminal strip the high - 
voltage regulator circuit, another 
strip the off -hook indicator circuit, 
and so on. It took a minimum of six 
three -lug terminal strips for the pro- 
totype, which would have been neat- 
er laid out if seven or eight terminal 
strips had been used. Of course, you 
can use fewer strips if you choose 
ones that have more lugs per strip. 

As you install and wire together 
the various components, be sure to 
double -check polarities of diodes 
and capacitors and the basing of ICI. 
After assembling the project, plug it 
into an ac outlet, turn it on and 
quickly measure the outputs of the 

+ 60- and + 12 -volt power supplies. 
If you obtain the proper readings in 
both cases and POWER LED1 is lit, 
chances are pretty good that you 
wired the project correctly. If not, 
power down the circuit and carefully 
check all your wiring and component 
installations. Do not proceed until 
you have rectified the problem. 

As you operate the project, noth- 
ing should heat up noticeably, in- 
cluding 10 -watt power resistor R6 
and non -heat -sinked voltage regula- 
tor ICI. The regulator will normally 
get only warm to the touch when a 
telephone instrument and a device 
under test plugged into the jacks are 
both off -hook at the same time. Re- 
sistor R6 will become warm only dur- 
ing extended ringing. 

Using the Tester 
Plug a telephone instrument into 
PHONE jack J1. For test purposes, 
use an "el Cheapo" instrument that 
you can dedicate for testing pur- 
poses. It will be used only for moni- 
toring the device under test plugged 
into TEST jack J2. If you use a DTMF 
(Touch Tone) instrument in J1, you 
will have the advantage of being able 
to test answering machines that have 
remote -control functions that are 
controlled by the DTMF tone signals. 

To check an answering machine, 
plug it into the TEST jack and set it to 
"answer." Lift the telephone instru- 
ment plugged into the PHONE jack 
off -hook and flip RING switch S3 to 
"ring" (R) for about 2 seconds then 
"voice" (V) for about 4 seconds. You 
will hear a ring signal in the instru- 
ment's earpiece. Continue ringing 
until the answering machine answers. 
Then leave the switch in the "voice" 
(V) position. OFF -HOOK indicator 
LED2 will light and you will hear the 
OGM (out -going message) in the tele- 
phone's earpiece. 

When the answering machine an- 
swers, leave your message, and if you 

(Continued on page 89) 
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Project 

A Visual Regulator Monitor 

Separate circuits with LEDs alert you to loss of 
regulation, overcurrent and thermal problems caused 
by regulator ICs in power supplies 

By Fernando Garcia Viesca 

ou've finished breadboard- 
ing or assembling your latest 
creative electronic circuit 

and, while checking it out, discover 
that it's behaving erratically. Check- 
ing your wiring, substituting compo- 
nents and rechecking your circuit de- 
sign, you can find no reason for the 
problem. Just as you're ready to 
scrap everything and start fresh, you 
check voltages again and discover 
that the problem lies in the regulator 
part of the power supply. 

The foregoing experience isn't an 
uncommon one when using voltage - 
regulator ICs. The three -terminal 
voltage regulator has long been sub- 
jected to considerable use -and 
abuse -by experimenters. Because 
they're so simple and easy to use, 
many people don't take the time to 
learn how to use them correctly. In- 
deed, many experimenters aggravate 
the situation by not giving suffici- 
ent thought to the designs of their 
power supplies. 

In this article, we'll discuss how you 
can avoid regulated power supply 
problems with a simple circuit that 
provides early warning that something 
is amiss. Our focus is on three- termi- 
nal regulators -specifically those in 
the 78XX series. However, the tech- 
nique to be discussed can be applied 
to any IC or discrete regulator, re- 
gardless of circuit design, since it will 
have a raw dc input, regulated dc out- 
put and a common reference. 

o-. 
Raw dc 

input 

o 

CD 

R1 

LM332 

LEDI 
H 

D1 

1N4148 

LM78XX 
OUT 

PARTS LIST 

D1- 1N4148 or similar silicon diode 
IC1- LM334Z adjustable current 

source 

o 

Regulated 
dc output 

o 

LED1- Miniature green light- emitting 
diode 

R1 -10 -ohm, % -watt, 10% resistor 

Fig. 1. Circuit monitors input -to- output voltage differential of power 
supply's voltage regulator; if loss of regulation occurs, LED1 lights. 

Input -to- Output 
Voltage Differential 
Perhaps the most frequent cause of 
regulation problems in a power sup- 
ply results from an improper input - 
to- output voltage differential. All 
regulators must have a minimum in- 
put voltage for them to output their 
specified voltage. The input voltage 
is invariably greater than the output 
voltage; otherwise, the output volt- 
age will simply follow the input volt- 
age. This situation is only aggravated 
by an inserted series impedance. 

In the case of the common three - 
terminal integrated- circuit voltage 
regulator, there must be about 1.6 
volts minimum input -to- output po- 

tential difference, at least theoreti- 
cally. That is, if you are using a 5 -volt 
regulator, not less than 6.2 volts must 
be applied to its input terminal for it 
to output its specified 5 volts. How- 
ever, you must also take into consid- 
eration the effects of ripple in the dc 
input voltage. Therefore, you would 
be safer to increase this differential 
to 2.6 volts or more to provide a safe- 
ty margin. 

Shown in Fig. 1 is an extremely 
simple circuit that monitors this con- 
dition. It provides early warning of a 
loss of regulation due to insufficient 
input -to- output voltage differential. 
This circuit basically uses the for- 
ward voltage drop of a constant -cur- 
rent source LM332 to light visual in- 
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Regulated 
dc output 

Raw dc 
input 

Calculate value for 10mA LED current. 

PARTS LIST 

C1- 0.22 -µF, 50 -volt ceramic disc 

capacitor 
LED1- Miniature red light- emitting 

diode 
Q1- 2N4403 or similar general -pur- 

pose silicon pnp transistor 
RI -0.58 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor 
R2 -100 -ohm, '/ -watt, 10% tolerance 

resistor 
R3- 100 -ohm, linear -taper trimmer 

potentiometer 
R4- Calculate value for 10 -mA LED 

current 

Fig. 2. Circuit for keeping tabs on current; LEDI lights whenever an overcurrent condition exists. 

dicator LED]. At least 1 volt in the 
LM332 and 1.6 volts in LEDI are 
needed to light up the light -emitting 
diode. Any decrease in the potential 
below 2.6 volts decreases the LED's 
brightness. The greater the decrease, 
the less bright the LED, until it 
reaches a point where LED) becomes 
completely extinguished. At poten- 
tials above 2.6 volts, the LED glows 
at a uniform brightness, owing to the 
fact that the current delivered by the 
LM332 is constant. 

Note in Fig. 1 that no current -lim- 
iting resistor is used between the 

LM332 constant- current source and 
LEDI. Such a resistor isn't required 
in this circuit arrangement, thanks to 
the constant current from the LM332. 
If you wish to increase the safety 
margin, you can install DI, a 1N4148 
or similar silicon diode, in series with 
LEDI as shown. This inserts an addi- 
tional 0.6 -volt drop. 

There is a slight catch to using the 
Fig. 1 circuit -the LED current is by- 
passing the LM78XX voltage regula- 
tor. Therefore, the minimum output 
load current is increased by the 
amount of current passing through 

LEDI, which is about 6.7 milliam- 
peres in this case. If you cannot guar- 
antee this minimum load current, a 
bleeder resistor must be used. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is for 
use with a positive voltage regula- 
tor. It can also be used with a nega- 
tive regulator simply by reversing 
all polarities. 

Current Limiting 
Since three -terminal voltage regula- 
tors are so deceptively easy to use and 
are basically foolproof in operation, 

o 
Raw dc 
input 

R4 
NTC1OK 

at 25° 

R21 
10K 

R3 
470 

2 R5 

IN 

I 
LEDI coM 

LM78XX 

%%> / LM393 

NOTES: 
1. Calculate value for 10mA LED current. 
2. R4 and LM78XX must be in thermal contact. 

R6 
(See 
Note 1) 

R7 
1.5M 

UT 

o 

Regu ated 
dc output 

o 

PARTS LIST 

IC1 -LM393 dual voltage comparator 
LED 1- Miniature red light- emitting 

diode 
All resistors '/. -watt, 10% tolerance 
R1,R2- 10,000 ohms 
R3 -470 ohms 
R6- Calculate value for 10 -mA LED 

current 
R7 -1.5 megohms 
R4- 10,000 -ohm NTC at 25 ° C ther- 

mistor (Digi -Key Corp. Cat. No. 
KC018N -ND or equivalent) 

R5 -1,000 -ohm, linear -taper trimmer 
potentiometer 

Fig. 3. Thermistor R4 in Wheatstone bridge monitors the power supply voltage regulator's thermal condition 

and lights LEDI when the regulator becomes too hot and goes into thermal shutdown. 
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Raw 
dc input 

o 

R4 
NTC10K 

at 25°C 

\ TEMP 

/IC1 
1/2LM393 

(see (see 
note 1) 

R8 R9 

100 100 

R11 
0.68 
2W 

Q1 

R7 2N4403 

1.5M 
R10 

(see notet) 

LED2 
OVERCURRENT 

NOTES: 
1. Calculate value for 10mA LED current. 
2. R4 and IC1 must be in close thermal contact. 

Semiconductors 
D1- 1N4148 or similar silicon diode 

(optional -see text and Fig. 1) 

LED1 thru LED3- Miniature light - 
emitting diodes (mix colors for easy 
identification) 

IC1 -LM393 dual voltage comparator 
IC2 -LM334Z adjustable current 

source 
Q1- 2N4403 or other general -purpose 

pnp transistor 
Capacitors 
C1- 0.22 -µF, 50 -volt ceramic disc 

PARTS LIST 

Resistors (''h -watt, 5% tolerance) 
RI ,R2- 10,000 ohms 
R3 -1,000 ohms 
R4- 10,000 -ohm NTC at 25 ° C ther- 

istor (Digi -Key Cat. No. KCO18N- 
ND or equivalent) 

R6,R10- Calculate value for 10 -mA 
LED current 

R7 -1.5 megohms 
R8 -100 ohms 
R11 -0.68 ohms, 2 watts 
R5 -1,000 -ohm, linear -taper trimmer 

potentiometer 

IC2 
LM334Z 

R1210 

IN 

ADJ 

OUT 

LED3 
LOW VOLTAGE 

'NI LM78XX 

Cl 
0.22µF 

COM 

OUT 

Regulated 
dc output 

R9- 100 -ohm, linear -taper trimmer 
potentiometer 

Miscellaneous 
Printed -circuit board or perforated 
board and suitable Wire Wrap or sol- 
dering hardware (see text); DIP sock- 
et for ICI; panel clips for LEDs; 
epoxy cement; machine hardware; 
hookup wire; solder; etc. 

Note: The LM78XX voltage regulator 
shown in the schematic is part of the pow- 
er supply in which the circuit is installed. 

Fig. 4. All -in -one monitoring circuit includes all previous circuits. 

it is easy to pay less than adequate at- 
tention to overcurrent conditions. 
An overcurrent condition, at the very 
least, can result in loss of voltage reg- 
ulation and, at worst, can damage 
the power supply's voltage regulator. 

A simple circuit that monitors a 
power supply for an overcurrent con- 
dition is shown schematically in Fig. 
2. The current is monitored via resis- 
tor R1, which feeds the potential at 
the input of the LM78XX regulator 
to potentiometer R3 and on to the 
base of transistor Q1. Whenever the 
voltage developed across R3's wiper 
is greater than the base -emitter volt- 
age threshold, LED1 lights. 

To determine the amount of cur- 

rent for which the circuit must be ad- 
justed, refer to the peak output cur- 
rent graph in the data sheet for the 
current regulator you are using in the 
power supply. You will see that the 
rated output current of the regulator 
is a function of both the input -to- 
output voltage differential and junc- 
tion temperature. For the LM78XX 
series of regulators, maximum cur- 
rent is 2.5 amperes at a junction 
temperature of 0 degree Celsius and a 
differential of not more than 10 

volts. At a junction temperature of 
125 degrees Celsius and a differential 
of more than 27 volts, Imp can drop 
not less than 0.5 ampere! Therefore it 
is recommended that you calculate 

maximum raw input voltage with a 
high line and full load. 

Assume that the junction tempera- 
ture will be about 125 degrees Celsi- 
us, which is valid because maximum 
voltage differential and output cur- 
rent will cause the regulator to run 
hot. Now read the output current 
from the graph. Because this is typi- 
cal regulator behavior, you should 
examine the appropriate data sheet 
for the specific voltage regulator you 
are using. Adjust R3 in the Fig. 2 cir- 
cuit so that LED1 lights at this parti- 
cular current. 

As with the Fig. 1 circuit, the one 
shown in Fig. 2 can be used with a 
negative voltage regulator. In this 
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case use an npn transistor for QI as 
well as reversing all polarities. 

Overtemperature 
Let's assume you've just powered up 
your project after having repaired a 
short circuit but that it still doesn't 
work. It's possible that something 
has burnt up as a result of the short 
circuit. It's equally likely that the the 
voltage regulator in the power sup- 
ply, after suffering a short circuit and 
the excessive current it had to pass to 
the circuit as a result, hasn't had time 
to recover from thermal shutdown. 

With the help of a thermistor, an 
IC comparator and a few passive 
components, you can build a temper- 
ature sensor that turns on a LED 
when a voltage regulator overheats 
and goes into thermal shutdown. 
Such a circuit is shown schematically 
in Fig. 3. This arrangement requi:es 
that the thermistor be placed in close 
physical (thermal) contact with the 
case of the regulator, epoxied to the 
regulator's case. 

In Fig. 3, thermistor R4 and resis- 
tors R1, R2 and R3 make up a Wheat- 
stone bridge that is unbalanced by 
the change in resistance of the ther- 
mistor. Use of a Wheatstone bridge 
arrangement permits the circuit to be 
fed from an unregulated supply with 
no loss in accuracy, since it is the un- 
balance condition -rather than an 
absolute voltage level -that is used 
for sensing. 

Whenever the voltage at the LM393 
comparator's noninverting ( +) in- 
put swings to a level that is lower 
than at the inverting ( ) input, the 
output of the comparator swings low 
and sinks current. When this occurs, 
LEDI lights. The resistor values spe- 
cified in Fig. 3 are for the particular 
thermistor specified. 

The thermistor specified changes 
resistance value by about 10 percent 
between 25 and 100 degrees Celsius. 
If you use a different thermistor, ex- 
periment with different resistance 
values to obtain the required results 
from the Wheatstone bridge. 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

If you refer to a data book, you 
will notice that the LM393 is one of 
two comparators in a single DIP IC 
package. If you are using this circuit 
to monitor temperatures in a power 
supply that has positive and negative 
regulators, use the other comparator 
for the negative regulator, repeating 
all other parts of the Fig. 3 circuit for 
the second monitor circuit. 

All -in -One Monitor 
All circuits thus far described can be 
combined into a single all- purpose 
circuit, as shown in Fig. 4. As you can 
see, this is simply a repeat of the Figs. 
1 through 3 circuits. A complete 
Parts List accompanies Fig. 4, so that 

you can build this composite circuit. 
These circuits require very little ad- 

ditional room in a power supply, 
whether you are designing it from 
scratch or adding them to an existing 
power supply in a project. Build 
them on perforated board that has 
holes on 0.1 -inch centers, using suit- 
able Wire Wrap or soldering hard- 
ware. Alternatively, you can design 
and fabricate a printed- circuit board. 
In either case, use a socket for ICI. 

Mount the light- emitting diodes in 
any convenient locations, such as on 
the project's front panel or inside the 
project's enclosure, where they will 

be ready for instant view when the 
cover is removed. ME 
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Project 

Automobile Headlights 
Monitor 

Latches off auto -on headlights until the vehicle's 
engine catches for easier cold - weather starts 

By Harold Wright 

More and more cars on our 
highways are being oper- 
ated with their headlights 

on during daylight hours. This 
makes vehicles more conspicuous, 
sharply reducing the risk of colli- 
sions. In other countries, having 
headlights on during daylight hours 
has become a mandatory require- 
ment. In Finland, for example, the 
collision rate dropped by 27 percent 
as a result of having headlights on in 
the daytime. Canada currently has 
legislation in preparation to require 
all imported vehicles to be wired so 
that headlights come on as soon as 
the ignition is turned on, and the 
U.S. has the subject under study 
(Federal Register, Vol. 52, #6, 
March 27, 1987) with possible legis- 
lation in the future. 

For all its advantages, having 
headlights come on automatically 
upon start -up is not without its prob- 
lems. Where temperatures drop to 
well below the freezing point, a very 
heavy drain is placed on the vehicle's 
battery, as much as 300 to 400 am- 
peres. The additional drain on the 
battery during cranking makes an al- 
ready "hard" start even harder. 
Under very -low- temperature start- 
ing with these conditions, the engine 
should be cranked for brief periods 
with the minimum possible load, fol- 
lowed by a brief rest for both the bat- 
tery and starter motor. For maxi- 
mum cranking efficiency, the only 

load that should be placed on the 
battery is the starter motor. 

Our retrofit Automobile Head- 
lights Monitor is the solution to this 
problem. It disables the headlights 
when the ignition key is set to "crank" 
until the engine starts and is running 
on alternator power, at which point 
it automatically turns on the head- 
lights. The lights remain off during 
any unsuccessful cranking attempts. 
This project may not solve all cold - 
weather hard starts, but it does not 
exacerbate the problem, either. 

About the Circuit 
Shown in Fig. 1 is the complete sche- 
matic diagram of the Automobile 
Headlights Monitor. This circuit 
uses a pair of comparators (two of 
the four contained inside IC1) to 
sense voltage variations during cold - 
weather starting and to latch the 
headlights off until the engine has 
caught and is running on its own. As 
soon as the engine's alternator takes 
over from the battery to supply elec- 
trical power to the vehicle, 13.5 volts 
will appear in the electrical system. 

When the ignition is turned on, re- 
lay KI closes. Relay K2, on the other 
hand, is normally passive, with its 
contacts closed. The heavy -duty con- 
tacts of KI and K2 are in series with 
the battery supply voltage to the 
floor switch for the headlights. 

Quad comparator ICI serves as 
the sensor circuit. A stable voltage 
for which the comparators inside 

ICl is supplied by 2.5 -volt reference 
chip IC2. Because only two compar- 
ators inside ICI are used in this cir- 
cuit, all unused ICI pins must be 
connected to circuit ground as shown 
to obviate unstable operation. 

When cranking begins in the vehi- 
cle in which the project is installed, 
ICIB senses the sharp drop in battery 
voltage and its output at pin 2 goes 
high. This turns on Q2 and, in turn, 
energizes K2. When this occurs, the 
circuit from the vehicle's battery to 
its headlights is interrupted and the 
latter is thus held in the off condi- 
tion. The extra pair of contacts on 
K2 latch this relay in the "off" posi- 
tion by means of the diode -OR cir- 
cuit made up of D4 and D5. 

To make ICIB sense a dropping 
voltage, the 2.5 -volt reference from 
IC2 is tied directly to the noninvert- 
ing ( + ) input at pin 5 of IC1 B, while 
the voltage to be sensed goes to the 
inverting ( -) input at pin 4 of ICIB. 
This latched condition now remains 
static until the vehicle's engine starts. 

When the engine does start, the 
voltage at the battery rises to be- 
tween 13 and 15 volts (13.5 volts av- 
erage). Now ICIA senses the higher 
voltage and output pin 1 goes high. 
This turns on Ql and, in turn, causes 
the normally -closed contacts of reed 
relay K3 to spring open. When this 
occurs, K2 deenergizes and restores 
the electrical path from the electrical 
system to the headlights. The system 
will now remain in this state until the 
vehicle's engine is switched off. 
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PARTS LIST 

Semiconductors 
D1,D2,D3- 1N4004 rectifier diode 
D4,D5- 1N4001 rectifier diode 
ICI -LM339 quad comparator 
IC2- LM336Z 2.6 -volt reference 
Q 1,Q4- 2N2222 general -purpose 

npn transistor 
Capacitors (200 WV) 
Cl , C2- 0.33 -µF 
Resistors (/ -watt, 10% tolerance) 
R2,R4- 10,000 ohms 
R5 -5,600 ohms 
R6,R8 -3,300 ohms 
R7,R9,R11 -6,800 ohms 
Rl,R3- 50,000 -ohm pc -type multi - 

turn trimmer potentiometer (Bourns 
No. 3006P -1 -503 or equivalent) 

R10- 10,000 -ohm pc -type trimmer 
potentiometer (Bourns No. 3299W- 
1 -103 or similar) 

Miscellaneous 
F1 -1.0- ampere fuse 
F2 -10- ampere fuse 
K I ,K2 -Power relay (see text) 
K3- Miniature reed relay (Radio 

Shack Cat. No. 275 -241) 
S1 -Spst toggle switch 
VR1- GE- MOV- 33MAIA varistor 

(General Electric) 
Printed -circuit board or perforated 
board and suitable Wire Wrap or sol- 
dering hardware; best -quality 14 -pin 
DIP socket for ICI; suitable enclo- 
sure (Radio Shack Cat. No. 220 -274 
or similar); bayonet -type fuse holder 
for F1; fuse block for F2; four -posi- 
tion barrier block with through -wail 
solder lugs; small clip -on heat sinks 
for transistors; ring and spade lugs 
(see text); % " spacers; heavy -duty 
stranded wire; machine hardware; 
solder; etc. 

Switch SI provides a means for 
disabling the circuit by removing 
power from the sensing circuit. It vs 

included here just in case a malfunc- 
tion should occur in the circuit that 
would cause the circuit to the head- 
lights through K2's contacts to re- 
main continuously open. Opening Si 
in no way will affect the on /off func- 
tion of Kl. The system will then op- 
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erate as required by safety practices 
and government regulations. 

Motor vehicles are notorious pro- 
ducers of voltage transients that can 
reach 140 volts and more in either 
polarity. Therefore, the Automobile 
Headlights Monitor circuit is pro- 
tected against damage due to transi- 
ents by varistor VRI that is wired di- 
rectly across the V + and ground 
buses of the circuit. 

Construction 
Since this is a dc-only circuit, there is 

nothing critical about component 
layout. Therefore, construction of 
the project presents no difficulties. 
You can use perforated board with 
holes on 0.1 -inch centers and suit- 
able Wire Wrap or soldering hard- 
ware to mount and wire together the 
components that make up this proj- 
ect or home- fabricate a printed cir- 
cuit board. If you elect the latter, use 
the actual -size etching- and -drilling 
guide shown in Fig. 2. 

When the board is ready to be pop- 
ulated, use the wiring guide shown in 
Fig. 3 to install and solder into place 
the components exactly as shown. 
(Note: If you use perforated board, 
use Fig. 3, which is based on 0.1 -inch 
increments, as a layout guide for the 
circuitry.) Start with a socket for 
IC1. This socket is optional but is 

recommended to simplify replace- 
ment of the IC should this ever be- 
come necessary. Do not install the IC 
in its socket until after the circuit - 
board assembly is fully wired. 

Now install and solder into place 
the resistors, varistor VR1 and di- 
odes, observing polarity for the last 
before soldering any of their leads to 
the copper pads on the bottom of the 
board. Next, install and solder into 
place multi -turn trimmer resistors 
RI and R3, trimmer controls R10 
and IC2. Again, observe orientation 
of IC2 (see Fig. .1 for pinouts) before 
soldering any of its leads to the cop- 
per pads on the bottom of the board. 
Then install reed relay K3 in the spe -. 
cified location. 

Fig. 2. Use this actual -size etching- and -drilling guide for fabricating a printed - 
circuit board for the project. 

Plug heavy -duty staking pins into 
the holes labeled sPi through SP5 and 
solder them into place. To these pins 
will be crimped and soldered the 
heavy wires that interconnect the cir- 
cuit -board assembly and off -the- 
board relays and connection to the 
vehicle's electrical system. 

The relays selected for Kl and K2 
must have contacts rated at not less 
than 10 amperes for ordinary incan- 

descent headlights, greater current if 
your vehicle has halogen lights that 
draw even more current. If possible, 
measure the current drain with the 
headlights on and make your selec- 
tion of these relays accordingly. To 
be on the safe side, add 20 percent or 
so to the measured current. 

The size of the enclosure used for 
the project will be dictated by the size 
of the printed -circuit -board assembly, 

SP2 
(vehicle chassis ground) 

SP4 
D2 anode /K2 coil -O 

CC 

+12v 
SP Ì 

YI 

ó 

SP5 
K2 

(lower N.O. contact) 

NOTE: 
D2 cathode /K2 coil - 

= Heavy duty staking pin 

IC1 

-R7- 

K3 

D5- 
m 

-R4- 
R2 

-R5- 
R10 

R3 R1 

Fig. 3. Wiring diagram for pc board. Use this diagram as a guide to component 
placement if you use perforated -board construction. 
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relays used for Kl and K2, switch, 
barrier block and fuse holder mount- 
ing. The Radio Shack project box 
specified in the Parts List is ideal for 
this application when using the re- 
lays shown in Fig. 4. 

Depending on the physical dimen- 
sions of the relays chosen for KI and 
K2, it is a good idea to test -fit them, 
the bayonet -type fuse holder for Fl 
and the circuit -board assembly in the 
enclosure to make sure everything 
fits okay and that no component in- 

' terferes with any of the others. While 
you are at it, mark the hole locations 
for the mounting hardware for the 
circuit -board assembly on the floor 
of the enclosure. 

Remove all components from the 
enclosure and set them aside. Drill 
the mounting holes for the circuit - 
board assembly. Then temporarily 
mount the assembly in place using 

-inch spacers and suitable machine 
hardware. Now determine where to 
mount the DISABLE switch and fuse 
holder for FI and mark the centers of 
both locations. (A good location for 
the fuse holder is between Kl and 
K2, as shown in the photos.) 

Remove the circuit -board assem- 
bly and set it aside. Then drill the 
mounting holes for the switch and 
fuse holder. Now mark and drill the 
mounting and lug feed -through 
holes for the barrier block through 
the wall of the enclosure opposite 
that on which the fuse holder is to be 
mounted. The four feed -through 
holes should be about V, inch above 
the inside surface of the floor of the 
box. Also, drill three `1/4-inch holes 
through the floor of the enclosure in 
locations that will be accessible by 
screwdriver when all components are 
in place. Mount the barrier block 
in place. 

Use only heavy -duty stranded 
hookup wire, no smaller than 12 

gauge and preferably 10 gauge, in 
this project, especially for the wiring 
to the off -the -board relays and barrier 
block. Whenever you prepare a wire 
for installation, strip from both ends 

Fig. 4. Interior views of project with only Kl, K2, fuse holder for Fl and the bar- 
rier block mounted in place (left) and just prior to final assembly fright). Note in 

right photo that SI mounts on one side wall of the enclosure. 

of it V, inch of insulation, tightly twist 
together the fine conductors at both 
ends and sparingly tin with solder. 

You will note in Fig. 3 that there 
are no locations on the pc board for 
installing diodes DI and D2 and ca- 
pacitors CI and C2. This is because 
these components mount directly to 
the coil and contact lugs of KI and 
K2, as shown in Fig. 1. After wiring 
these components to the appropriate 
lugs on the relays, crimp and solder 
suitable lengths of heavy -duty wire 
to the fixed lower (normally open) 
contact lug of Kl to which one lead 
of K2 is connected, the upper mov- 
able contact of K2 to which one lead 
of K1 is connected, and separately to 
the coil lugs of K1 and K2. Note that 
there should be two wires connected 
to the lugs to which the cathode and 
anode of Dl are connected. 

Label the two relays according to 
how you wired them and label the 
wires coming from the coils to which 
the anodes of the diodes are con- 
nected with a " + " sign. Then identi- 
fy and label the wires connected to 
Kl as follows: coil lug to which the 

cathode of DI is connected with the 
legends c and Si; coil lug to which 
the anode of DI is connected with the 
legends D and SP2; lower fixed con- 
tact lug with the legend A. Similarly, 
identify and label the wires connected 
to K2 as follows: coil lug to which the 
cathode of D2 is connected with the 
legend SP3; coil lug to which the 
anode of D2 is connected with the 
legend SP4; and upper movable -con- 
tact lug with the legend B. Then sol- 
der wires to K2's upper movable - 
contact and lower normally -open 
contact lugs and identify them with 
labels with the legends SP1 /F1 and 
SP5 /D4 ANODE, respectively. 

Mount FI's fuse holder in its hole. 
Then use thin double -sided foam 
tape on two case surfaces in each 
case to mount Kl and K2 to either 
side of the fuse holder. Label the po- 
sitions of the barrier block with the 
legends A through D. Then route the 
wires labeled A through D from the 
relays along the floor of the enclo- 
sure and crimp and solder them to 
the same labeled position lugs on the 
barrier block. 
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Crimp the free end of the wire 

coming from K2 labeled D4 ANODE 

onto staking pin SP5 on the circuit - 
board assembly and solder the con- 
nection. Remount the circuit -board 
assembly with the same spacers and 
hardware you used before. Be sure to 
use lockwashers here and anywhere 
else machine hardware is used to pre- 
vent the hardware from coming 
loose as a result of vibrations in 

your vehicle. 
With the board mounted in place, 

crimp and solder the free ends of the 
KI wires to the staking posts on the 
board with the same legends on the 
wires. Mount the switch in its hole. 
Route the wire from KI labeled s1 

and crimp and solder it to one lug on 
the switch. Connect and solder a 
heavy duty wire from staking pin SP 1 

to one lug on the fuse holder. Then 
do the same from staking pin SP2 to 
the lug for position D on the barrier 
block. Route the KI wire labeled SP2 

to staking pin SP2 on the circuit 
board, crimp it into place and solder 
the connection. Then connect and 
solder a wire between the remaining 
lugs on the switch and fuse holder. 

Place a 1- ampere fuse in the bayo- 
net fuse holder. If you have not al- 
ready done so, plug ICI into its sock- 
et. Make sure that the IC is properly 
oriented and that no pins overhang 
the socket or fold under between IC 
and socket as you push it home. 
Then clip small heat sinks onto the 
cases of the transistors. 

Calibration 
Temporarily dismount the circuit - 
board assembly. Then make a small 
test rig from a set of red- and black - 
insulated test -clip leads. Connect these 
to a series -connected light- emitting 
diode and 1,000 -ohm resistor. 

Connect a variable dc voltage pow- 
er supply capable of delivering 15 

volts or so to staking pins SP1 and SP2 

on the circuit -board assembly (ob- 
serve polarity!). Adjust the supply 
for an output of 11.5 volts. Then 

connect a DMM, set to indicate at 
least 15 volts dc, between SP2 and the 
center lead of IC2 or the R5 lead 
connected to it. Adjust the setting of 
trimmer R10 until the meter indi- 
cates exactly 2.50 volts. 

Next, connect the meter between 
SP2 and the junction between R4 and 
wiper of R3 and adjust the setting of 
trimmer 121 for a reading of exactly 
2.45 volts. 

Connect the previously prepared 
LED tester between SP1 (anode end 
of tester) and SP4. The LED should 
light. If it does not, try reversing the 
tester connections. 

Readjust the setting of the bench 
supply for an output of 13.5 volts. 
Connect the meter from the junction 
of R2 and wiper of RI to 5P2 and ad- 
just the setting of R3 until you obtain 
a reading of 2.55 volts. 

Connect the LED tester between 
SP2 and SP3. The LED should be off 
and should remain off even if you re- 
verse the tester's connections. Re- 
adjust the power supply back to a 
11.5 -volt output. The LED should 
light, indicating that the IC1A /Q1 
circuit is working. If the LED does 
not light, try reversing the connec- 
tions of the LED tester. 

If you fail to obtain any of the 
above results, power down the proj- 
ect and perform a point -by -point 
check of all component installations, 
wiring and soldering. Start by look- 
ing for poorly soldered connections, 
pins and lugs that have not been sol- 
dered, incorrect orientation of ICs, 
transistors and diodes. If you find a 
suspicious connection, reflow the 
solder to correct it. Similarly, re- 
move any components that are in- 
stalled in the wrong locations or ori- 
entations and replace them properly. 

You can use the LED tester to sim- 
ulate headlights to make a relay -op- 
eration check. Set the bench supply 
for an output of 12.6 volts and then 
connect its common (ground) line to 
contact D and leave the other positive 
end lying loose. Connect the power 

supply's positive lead to barrier 
block position A. Then connect the 
LED tester's anode lead to position B 

and its cathode lead to position D. 

Touching the loose positive lead of 
the power supply to position c on the 
barrier block should cause KI to en- 
ergize with an audible click and the 
LED should light. Breaking this last 
connection should cause the LED to 
extinguish. Now solidly reconnect 
this positive power -supply line to po- 
sition C and note that the LED lights 
once again. 

Simulate a cranking condition by 

lowering the power supply's output 
to 11.0 volts. Relay K2 should now 
energize, again with an audible click, 
and the tester's LED should extin- 
guish. Whe you simulate the crank- 
ing rest peri . d by raising the supply's 
output to 12 6 volts, the LED should 
remain off. 

Now sim late an engine -start con- 
dition by rasing the supply's output 
to 14.00 v Its. At this point, K3 

should energize and break the latch 
to allow K to deenergize and the 
LED shoul turn on once again. 

When eve ything appears to be op- 
erating as i should, wrap masking 
tape over t e staking posts and con- 
nections to em. Then use an appro- 
priate solve t to clean away all solder 
flux on the ottom side of the circuit - 
board assembly. Then spray the en- 
tire assemb y, top and bottom, with 
urethane to protect it from the harsh 
vehicular e vironment. 

Remount the circuit -board assem- 
bly in the e closure. Then prepare a 
table that identifies the points in 
your vehic e to which the various 
contacts of the barrier block are to 
connect. C =ment this table to the top 
of the enclo ure and spray it with two 
or more co is of clear acrylic. 

Installati s n 

Keep in mind that there is usually a 
lot of vibration in an automotive en- 
vironment. Therefore, it is advisable 
to shock- aunt the project on a fen- 
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der wall, where it will be as close as 
possible to the firewall. Mounting of 
the project is via the three holes you 
drilled in the floor of its enclosure. 
Use long self- tapping sheet -metal 
screws for the mounting operation. 

For shock mounts, you also need 
two rubber grommets and a large flat 
washer for each mounting screw. To 
begin installation, place the open 
project in the mounting location and 
use a pencil to draw the outlines of 
the mounting holes on the fender 
wall. Remove and set aside the proj- 
ect and then drill small pilot holes in 
each marked location. 

Place a large flat washer on each 
sheet metal screw and follow up in all 
three cases with a small rubber grom- 
met. Plug the ends of the screws into 
the holes in the enclosure's floor and 
follow up with a rubber grommet on 
each. These last grommets should be 
selected for a tight but not excessive- 
ly so fit on the screw ends. Tighten 
the screws in the washers to slightly 
compress both grommets in all three 
cases. Then set the project in place 
on the fender wall with the screw 
ends engaging the pilot holes. Drive 
all three screws into the fender wall, 
making them tight enough to only 
slightly compress the grommets. 

Once the project is mounted in 
place, attach its cover plate with the 
screws provided with the project box. 
Now make the connections from the 
barrier block to the various points in 
your vehicle's electrical system, us- 
ing 10 -gauge insulated stranded wire 
for all connections. 

Run a black -insulated wire from 
barrier block position D along the 
fender wall to the bolt where the neg- 
ative cable from the battery is at- 
tached to the engine block. Crimp 
and solder a large ring -type terminal 
to the end of this wire and attach it to 
the bolt on the battery cable connec- 
tor. Make sure everything at the bolt 
is clean. (Note: Terminate all wires at 
the project end in medium -size spade 
lugs. After crimping them to the wire 

ends, solder the connections.) 
Most headlights high /low floor 

switches are removable to permit 
easy access to their terminals. Once 
you remove the switch, use a dc volt- 
meter to identify the "hot" terminal 
on the switch and disconnect the wire 
attached to it. Tape the end well to 
thoroughly insulate it. Attach a new 
wire with the same type of terminal 
on it as is on the wire just removed to 
the vacated lug. Route this to the 
project and connect it to position B 

on the barrier block. 
Terminate another length of wire 

in a large ring -type terminal and bolt 
this to the battery's positive cable 
connector. Many late -model cars 
have an arrangement where several 
smaller heavy wires are permanently 
molded into the cable clamp connec- 
tor. If this is the case in your vehicle, 
carefully slice about % inch of insula- 
tion from one of the larger of these 
wires down to bare copper. Make 
sure you do not cut into any of the 
exposed conductors as you do this. 
Now strip 1 inch of insulation from 
one end of the wire you are installing 
and firmly wrap its conductors 
around the exposed cable wire. Sol- 
der the connection and thoroughly 
insulate it. 

Drill a hole for and use a self -tap- 
ping screw to mount a fuse block on 
the fender wall near where the proj- 
ect is installed. Route the wire you 
just attached to the battery's positive 
connector to the fuse block and con- 
nect and solder the free end to one 
lug, leaving about 4 inches of slack. 
Cut to length another wire to bridge 
between the other lug on the fuse 
block and position A on the barrier 
block. Terminate one end in a medi- 
um -size spade lug and connect and 
solder the other end to the other lug 
on the fuse block. Plug a 10- ampere 
(or greater, depending on the normal 
current drain of your headlights) 
fuse in the block. 

If you do not know or are not sure 
of which points in your vehicle's 

electrical system to use, consult your 
auto mechanic. Bear in mind that the 
project must not affect anything but 
your vehicle's headlights. 

Vehicle electrical systems vary wide- 
ly among various makes and models, 
as do battery conditions and capaci- 
ties, alternators and regulators. Before 
you calibrate your Automobile Head- 
lights Monitor, it is best that you make 
some measurements on the vehicle in 
which you plan to install it. An ana- 
log meter is the best choice for these 
measurements. 

Measure a cold battery that has not 
been used for eight or more hours. It 
should measure between 12.6 and 12.9 
volts. Once you have this measure- 
ment, start your vehicle's engine and 
observe the meter reading during the 
first couple or so seconds of cranking. 
The reading can drop as low as 8 or 9 

volts on a freezing morning. Remem- 
ber that the starter motor may be 
drawing as much as 400 amperes of 
current at this time on a cold day. 
Note the sharp rise in measured volt- 
age when the engine starts and is oper- 
ating on the alternator. The measured 
potential can climb as high as 15 volts 
or more. 

If there are wide variations from 
normal, this could be an indication 
that something is wrong with your 
vehicle. In this case, it might be a 
good idea to consult your mechanic 
to correct an incipient problem. If 
variations are not very wide but are 
different from the norm and there is 

nothing wrong with your vehicle, 
you may have to make minor adjust- 
ments in the settings of trimmer con- 
trols R1 and R3. 

When you are finished with instal- 
lation, dress all wire runs neatly 
against the walls in your vehicle's en- 
gine compartment. Use whatever ca- 
ble ties or hold -downs already exist 
to keep them in place. 

Now you're all set to further re- 
duce the risk of automotive colli- 
sions while enhancing the ability to 
start your engine during cold weather. 

AE 
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Ilf SOL D -STATE DEV CES 11111 

Monolithic Accelerometers & the Domestic DRAM Situation 

By Harry L. Helms 

Sensors are devices that measure or moni- 
tor an environment and produce an elec- 
trical output or signal of some sort in re- 
sponse to the environment and changes in 
it. Most sensors have previously been 
electromechanical devices that combine a 
mechanical or "quasi- mechanical" ele- 
ment (such as a piezoelectric crystal) with 
an electronic circuit to "process" and 
amplify action of the mechanical element 
caused by environmental factors. For 
years, the only commonly used solid - 
state sensors have been solar cells and 
photoresistors, which produce an electric 
voltage or change in resistance in re- 
sponse to light falling upon the device. 
However, today there are an increasing 
number of sensors that are monolithic 
semiconductor devices. Three good ex- 
amples are SenSym's recently introduced 
SXL series of accelerometers. 

The term "accelerometer" sounds like 
the name of a device to measure speed; in- 
deed, that is one possible application for 
such devices. However, they actually 
work by measuring vibrations in their im- 
mediate environment, regardless of what 
caused such vibrations. This means de- 
vices such as the SXL series can be used in 
a variety of applications other than speed 
measurement. Two applications that 
come to mind are vibration detectors for 
security systems and seismometers. 

The performance of an accelerometer 
is measured in g-force units, commonly 
known as a g. The g is a unit referred to 
the force of the Earth's gravity. The force 
we normally feel is equal to 1 g. When 
something moves against the force of 
gravity, an increasing number of g's is 

felt as gravity attempts to restrain the 
move against it. A familiar example to 
most of us is being pressed back into our 
seats during an airplane takeoff or on a 
downward run on a roller coaster. Astro- 
nauts at lift -off are also subject to several 
g's as their rocket climbs against the pull 
of gravity. 

The SXL series consists of three accel- 
erometers, each measuring a different g 

SXL SERIES 

XYY 

\ Q 
Ground 

+ Output 

+Vs 

- Output 

Fig. 1. Package configuration and pin - 
outs for all three of SenSym's SXL series 

accelerometers. 

range. The SXL020G can measure up to 
± 20 g, the SXL050G measures ± 50 g, 
and the SXL200G can measure ± 200 g. 
Of course, there's no such thing (at least 
as far as we know now!) as "negative 
gravity "; the " - " portion of the specifi- 
cation refers to a decrease in g forces be- 
ing measured. 

Figure 1 shows the pin connections for 
all three SXL accelerometers. The basic 
configuration is a 4 -pin ceramic single in- 
line package (SIP) designed for pc -board 
mounting. The internal circuitry of all 
three devices uses a Wheatstone bridge 
circuit similar to the one shown in Fig. 2. 

+vs 

10,1' Output 

Fig. 2. Internal circuitry for all three SXL 
series accelerometers. 

Instead of actual resistors, though, pie - 
zoresistive elements are used. These ele- 
ments change their resistance in accor- 
dance to stress in vibration placed upon 
them. Changes in the resistance of the ele- 
ments produce changes in the -voltage 
present at the two outputs. Output is typi- 
cally 20 mV /V, and the supply potential 
for all three devices can range from 3 to 
15 volts dc, although the accompanying 
specifications were measured at 5 volts. 

Figure 3 shows a cross -section of an 
SXL series device. The key to each device 
is the active wafer that contains the piezo- 
resistive elements. The Wheatstone 
bridge circuit is fabricated on the active 
wafer using conventional bipolar tech- 
niques. At the center of the active wafer is 

a large mass, known as the seismic mass, 
between two cavities. This mass acts as 
something of a "pendulum" when the 
sensor is subjected to movement or vibra- 
tion. Movement of the seismic mass 
causes stresses in the active wafer that, in 
turn, affect the piezoelectric elements in 

the circuit's output. 
The active wafer rests upon a con- 

straint wafer that supports the active waf- 
er and "dampens" effects of the vibra- 
tions for accurate indications. Some spe- 
cial versions of the SXL series have a cov- 
er wafer that provides extra ruggedness. 

Currently, the SXL series is not cheap, 
with a single -unit price of $57. However, 
this price should drop as production 
"ramps up" and competing units are in- 
troduced. A data sheet and technical re- 
port can be obtained by writing on your 
business letterhead to SenSym, 1255 
Reamwood Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94089. 

Giving a DRAM 
The U.S. electronics industry has been 
hobbled for most of 1988 by crucial 
shortages of dynamic RAM chips, partic- 
ularly 256K types. The brutal price wars 
of 1985 drove all domestic manufacturers 
but Texas Instruments and Micron Tech- 
nologies from the DRAM marketplace. 
By late 1987, the demand for DRAMs be- 
gan to exceed the supply, particularly 
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SXL020G /050G /200G Specs. 

Sensitivity (typical) 50 µV /V /g 
Resonant Frequency 5 kHz 

(nominal) 
Linearity (typical) 0.1 o 

Input /Output 4.5K ohms 
Impedance 

Supply Voltage 
Range 

+3to+15Vdc 

since U.S. -Japan agreements to limit 
semiconductor imports resulted in fewer 
DRAMs being shipped to the U.S. than 
would have otherwise been shipped. The 
output of 256K DRAMs was also cur- 
tailed as Japanese producers began to 
change over to 1M devices. The result was 
that DRAM prices tripled and even quad- 
rupled in only a few months and some 
production lines had to be shut down be- 
cause of DRAM shortages. (One com- 
puter board manufacturer continued 
production but stockpiled a warehouse 
full of boards minus all memory chips!) 

Not surprisingly, several domestic 
semiconductor houses have begun efforts 
to re -enter the DRAM business. One that 
is making a big effort is Motorola, which 
is now making DRAMs at its facility in 
Mesa, AZ. Motorola will not be resuming 
production of 256K chips, however, but 
plans to begin production volumes of 1M 

chips by the end of this year. Another 
company that may "leapfrog" to 1M 

DRAMs is SGS Thomson, which is cur- 
rently giving serious consideration to 
manufacturing DRAMs at its Phoenix 
facility, according to president Dan 
Queyssac. 

National Semiconductor is also explor- 
ing re -entry at the 1M level but is having 
second thoughts than some other semi- 
conductor manufacturers. National took 
substantial losses in the DRAM market- 
place back in 1985 and still remembers 
those days well. 

Discussing whether or not to get back 
into the market, National president 
Charles Sporck observes, "It is difficult 
to make that decision because having lost 
hundreds of millions of dollars once in 
the business, I'd hate like hell to get back 
into a dumping situation again sometime 
and decide for a second time to get out. 
I'd have trouble explaining that to my 
stockholders." 

Short Takes 
LSI Computer Systems announced its 
LS7310 -7313 series of ac power control- 
ler ICs. These are designed for use with ac 
universal and shaded -pole motors (such 
as those used in blenders, mixers, etc.) 
and have ten discrete power -level inputs/ 
outputs. The LS7310 and LS7311 ver- 
sions are designed for use with external 
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Fig. 3. Cross -sectional drawing of all three SXL series accelerometers. 

mechanical switches, while the LS7312 
and LS7313 are designed for external 
"touch" controls. More details about all 
four are available from LSI Computer 
Systems Inc., 1235 Walt Whitman Rd., 
Melville, NY 11747 ... Gennum Corp. is 

a Canadian manufacturer of semicon- 
ductors. One of its more interesting of- 
ferings is the LD405, a pulse- width -mod- 
ulation (PWM) power -supply controller 
IC that is capable of operation at fre- 
quencies in excess of 1 MHz. Its applica- 
tion note, "Using the LD405 is a 125 W 
Resonant Mode Power Supply," tells 
how to use the LD405 to build a power 
supply capable of providing 5 volts dc at 
25 amperes from either a 110- or 220 -volt 
ac line. Request it from Gennum Corp., 
P.O. Box 489, Station A, Burlington, 
Ontario, Canada, L7R 3Y3. ME 

Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

Earn up to 
$30 an hour 
and more! 

A 

No costly School. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course pre- 
pares you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License". This valuable license 
is your "ticket" to thousands of exciting 
jobs in Communications. RadioTV, Micro- 
wave, Computers. Radar. Avonics and 
more! You don't need a college degree to 
qualify. but you do need an FCC License. 

No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 
This proven course is easy. fast and low cost! 
GUARANTEED PASS - You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

commanc PROCUCTIOHS 
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 220 
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126 
Please rush FREE details immediately! 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY _ 
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STATE ZIP 

02 
Learn at home in sparo time. 
No previous experience needed! 
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Il/ill ELECTRONICS NOTEBOOK/I/Ill 

A Computerized Chart Recorder 

By Forrest M. Mims III 

The old adage that a picture is worth a 
thousand words should be the motto of 
everyone who is charged with collection 
and display of data. Just ask anyone who 
has tried to make sense out of endless col- 
umns of computer -tabulated numbers. 

Consider for a moment the data depict- 
ed in Fig. 1. This figure shows a table of 
measurements of the optical output pow- 
er of a semiconductor laser for a range of 
drive currents. It also shows a graph of 
the same measurements. While the num- 
bers in the table require time to analyze, a 
quick glance at the graph provides a good 
understanding of the significance of the 
data, namely that the laser diode exhibits 
a sharp threshold point at the onset of las- 
er oscillations. 

Figure 1 was taken from one of my lab- 
oratory notebooks. The data was mea- 
sured point by point and then plotted by 
hand. While data measurements can be 
plotted automatically with a strip chart or 
XY recorder, these devices are relatively 
expensive. A suitable alternative to own- 
ers and users of personal computers is a 
program that transforms a computer into 
a sophisticated chart recorder. 

In 1987 my son, Eric Ryan Mims, need- 
ed a strip chart recorder to record the 
measurements from an ultra- sensitive 
seismometer he had constructed for a 
high school science -fair project. Since he 
couldn't afford a chart recorder, he 
wrote a program that transforms a Radio 
Shack Color Computer and an XY plot- 
ter into a basic chart recorder. 

Recently, Eric developed an improved 
version of his strip chart recorder pro- 
gram for IBM -compatible PCs that are 
equipped with joystick ports. The pro- 
gram transforms one or two analog sig- 
nals applied to a joystick port into a mov- 
ing graph on the screen of a computer 
monitor. The graph that appears on the 
monitor's screen can be printed out on a 
dot -matrix printer. 

This chart recorder has many practical 
applications beyond seismometry. For 
example, it can be used to record both the 
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Fig. 1. A comparison of tabulated and graphical data. 

temperature and light intensity inside a 
greenhouse. It can also keep track of the 
performance of solar heating systems 
and laboratory test equipment measure- 
ments and perform many other functions. 

Using Joystick Ports 
as Analog Input Ports 
Before looking at Eric's chart -recorder 
program, let's first examine the manner 
in which a computer's joystick port can 
be used as an analog input port. The BA- 
SIC listings that follow were developed 
on a Tandy 1000 series computer, an IBM 
PC- compatible machine. The programs 
should work on most joystick -port- 
equipped IBM and compatible machine. 
Other computers may require slight pro- 
gram modifications. 

Some computers are equipped with 
non -analog joysticks, in which switches 
are closed when the joystick handle is 
moved. The listings that follow and 
Eric's chart recorder program will func- 
tion with only those computers that are 
equipped with analog joysticks in which 
movement of the handle rotates the 

shafts of a pair of interlinked potenti- 
ometers. 

The BASIC command STICK(n) returns 
the coordinates of the joysticks in the 
Tandy 1000 computer. The (n) function 
designates which joystick and which co- 
ordinate are returned as follows: 

STICK(o) returns the horizontal (x) co- 
ordinate for joystick A; 

STICK(1) returns the vertical (y) coordi- 
nate for joystick B; 

STICK(2) returns the horizontal (x) co- 
ordinate for joystick A; 

STICK(3) returns the vertical (y) coordi- 
nate for joystick B. 

Joystick A is usually, but not always, 
designated as the left joystick, while joy- 
stick B is usually designated the right joy- 
stick. 

It is important that you understand 
that STICK(o) retrieves the values for all 
four values of n. Therefore, it is nec- 
essary to include a STICK(o) command 
in any program in which other joystick 
values are called. STICK(1), STICK(2) and 
STICK(3) retrieve the values already called 
by STICK(0); they do not themselves sam- 
ple the joystick values. 
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The range of coordinate values re- 
turned by the Tandy Deluxe Joysticks 
used in conjunction with a Tandy 1000 - 
type computer ranges from around 2 or 3 

to around 130 or 131. The range depends 
on the joysticks, and some joysticks give 
higher ranges. The following simple BA- 
SIC routine will quickly show you the co- 
ordinate range for your system: 

10'STICKOUT 

20 CLS 

30 X = STICK(0) 

40 Y = STICK(1) 

50 LOCATE 15,15 

60 PRINT "X = "X; "Y = "Y 
70 GOTO 30 

It is often desirable to modify a joy- 
stick's coordinate range. This can be eas- 
ily done by simply inserting a correction 
factor into the above routine. For exam- 
ple, the following BASIC program con- 
verts the 2 -to -131 range of a joystick to a 
more convenient 1 -to -100 range and dis- 
plays the result on the computer's video 
screen: 

10 'MAX STICK (0 -100) 

20 CLS 

30 X = STICK(0) 

40X =(X /131) *100 

50 LOCATE 15.15 

60 PRINT "STICK(0): "INT(X) 
70 GOTO 30 

Line 40 includes a correction factor 
that converts the retrieved value of 
STICK(0) from 2 to 131 to 1 to 100. 

Connecting Sensors 
to Joystick Ports 
Shown in Fig. 2(A) is the internal circuit 
diagram of the joysticks used with the 
Tandy 1000 computer. Note that these 
joysticks are simply two mechanically 
linked potentiometers. Each potentiome- 
ter is connected across a 5 -volt dc supply 
provided by the computer. The center tap 
of each potentiometer then provides a po- 
tential that varies from nearly 0 to almost 
5 volts as the potentiometer's shaft is ro- 
tated. In other words, each potentiome- 
ter in the joystick functions as a basic 
voltage divider. 

Since the joysticks are resistive devices, 
it is a relatively simple matter to connect 
resistive -type sensors, such as thermis- 
tors and photoresistors, directly to the 
joystick inputs of a Tandy 1000 or similar 
computer. Before going further with this 
subject, however, it is important to insert 
the following warning: 

Caution: Computer manufacturers 

might not honor the warranties on equip- 
ment that has been modified or operated 
in a manner that is inconsistent with the 
equipment's instruction manual. Some 
manufacturers may interpret as a viola- 
tion of a machine's warranty connection 
of non -standardized external devices. 

With this caveat in mind, we can now 
go on to connect a resistive -type sensor 
directly to the input of the computer. Fig- 
ure 2(B) shows the pin connections for 
the joystick sockets of the Tandy 1000. 
To connect an external sensor to the com- 
puter, it is necessary to make an appro- 
priate cable and plug assembly. Radio 
Shack's Tandy 1000 series computers re- 
quire a 6 -pin DIN -type plug for each joy- 
stick port. This plug is available from Ra- 
dio Shack as Cat. No. 274 -020. 

Caution: Use care when making and 
using a cable designed to be used with a 
joystick port. As shown in Fig. 2(B), the 
joystick port incorporates a 5 -volt sup- 
ply. Inadvertently shorting these power - 
supply leads may reset the computer or 
possibly even damage its internal circuitry. 

After making the cable, you can con- 
nect a resistive -type sensor to the comput- 
er. Figure 3 shows how a cadmium -sul- 
fide photoresistor, a typical resistive -type 
sensor, can be connected to the comput- 
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Fig. 2. Tandy 1000 joystick circuit (A) and socket connections viewed straight -on (B). 
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ELECTRONICS NOTEBOOK .. 

er. The combination of a photoresistor 
and RI, which can be either a fixed resis- 
tor or a potentiometer (the latter for cali- 
bration or zeroing purposes), provides 
the voltage divider required by the joy- 
stick port. The end result is a simplified 
computerized light meter. 

Sometimes it is necessary to invert the 
signal (not the polarity) applied to the 
joystick port. This may be necessary 
when the voltage from a resistive sensor 
plus resistor increases when the stimulus 
decreases. The signal can be inverted sim- 
ply by exchanging the positions of the re- 
sistive sensor and RI in Fig. 3. Alterna- 
tively, the signal can be inverted in soft- 
ware. For example, this line can be added 
to the previous program to effect this re- 

sult: 

45 X = 100-X 

Many kinds of non -resistive, self -gen- 
erating sensors can also be connected to a 

computer's joystick ports. For example, 
a silicon solar cell can be connected di- 
rectly between the ground and x inputs. 

Finally, sensors that have low -level 
outputs can be connected to a computer 
through an appropriate amplifier. This is 

the approach my son used to implement 
his seismometer. For best results, use an 
operational amplifier. It is essential that 
the amplifier's output be limited to a 0- 

to -5 -volt swing. Never power the amplifi- 
er from line current; instead, always use a 

battery power supply for it. 

Chart -Recorder- Program 
The accompanying listing is a condensed 
version of the various chart- recorder pro- 
grams Eric has written in GW -BASIC for 
Tandy 1000 and compatible computers. 
This program implements a two -channel 
chart recorder that includes a menu -se- 

lectable sample frequency, sample selec- 

tion intervals, tick -mark spacing and 
user -selectable start time. A single trace 
or two traces appearing on the screen can 
be converted to hard copy with a dot -ma- 
trix printer. 

A conventional analog chart recorder 
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Fig. 3. Connecting a resistive sensor to a 
joystick port. 

has controls for amplitude and chart 
speed. The program presented here does 
not include an amplitude control since 
Eric and I have found it much easier to 
control amplitude by means of the exter- 
nal sensor circuitry. 

As for chart speed, this program oper- 
ates somewhat differently than conven- 
tional chart recorders. The chart speed of 

a conventional chart recorder is usually 
selected in terms of centimeters per sec- 
ond or minute Paper passing through 
such a recorder is usually preprinted with 
a uniform grid that permits the readout to 
be measured. 

Departing from tradition, this pro- 
gram doesn't display a complete grid to 
avoid excessive on- screen clutter. In- 
stead, it displays two horizontal rows of 
parallel tick marks that are separated 
along the left side of the screen by a fixed 
vertical axis that represents amplitude. 

Though this program is rather slow, 
this is not a major drawback because it 
was designed to monitor slowly changing 
signals. Since the program is so slow, it is 

better to vary the distance between the 
tick marks displayed on- screen than it is 

to vary the speed of the trace. In other 
words, this program provides a chart re- 
corder with a grid that can be dimension- 
ally varied along its x (horizontal) axis. 

The paper -and, hence, the grid -of a 

conventional chart recorder moves as the 
trace is applied. In this program, the tick 
marks remain fixed as the trace moves 
from the left to the right side of the moni- 
tor's screen. In this respect, the program 
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emulates a low -speed oscilloscope more 
than it does a chart recorder. 

The number of samples per minute or 
hour can be selected with this program. 
In this mode, the tick marks displayed on 
the monitor's screen remain unchanged, 
and ten samples are plotted between each 
pair of tick marks no matter which sam- 
ple frequency is selected. 

Running the Program 
After the program is entered and RUN, an 
on- screen prompt requests a name for the 
chart to be recorded. This name will later 
be displayed on the upper -left portion of 
the monitor's screen, below the time. 

Next, another on- screen prompt asks 
that you specify the sample interval. If 
you select the maximum interval, the pro- 
gram will sample the incoming signal as 
fast as it can cycle through its sam pling 
loop. A prompt will then request the 
number of seconds between the on- screen 
tick marks. The distance between tick 
marks will be automatically adjusted to 
match the selected time. 

If the specific time option is selected, 
the program will ask if you wish to moni- 
tor samples per minute or per hour. After 
you make a selection, the program will 
ask how many samples per minute or 
hour you wish to monitor. 

After selecting the sample interval, the 
program asks if you want the chart re- 
corder to begin operation at a specific 
time. This is a particularly nice feature if 
you want the system to begin recording 
data during the night or while you are 
away. If you don't select this option, the 
chart recorder will begin to operate as 
soon as you press any key on the comput- 
er's keyboard. You can stop the recorder 
at any time by pressing the down -arrow 
key. 

Everything displayed on the monitor's 
screen can be printed out by a dot -matrix 
printer by means of a suitable MS -DOS 
graphics screen -print command. Since 
the syntax of this command is determined 
by the type of printer connected to your 
computer, consult the MS -DOS mamial 
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ELECTRONICS NOTEBOOK ... 

BASIC Chart- Recorder Program Listing 
10 SCREEN 0,1: CLS: KEY OFF 
20 PRINT 'DUAL CHANNEL CHART RECORDER' 
30 PRINT 'Copyright 1988 by Eric R. Mims' 
40 This program developed on Tandy 1000 SX. 
50 'Minor revisions may be necessary for other computers. 
60 KEY(14) ON 
70 ON KEY(14) GOSUB 960 
80 PRINT 'Press any key to continue' 
90 IF INKEYS= " THEN 90 
100 CLS: LOCATE 1,33: PRINT'CHART RECORDER' 
110 ' 

120 ' ** Graph Type Option * ** 

130 ' 

140 DIM AA(3122) 
150 SPACE - 0 

160 LOCATE 5,3: LINE INPUT'Name of chart: ';N$ 
170 ' 

180 ' Sample Frequency 
190 ' 

200 LOCATE 5,3: PRINT'cample Interval: 
210 LOCATE 6,3: PRINT'Mnximum (M) or Specific (S) time 
220 LOCATE 7,3: INPUT'(M or S)';C$ 
230 IF C$ ='M' OR CS ='m' THEN 280 ELSE IF CS<>'S' AND C$<>'s' 
THEN 210 
240 GOTO 360 
250 ' 

260 ' * * Tick Mark Spacing Option * ** 

270 ' 

280 CLS: LOCATE 1,33: PRINT'CHART RECORDER' 
290 LOCATE 5,3: PRINTHOW many seconds between tick marks?', 
300 LOCATE 6,3: INPUT'(2, 5, 10, 15, 30) ;SEC 
310 IF SEC =2 THEN INCR =7 ELSE IF SEC -5 THEN INCR -16 ELSE IF 
SEC -10 THEN INCR -34 ELSE IF SEC -15 THEN INCR 51 ELSE IF 
SEC -30 THEN INCR -102 ELSE 290 
320 GOTO 470 
330 ' 

340 ' * ** Sample Interval Selection * ** 
350 ' 

360 CLS: LOCATE 1,33: PRINTCHART RECORDER' 
370 LOCATE 5,3: INPUTDO you want to monitor samples per 
minute(M) or samples per hour(H)';A$ 
380 IF A$<>M' AND A$< >'0 AND A$<>'H' AND A$<>'h' THEN 370 
390 IF A$ -'N' OR A$ -'m' THEN MSS - 'minute' ELSE MS$ 
'hour': LOCATE 6,1: PRINT,,, 
400 LOCATE 7,3: PRINT'HOW many samples per ';MSS; 
410 INPUT' (60 maximum)';NUM 
420 SPACE - CINT(60 /NUM): INCR - 20 
430 IF A$-'H' THEN SPACE - SPACE * 60 
440 ' 

450 ' * ** Specific Start Time * ** 
460 ' 

470 CLS: LOCATE 2,3: PRINT'Current time - ';TIME$ 
480 LOCATE 4,3: PRINT 'Do you want the chart to start at a 

specific time?' 

490 LOCATE 5,3: INPUT '(Y or N)';B$ 
500 IF B$ -'Y' OR B$ =y THEN GOSUB 930 ELSE IF BS ='N' OR 

B$ -'n' THEN 510 ELSE 490 
510 CLS: LOCATE 2,3: PRINTPress any key to begin sampling.' 
520 LOCATE 3,3: PRINT'Press HOLD to freeze display for screen 
dump to printer.' 
530 LOCATE 4,3: PRINT'Press the DOWN ARROW key to stop 
sampling.' 540 IF INKEY$= " THEN 540 
550 IF GRAPH$ ='M' OR GRAPH$ ='m' THEN 590 
560 ' 

570 ' * * Graph * ** 
580 ' 

590 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 

SCREEN 2: CLS: ' Prepare screen 
LOCATE 2,1: PRINT NS; 
FOR T = 24 TO 639 STEP INCR 

LINE(T,58)- (T,55) 
LINE(T,140)- (T,143) 

NEXT 
LOCATE 7,1: PRINT '10', LOCATE 8,1: PRINT "- 
LOCATE 9,1: PRINT '- ': LOCATE 10,1: PRINT - 
LOCATE 11,1: PRINT ' -': LOCATE 12,1: PRINT '- 

LOCATE 13,1: PRINT ' 5': LOCATE 14,1: PRINT - 
LOCATE 15,1: PRINT '- ': LOCATE 16,1: PRINT - 
LOCATE 17,1: PRINT '- ': LOCATE 18,1: PRINT '- 
LOCATE 19,1 : PRINT 0' 

720 LOCATE 7,77: PRINT CHR$(26); 
730 LOCATE 19,77: PRINT CHR$(26); 
740 LOCATE 1,49 
750 IF SEC = 0 THEN 780 
760 PRINT SEC:' sec /div.' 
770 GOTO 810 
780 PRINT NUM;' samples /'; 
790 IF AS = 'H' OR AS = 'h' THEN PRINT 'hr.' ELSE PRINT 
'min.' 
800 LOCATE 2,50: PRINT'10 samples /div.' 
810 Y =99: B -99 
820 A= INT(TIMER) 
830 IF A +SPACE > INT(TIMER) THEN 830 
840 C =STICK(0): D =STICK(1) 
850 YYCINT(C.74) +59: BB= CINT(D *;74) +59: ' Correction 
factor 
860 LOCATE 1,1: PRINT TIMES 
870 LINE(26,Y)- (24,YY): LINE(26,B)- (24,BB),,,6H5555 
880 GET(24,59)- (637,139),AA 
890 LINE(26,Y)- (24,YY),0, LINE)26,B)- (24,BB),0 
900 Y -YY: B =BB 
910 PUT(26,59),AA,PSET 
920 IF A$ -'C' OR A$ ='c' THEN 840 ELSE 820 
930 LOCATE 4,3: INPUT'Enter starting time. (HH:MM :SS)';STARTS 
940 IF START$ <> TINES THEN 940 
950 RETURN 
960 SCREEN 0,1:CLS 
970 END 

applicable to your computer and printer 
to implement a screen print. 

Shown in Fig. 4 is a typical chart re- 
cording as printed out by a dot -matrix 
printer. In this case, only one of the two 
channels was connected to an input sig- 
nal. Note that the printout shows the 
user -assigned name of the trace, time the 
trace was completed, number of samples 
per minute (or hour) and number of sam- 
ples per division (tick -mark spacing). 

Figure 5 shows a typical dual -trace 
chart recording. Here, the maximum 
sample interval option was selected, and 
the distance between tick marks is quite 
small. 

Finally, Fig. 6 shows a typical dual - 
trace chart recording in which the maxi- 

14:45:43 2 sec/div. 
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Fig. 5. Sample dual -trace chart recording in which maximum sample selection interval op- 
tion has been selected. 
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14:55 :58 

Joystick Test 2 

10 

30 sec /div. 

i 

Fig. 6. Sample dual -trace chart recording in which maximum spacing between "tick" 
marks has been selected. 

mum interval option was also selected. 
However, here the distance between tick 
marks is quite large since the maximum 
interval (30 seconds per division in this 
case) was selected. 

Going Further 
Eric's program nicely demonstrates the 
amazing versatility of the personal com- 
puter, a machine many of us take for 
granted. In the case of the two -channel 
chart -recorder program, a PC simulates 
a laboratory instrument that costs $1,000 
or more. 

The program presented here can be 
easily expanded to include various other 
options. For example, Eric has expand- 
ed the program to include a separate trace 
option in which the two traces are plot- 
ted parallel to each other rather than be- 
ing superimposed. Another feature of the 
expanded program is its capability to 
store incoming data on disk for later 
display on the computer's video monitor 
screen. Although we haven't yet required 
a variable -amplitude feature, one can 
easily be added. 

Only one of the joystick ports is ac- 
cessed by Eric's program. By accessing 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

the second port, a four -channel chart 
recorder can be simulated. 

Simply by changing the control pro- 
gram, the PC can perform many other in- 
strument features. Perhaps there's a lab- 
oratory instrument you would like to have 
but can't afford. If you own a personal 
computer, it might be possible to develop 
a program for it that will permit the com- 
puter to perform at least some of the 
functions of the machine you can't af- 
ford. I've discussed several such applica- 
tions, including a storage oscilloscope, in 
a book titled Forrest Mims 's Computer V 
Projects, (Osborne /McGraw -Hill, 1985). 
You might want to look into these. its 

Free Product Information 
Readers can obtain free information on 
products advertised by the above com- 
panies, as well as for some editorially 
mentioned products. Simply circle the 
appropriate number printed below an 
advertisement onto the Modern Elec- 
tronics "Free Information Service" 
card bound into this issue. After filling 
in your name and address, just mail the 
postpaid card. Your request will be for- 
warded directly to the advertiser with a 
mailing label prepared by our reader - 
service department to ensure speedy re- 
sponse. 

October 

VCR 
IDLER TIRES 

Now you can do VCR repairs 
faster and easier than ever before. 
Parts Express is now offering the 
most comprehensive idler tire kit 
available. With this kit in your 
stock room you can do over 90% 
of idler assembly 

jobs without =aE cA Al[A 

waiting for parts 
deliveries. 

The kit includes a FREE 
cross-reference 

FREE cross- Included 

reference listing over 80 manufac- 
turer assembly numbers and over 
200 model numbers. 150 tires 
total, 10 each of 15 different sizes 
in a high quality storage case with 
separate compartments for each 
size. Worth over $400 retail value. 

#400 -900 $5500 
VCR IDLER ASSEMBLIES 

Part # Replacement for (1 -9) (10 -up) 

430 -010 Sharp NIDL0005 4.15 3.70 
430 -020 Sharp NIDL0006 4.35 3.90 
430 -030 Sharp NPLY -V0051 4.15 3.70 
430 -050 Pana VXP0329 1.40 .95 
430 -052 Pana VXPO344 1.40 .95 
430 -055 Pana VXP0401 1.95 1.55 
430 -060 Pana VXP0521 4.50 3.90 
430 -100 Fisher 4204-00300 7.80 6.90 
430 -105 Fisher 4804 -00100 1.50 1.25 
430 -110 Fisher 4904 -00900 7.50 6.75 
430 -120 RCA 164113 3.75 2.95 
430 -125 RCA 150614 3.95 3.25 
430 -130 HIT 6413111 5.20 4.65 

FREE 
CATALOG 

EXars /n e 
CALL TOLL FREE 

1- 800 -338 -0531 
340 E. First St., Dayton OH 45402 

Local -1 -513- 222 -0173 

CIRCLE 15 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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The Secret of Radio Success 

By Curt Phillips 

Based on the number of books on the 
market today dedicated to antennas, ra- 
dio enthusiasts obviously realize the vital 
part a good antenna system can have on 
communications, whether SWL, ham 
or other. 

But a crucial variable that is still given 
little more than cursory attention is pro- 
pagation. Almost all books on shortwave 
radio mention that signals bounce off the 
ionosphere and thereby travel around the 
world. Most also mention the tremen- 
dous effect of the (approximately) 11- 

year sunspot cycle on radio transmission. 
However, the effect of daily and monthly 
changes on radio propagation is general- 
ly ignored, though special- interest ham 
radio publications like Modern Electron - 
ics's sister publication, CQ, covers this 
subject regularly. But predicting propa- 
gation, combined with lead -time of pub- 
lications is far different than getting 
propagation information that is up -to- 
date, which is the subject here. 

I chose the title of this column some- 
what deceptively, because if I had called 
it "Radio Propagation," some of you 
might have skipped over it. Yet in many 
ways, a knowledge of the vagaries of pro- 
pagation is the secret of radio operat- 
ing success. 

Information on sunspot and geomag- 
netic activity is broadcast on WWV every 
hour. At 18 minutes after each hour, 
WWV (but not WWVH) broadcasts in- 
formation on solar and geomagnetic acti- 
vity for the previous day and a solar -acti- 
vity index for the previous three hours. 
This information is useful, but to be most 
effective this data needs to be regularly 
monitored and plotted. 

The Propagation BBS 

For evaluating and plotting a large quan- 
tity of data, a personal computer is in- 

valuable. A direct transfer of data into 
the computer is the easiest way to enter 
the data. 

To this end, the Space Environment 

Propagation Report 

File cono downloaded at 06:30 :39Z 07/07/88 

PRIMARY 
PART I. 

HF RADIO 
SUMMARY 
FORECAST 

REGION POLAR 
AURORAL 
MIDDLE 

LOW 
EQUATORIAL 

PROPAGATION REPORT ISSUED AT 070600Z JUL 88. 
0700002 TO 0706002 JUL 88/ 
070600Z TO 071200Z JUL 88. 

QUADRANT 
I II III 

0 TO 90W 90W TO 180 180 TO 90E 
N5/P40 N5/P30 N5/P30 
N4/P40 N4/P30 N5/P30 
N6/P30 N6/P30 N7 
N8/P40 N8/P30 N8 
N7 N8 N8 

IV 
90E TO 0 

N5/P40 
N5/P40 
N7 
N8 
N8 

PART II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF HF RADIO PROPAGATION CONDITIONS 
OBSERVED DURING THE 24 HOUR PERIOD ENDING 06/2400Z, AND FORECAST 
CONDITIONS FOR THE NEXT 24 HOURS. WITH THE EXCEPTION OF A LITTLE 
NOISE IN THE AURORAL LATITUDES, CONDITIONS WERE NORMAL IN ALL 
LATITUDES. 
FORECAST: HF PROPAGATION IS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE AT NORMAL 
CONDITIONS AT ALL LATITUDES. 

PART III. SUMMARY OF SOLAR FLARE INDUCED IONOSPHERIC 
WHICH MAY HAVE CAUSED SHORT WAVE FADES IN THE SUNLIT 
DURING THE 24 HOUR PERIOD ENDING 06/2400Z JUL 88 . . 

PROBABILITY FOR THE NEXT 24 HOURS . . . . MODERATE 

DISTURBANCES 
HEMISPHERE 
. NONE 

PART IV. OBSERVED /FORECAST 10.7 CM FLUX AND K /AP. 
THE OBSERVED 10.7 CM FLUX FOR 06 JUL 88 WAS 152. 
THE FORECAST 10.7 CM FLUX FOR 07, 08, AND 09 JUL 88 

ARE 145, 139, AND 136. 
THE OBSERVED K /AP VALUE FOR 06 JUL 88 WAS 04/23. 
THE FORECAST K /AP VALUES FOR 07, 08, AND 09 JUL 88 

ARE 03/15, 03/18, AND 03/15. 

File tono downloaded at 00:30:36Z 07/08/88 

SECONDARY HF RADIO PROPAGATION REPORT ISSUED AT 080000Z JUL 88. 
PART I. SUMMARY 071800Z TO 0724002 JUL 88/ 

FORECAST 0800002 TO 080600Z JUL 88. 
QUADRANT 

I II III IV 

0 TO 90W 90W TO 180 180 TO 90E 90E TO 0 

REGION N5 N5 N5 N5 

N4 /P20 N5 N5 N4 /P20 
N7 N7 N7 N6 

N7 N8 N8 N7 /P20 
N8 N8 N8 N7 

POLAR 
AURORAL 
MIDDLE 

LOW 
EQUATORIAL 

A typical HF Propagation Report printout. 

Services Center (SESC) under the U.S. 
Department of Commerce and the other 
federal agencies in the alphabet soup (see 
below) established an experimental com- 
puter bulletin -board system (BBS) in 
Boulder, Colorado. The SESC, for rea- 
sons described, continuously gathers in- 

formation from all over the world and 
from the Geostationary Operational En- 

vironmental Satellites (GEOS). This data 
is analyzed and compiled in a major on- 
site computer system. Part of this data is 

transferred into the PC clone that runs 
the BBS. 

After accidentally finding this BBS 
while exploring computer bulletin boards 
in the Denver area, I talked with the Sys- 
tem Operator (SysOp), Howard Sargent 
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Table II. Zone and Sector Allocations 

P)ropagation Report 
S)olar Report 
R)egion Report 
A)ctivity Summary 
Q)uick Look Data 

*D)ata Listings 
M)UF Predictions 

* = sub -menus exist 

Table I. The SESC BBS Main Menu 

O)ther SESC Products 
C)omments to Sysop 
U)ser Records 

*H)elp Menu 
N)ews 
I)nformation on SESC 
B)ye (Leave System) 

On -line since January 1987, the SESC 
BBS has received approximately 13,000 
phone calls and has had about 1,500 peo- 
ple register as users. 

Since the data is paid for by taxpayers, 
the SESC is interesting in it being distri- 
buted to all interested parties. The SysOp 
told me that they would not mind the data 
from this BBS being transmitted on the 
ham radio packet networks. The SysOp is 

also soliciting suggestions on what other 
information would be useful to users. 

Using the SESC BBS 

The main menu is listed in Table I. Of im- 
mediate interest is choice "P," the Prop- 
agation Report. A sample of this report is 

reprinted here. 
Part I of the HF Propagation Report 

provides observed and forecast hf propa- 
gation conditions in 20 areas of the Nor- 
thern Hemisphere. That hemisphere is 

divided into four longitude sectors and 
five latitude zones, as listed in Table II. 

Observed conditions (over the previ- 
ous six hours) are specified on a relative 

scale. One of three letters (N = normal, 
U = fair, W = poor) identifies overall 
propagation conditions in comparison to 
normal conditions for that latitude, local 
time, season and phase of the sunspot cy- 
cle. Consequently, an N at auroral lati- 
tudes in the sunrise sector does not have 
the same absolute meaning as an N in the 
afternoon sector at low latitudes. Condi- 
tions are N(ormally) much better in the 
latter block than the former, but N(or- 
mal) may apply to both blocks. 

Numbers 1 through 9 represent fore- 
cast conditions for the next six hours: 

1. Useless 
2. Very Poor 
3. Poor 
4. Poor to Fair 
5. Fair 
6. Fair to Good 
7. Good 
8. Very Good 
9. Excellent 

Forecast conditions are described on 
an absolute scale that ranges from 1 to 9. 
A given number has the same absolute 
meaning regardless of the block in which 

WOMPG, to get more information of this 
system's purpose and history. 

Alphabet Soup 
The Space Environment Laboratory 
(SEL) of the U.S. Department of Com- 
merce, National Oceanic and Atmo- 
spheric Administration (NOAA), pro- 
vides both real -time monitoring and re- 
porting services and research activities. 
The SEL, through the Space Environment 
Service Center, is a national center for 
providing around -the -clock forecasts 
and warnings of solar and space dis- 
turbances. The rest of its efforts are de- 
voted to studying and analyzing solar and 
terrestrial disturbances and to develop- 
ing systems to improve monitoring, un- 
derstanding, forecasting and analysis 
of disturbances. 

U.S. Government interest in iono- 
spheric effects on communications dates 
back to World War II, when solar and 
geomagnetic disturbances could distrupt 
hf military communications. By the mid- 
dle 1960s, the scope of concern had ex- 
panded well beyond ionospheric commu- 
nications to include such problems as ra- 
diation hazards, increased drag on navi- 
gation satellites during magnetic dis- 
turbances, upsets of geostationary satel- 
lite electronics and other systems, as well 
as induced currents in long lines. 

Currently, the SEL's Space Environ- 
ment Services Center disseminates infor- 
mation through several means, including 
the W W V broadcasts, commercial satel- 
lite broadcasts and a telephone recording 
(303- 497 -3235). The forecasts, warnings, 
real -time data, and summary informa- 
tion provided by SEL's Space Environ- 
ment Services Center are generic prod- 
ucts designed to serve the entire set of us- 
ers concerned with these problems. 

The computer bulletin board is an ex- 
periment to determine if this method of 
distribution can make the products avail- 
able conveniently to a wider audience. 
Also, the BBS provides a forum for dis- 
seminating historical data and informa- 
tion too lengthy to be transmitted via 
WW V or by voice over the telephone line. 

Sectors Zones 

0 to 90 degrees west Polar More than 70 degrees 
II 90 to 180 degrees west Auroral 55 to 70 degrees 
III 180 to 90 degrees east Middle 30 to 55 degrees 
IV 90 to 0 degrees east Low 10 to 30 degrees 

Equatorial 0 to 10 degrees 
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Table III. Remainder -of -Day Solar Flare Probabilities 

Probability 

Less than or equal to 1 percent 
Equal to or greater than 2 percent 

but less than 20 percent 
Equal to or greater than 20 percent 

but less than 50 percent 
Equal to or greater than 50 percent 

Descriptive Word 

Nil 
Slight 

Moderate 

Strong 

it is placed. Referring to the previous ex- 

ample, it would be extremely unusual for 
all blocks to have the same number fore- 
cast. The number forecast refers to over- 
all propagation conditions. 

Also included in this part is a six-hour 
prediction of maximum usable frequency 
(MUF) deviations of 20 percent or more 
from seasonal means. These figures, used 
in conjunction with monthly mean pre- 
dictions, can help you to decide which 
frequencies are most appropriate for use 
during the forecast period. 

Part II of the HF Report contains a 
plain- language discussion of geomagnet- 
ic and ionospheric conditions and their 
effects on propagation. It covers con- 
ditions observed on the previous day 
and a forecast for the remainder of the 
current day. For purposes of these re- 
ports, each "day" is considered to be- 

gin and end in Universal Coordinated 
Time (UTC). 

Next, Part III is a summary of possible 
and confirmed solar- flare -induced iono- 
spheric disturbances, specifically short- 
wave fades (SWFs), during the previous 
UTC day. This part also includes a plain - 
language forecast of the probability of a 

solar- flare -induced SWF during the re- 

mainder of the current day. 
Part IV contains information that can 

be used to plan operations during the 
three -day forecast period. It includes the 
previous day's observed F10, Ap and cor- 
responding geomagnetic K value. It also 
includes a three -day forecast for F10, 
Ap and K. 

The F10 is the 10.7 -cm solar radio flux 
reported daily at 1700 UTC, also known 
as the Ottawa 2,800 -MHz reading. The 
10.7 -cm radio flux correlates well with 

NEW RUGGED PORTABLE FACSIMILE/COPIER 

Compact Cobra" Print Phone sends & receives hard copy over any phone line! 
... doubles as photocopier 

SAVE $200! 
Introductory Price only $1199! 
Regularly $1,399.95 

Includes 2 paper rolls, ac & phone -line cords. 
Optional acoustic coupler for hard -wired phones 
($49.95), carrying case ($39.95), extra paper rolls 
($6.95 ea.) & DC power inverter for 12V automotive. 

Delivers & receives drawings, reports, etc. in 
about 40 secs. for cost of phone call ... in office, 
hotel, car, airport ... unattended FAX reception. 
Latest Contact Image Sensor technology & 
advanced Clearprint Circuitry withstand rigors of 
portable use (no mirrors to misalign, images 
always sharp). 
Truly portable 3"x 9"x 12 " size, 7 lbs. light. 
Simple one -button operation for FAX or photocopy. 
8'b" x document -length size; G3 world standard. 
Full 12 -mo. mfr. warranty w /overnight replacement. 

ORDER YOUR FAX /COPIER TODAY! 
Send check or M.O. now; VISA or M/C ok. Add $5 
ship /handle (we pay rest). NY res. add sales tax. 

SOLT -EK E- NT- ERPR- IS -E -S 
P.O. Box 185, Merrick, NY 11566 

(516) 378 -4960 

CIRCLE NO. 174 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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the general level of solar activity. Varia- 
tions of 10 units or more above the 90 -day 
mean indicate a reasonable change of so- 
lar- related disruptions occurring. Con- 
versely, values significantly below the 
90 -day mean can be interpreted as an 
expectation of low solar activity. 
Generally, a flux value between 100 and 
200 indicate the intermediate years of the 
solar cycle (as in this example), with 66 

meaning "quiet sun" and readings over 
200 occurring during the more active 
years of the sunspot cycle. 

The Ap value is a daily figure for the 
level of activity of the geomagnetic field. 
A reading of under 10 is best for hf prop- 
agation. The K reading is a short -term in- 
dicator of geomagnetic activity, with 
readings under 4 and /or a descending 
trend best for hf propagation. 

The HF Propagation Report is issued 
at 0600Z (UTC) daily. Secondary reports 
(six -hourly updates) are issued at 1200Z, 
1800Z and 2400Z. 

Connection Information 
The SESC BBS phone number is 303 -497- 

5000. It operates at 8 bits, 1 stop bit and 
no polarity (8N1) at either 300 or 1,200 

bits per second. Registered users are al- 
lowed 15 minutes access per call. Callers 
who refuse to register can still use the sys- 

tem but are limited to 5 minutes per call. 
No file downloads are available at pres- 
ent, but they are planned for implementa- 
tion soon. The BBS is accessible via Tele- 
net's PC Pursuit on the Denver node. 

For any serious ham operator or short- 
wave listener with a computer and mo- 
dem, this BBS is definitely worth a long - 
distance call. Knowledge of propagation 
conditions can make the difference be- 
tween productive and enjoyable time at 
the radio and twiddling the dials on a 
dead band. AE 

Your comments and suggestions are 
welcome. You can contact me at P.O. Box 
678, Garner, NC 27529, or by computer 
on Delphi (CURTPHIL), CompuServe 
(73167,2050) or The Source (BDK887). 
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Experiments With EPROMS by Dave 
Prochnow. (Tab Books. Soft cover. 230 
pages. $16.95.) 

If you have ever wanted to program 
your own EPROMs but did not know 
where to turn for information on how to 
do so, this book is for you. It is a compre- 
hensive, practical guide to EPROM tech- 
nology, programming and programming 
equipment. The operative word here is 

"practical" because the book contains a 
number of projects you can build and ex- 
periments you can perform to help you 
master programming of your own 
EPROMs. 

The book does not assume that the 
reader is familiar with EPROM program- 
ming or even what an EPROM is in all its 
guises. It begins with a chapter titled 
EPROM Technology that discusses digi- 
tal memory, binary codes, binary math, 
binary logic and concluding with two 
hands -on projects the reader is expected 
to assemble. This lays the foundation for 
later material, especially chapter two, 
which deals with programmable memory 
structures. The following three chapters 
are devoted exclusively to descriptions of 
some popular PROMs, EEPROMs and 
EPROMs and include pinouts and inter- 
nal details for 19 devices. 

Getting down to programming cases, 
chapters 6 and 7 detail construction and 
testing of two versions of two EPROM 
programmers. Then chapter 8 details the 
actual programming process. Another 
chapter deals with erasing a programmed 
EPROM to ready it for reprogramming. 
For those readers who do not wish to 
hunt around for parts, yet another chap- 
ter discusses commercially available 
EPROM programmers, including con- 
struction details of a commercial pro- 
grammer kit. 

Throughout, the book contains a total 
of 15 projects the reader can build and 
use. These include a "Boole's Box" logic 
tester and keyboard encoder, an EPROM 
program tester, ROM drive, speech and 
music synthesizers, a message center and 
two EPROM erasers, as well as the four 
versions of programmers. All in all, this 
is a well- rounded book. It is well- written 
and its text is nicely supported by infor- 
mative illustrations. 

Mastering DOS by Judd Robbins. (Pub- 
lished by Sybex Inc. Soft cover. 650 
pages. $19.95.) 

This book is the first to target the 

workings of DOS 3.3. It also serves ad- 
mirably for earlier versions, of course, 
noting when a 3.3 feature is not available 
on previous disk operating systems. It's 
divided into five major parts, opening 
with fundamentals of hardware, soft- 
ware and DOS diskettes. Parts 2 through 
4 are self- teaching parts that start with 
common commands and gradually ad- 
vance to in -depth discussions for power 
users. The final section lists alphabetical- 
ly what all commands do and the format 
used, serving as a complete reference 
guide for even obscure software switches. 

In 18 chapters and three appendixes, 
Mastering DOS can indeed show the 
reader all the ins and outs of using MS/ 
PCDOS. It's as thorough a coverage as 
I've read anywhere. More than this, 
though, the author writes with exception- 
al clarity that will be appreciated by all 
readers, novice or advanced user. Practi- 
cal examples on using various DOS func- 
tions are strewn throughout the book, 
amply supported by screen shots and 
printouts. 

Additionally, the book's typography, 
layout, and two -color printing adds to its 
utility since it both invites the reader to 
read and simplifies coverage of so many 
functions. Furthermore, visual icons, 
three different ones, are used in margins: 
Note, Tip and Warning. The Note adds 
information that's in the text; the Tip 
gives practical hints; the Warning calls at- 
tention to a possible problem or how to 
avoid it. 

The book represents a masterful, up- 
to -date presentation of DOS that offers 
readers both a wonderful learning experi- 
ence and a reference text they'll treasure. 
Given what such books cost today, it's 
one of the best bargains among computer 
books you'll likely find. 

NEW LITERATURE 
Old -Time Radio Parts Catalog. Old -time 
radio parts, construction plans and kits 
are listed and described in an eight -page 
catalog from Yeary Communications. 
Items listed include hard -to -find compo- 
nents like crystal headphones, multi - 
plate air variable tuning capacitors, coil 
forms and enameled wire, galena crys- 
tals, "cat's whiskers," vernier dial 

(Continued on page 94) 
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HAM RADIO 

IS FliNt 
It's even more fun for begin- 
ners now that they can oper- 
ate voice and link computers 
just as soon as they obtain 
their Novice class license. You 
can talk to hams all over the 
world when conditions per- 
mit, then switch to a repeater 
for local coverage, perhaps 
using a transceiver in your car 
or handheld unit. 

Your passport to ham radio adventure is 

TUNE -IN THE WORLD WITH HAM 
RADIO. The book tells what you need to 
know in order to pass your Novice exam. 
Two cassettes teach the code quickly 
and easily. 

Enclosed is my check or money orderfor 
$15.00 or charge my 
( ) VISA ( ) Mastercard ( ) Am. Express 

Signature 

Acct. No 

Good from Expires 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
225 MAIN ST. 

NEWINGTON, CT 06111 
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1111111/SOFTWARE FOCUS/Ill/Il 

Accounting for Non -Accountants 

By Art Salsberg 

Accounting programs are among the ma- 
jor computer software sellers in the in- 
dustry, along with word processors, 
spreadsheets and database management 
applications. They range in scope and 
power for giant corporations to small 
businesses. As you might guess, you have 
to be well- versed in accounting to make 
use of most of them, which are usually di- 

vided into a group of complicated mod- 
ules that include Accounts Receivable, 
Accounts Payable, General Ledger, Bill- 
ing, Inventory, and so on. 

Dallas, TX -based Dac Software (1 -800- 

992 -7779) established itself a few years 
back in this field with its Dac -Easy Ac- 
counting Series for microcomputers, 
which was acclaimed for its low price, tu- 
torials, and reasonable power. Nonethe- 
less, it's still a bit too much to handle for 
non -accounting- oriented people. The 
company's "Dac -Easy Light" is in- 

tended to fill this lower -end need for effi- 
ciently maintaining accounting records, 
whether for a sole proprietor or for per- 
sonal finances. 

It's a simplified multi -level, double -en- 
try system that automatically adjusts fig- 
ures throughout when you enter a trans- 
action. Moreover, you can have many 
sets of books -say for two businesses and 
one for home finances. When setting up 

Light for a file, you can choose a Business 
or Home accounting system to work 
with. Priced at only $69.95 (plus $7.50 
shipping), Dac -Easy Light requires an 
IBM PC /XT /AT /PS2 or true compati- 
ble computer, 256K memory, MS or PC- 
DOS 2.0 or later, and one or two floppy 
disk drives or a floppy disk drive and a 
hard disk drive. For printout, an 80 -col- 
umn printer that can print 132 columns in 

compressed mode is required. 

In Use 

The package consists of a single 5% " or 
3% "disk and 102 -page user's manual. In- 
stalling the program is a snap since most 
of it is done automatically, including in- 

stalling or modifying a CONFIG.SYS 
file and setting up a sub -directory. Light 
will automatically reduce the number of 
records that can be handled on some files 
if you don't have more than 256K of 
memory or a hard disk drive or high capa- 
city floppy diskette drive. For example, 
general ledger transactions would be re- 
duced from 2,200 records to 800 records; 
invoices reduced to 300 instead of 500. 

Monochrome or color displays can be 
used, with the latter providing the user 
with a wide variety of colors for the menu 
or windows. A small choice of dot -matrix 
printer drivers are given that encompass 
most popular types. You can insert your 

own printer codes to choose a printer not 
listed. Options can be user -changed at 
any time. 

Function keys are fully employed to 
simplify actions and are lined up at the 
bottom of the screen. They include a 
Help key and a Calculator key, the latter 
producing a "calculator" on- screen 
whose result can be be transferred to the 
current screen by pressing "P." Across 
the top of the main menu are seven op- 
tions, one of which is always highlighted 
as the keyboard arrows are moved: 
Banks, Reconcile, Credit Cards, In- 
voices, Accounting, Print and Quit. Se- 
lecting a highlighted option produces the 
pertinent pull -down menu. 

Accounting with Light means working 
with Bank, Credit Card, Accounting and 
Business files, shifting easily between 
them. Banking includes writing and prin- 
ting checks and queued check -printing 
for batched checks, as well as deposits 
and withdrawals from various banks. 
You can reconcile bank accounts, view a 
bank account's register, mark off cleared 
or outstanding checks, etc. For credit 
card charges, you can run a directory of 
all the cards and see the balances before 
writing checks. In essence, Light is a very 
efficient home finances management sys- 
tem. But what's entered in these familiar 
files are really accounting transactions 
made to look easy. 

Banks Reconcile Credit Cards Invoices Accounting Print Quit Banks Reconcile Credit Cards Invoices Accounting Print Quit 

Transactions 
Journal Report 
Activity Report 

Month End 
Year End 
Budget 
Set Up 

Hi[ 1111IIIIIIIICIIIIIl11IIIIIIII 
. American Express 
Current Balance $ 200.00 
Neu Balance $ 200.00 

Limit $ 1580.08 
Credit Auailable $ 1300.00 ';' 

Trn a 8807 
Date 11/11/87 
Memo Travel 8 Entertainment 

Charges 
Lodge 

Ref A 

Amount - 
Holiday 

- 
' 200.00 

Total $ 200.00 

1111111111 11IIIII Ill IIIII1111 IIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Fl Help F3 Status FR F7 F9 Esc Exit FI Help F3 Status FS F7 Print F9 Esc Exit 

F2 Calculator F4 Date F6 F8 F10 F2 Calculator F4 Date F6 F0 F10 

Pressing Right or Left keyboard arrows moves highlighted bar 
across top of screen for file activation. Resulting pull -down 

menu gives user options within category chosen. 

Choosing Credit Cards from the main menu sets the user up to 
enter transactions. A credit -card slip appears on screen for filling 

out. Light automatically assigns a slip number. 
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Your Company Name 
100 Main Street 
Suite 500 
Anytoun, USA 55555 

Number 

Chart of Accounts 

Account Name 

1 ASSETS 
11 Current Assets 
1101 Cash on Hand 
110101 Petty Cash 
1102 Savings Accounts 
110201 Guaratee Savings & Loan 
1103 . Checking Accounts 
110301 Grand National Bank 
1184 Securities 
110481 Merrill Lynch 
1185 Accounts Receivable 

<Home> <End> <PgUp> <PgDn> 1 1 , 

Chart of Accounts 

11/15/87 10:37 pm 
Page 1 

Type LeueI 

Asset 1 

Asset 2 

Asset 3 

Asset 4 

Asset 3 

Asset 
Asset 3 

Asset 4 

Asset 3 

Asset 4 

Asset 3 
(Esc> 78 

Fl Help F3 Status FA 
F2 Calculator F4 Date F6 

F7 F9 Esc Exit 
F8 FI0 

A Chart of Accounts is shown, which lists the user's sources and 
uses of funds. This is the accounting environment that's used 

when "Business" is chosen during program installation. 

Moving to the Accounting file, in fact, 
reveals that the program transferred your 
earlier entries into an accounting journal. 
Light applies transaction numbers to 
each account in order to track them. A 
structured Chart of Accounts is main- 
tained and the accounts are grouped into 
types and levels, with each succeeding 
level giving more detailed information. 
The user's manual gives examples on how 
to use the file, including how to change an 
entered transaction if you decide that the 
customer will be a bad debt, if you cashed 
a check at the local grocery store instead 
of depositing it in the bank, etc. You can 
choose to use a cash or accrual method, 
of course. 

Among Light's other features, it al- 
lows you to budget in advance for a 12- 
month period and compare forecasts 
with actual results. In spreadsheet fash- 
ion, it can print three rows of data for 
each account: budgeted, actual and the 
difference between the two. So each 
month you can see how well you've done 
for the month and for the period. 

Lastly is the Business file, where in- 
voice information is maintained for cus- 
tomers' names, addresses, sales terms, 
etc. Extended prices and sales tax are cal- 
culated automatically (they can be edited, 
if one wishes), form of payment can be 
entered (check, VISA, etc.), and so on. 

Dac Software, Inc. is more than a com- 
puter software developer /marketer. It 

Say You Saw It In Modern Electronics 

Inv No: 08081 
Customer 

Jeffrey 
Neu 

ccounts Receivable 
Howard 200.00 

Accounts Receivable 
Name...: Jeffrey Howard 
Address: 2000 Vine Street 
Address: Lincoln, NE 68814 
Memo...: 

Balances 
200.00 Last Year...: 
288.00 Credit Limit: 

Invoices 

Remarks 

Beginning: 
Current..: 

0.80 
8.00 

PgUp PgDn to Alt -E Alt -D 0.00 

e Y 

e Extended 

Sub Total I Sales Tax I Total II Pmt.Ref. I Adv. Pmt. 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Net to Pay 
0.00 

FI Help F3 Status F5 lieu 
r2 Calculator F4 Date F6 Cancel 

F7 Print F9 Messages Esc Exit 
F8 Defaults F10 Process Alt -D Delete 

Customer invoice information is created and maintained on the 
Business Light file. A customer selection window can be called up 

by pressing a function key (F5). 

has also developed and sells computer 
forms for use with its software. This in- 
cludes checks, envelopes, invoices and 
statements. They can be ordered with im- 
printing, including a company's logo; 
multi -part sequence on carbonless paper, 
etc. And printing information from Dac- 
Easy Light is easily done. 

Conclusion 
I've worked with a few microcompputer 
accounting programs in the past. All were 
a hassle to one extent or another, requir- 
ing involved setting up and much getting 
used to. "Light," in contrast, was a plea- 
sure to work with in all respects. 

Its basic simplicity, whether entering 
or retrieving data, shifting to another 
file, or printing, ably suppported by au- 

tomatic features and an easy-to- under- 
stand manual, made it less formidable 
than other accounting programs. 

Combined with its truly low cost, high 
company reputation for support, and 
convenient complimentary checks and 
forms availability, it's an excellent exam- 
ple of how personal computers can be ef- 
fectively used. I highly recommend it for 
use in very small full -time or part -time 
businesses where up -to- the -minute finan- 
cial information can be important, an ex- 
ternal professional look is desirable, and 
financial forecasting will be helpful (or 
any of the three). Or even for home use if 
one has an unusually large number of reg- 
ular transactions, though here personal 
discipline will dictate its effectiveness. pf 

CIRCLE 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 

CHANGE OF 
ADDRESS 

Planning to move? Please kt us 
know six weeks in advance so 
you won't miss a single Issue of 
MODERN ELECTRONICS 
Attach old label and print new 
address In space provided. Also 
Include your mailing label 
whenever you write concerning 
your subscription to Insure 
prompt service on your Inquiry 

Modern Electronics 
76 N. Broadway, 
Hicksville, NY 11801 

ATTACH LABEL HERE 

NEW ADDRESS HERE PLEASE PRIM 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

DATE ZIP 
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VIII PC CAPERS!YII 

By Ted Needleman 

There seems to be a fair amount of confu- 
sion among users over that growing num- 
ber of peripheral /rodents used -the 
mouse. This has reflected itself in the 
number of times in the past few months 
I've been questioned about "the best 
mouse to buy" and the differences be- 
tween the various offerings. Though 
they're increasingly popular, only largely 
because of the proliferation of visual in- 

terfaces such as the Mac's and MS -Win- 
dows, mice aren't all that new. Mice are, 
in essence, upside -down trackballs. De- 
veloped in the Sixties for graphics and 
military workstations, trackballs allow 
you to position a cursor at a specific point 
on the screen with very little manual 
manipulation. There is a direct corres- 
pondence between the movement of your 
finger and the movement of the cursor, 
unlike the more rigid travel when using 
cursor keys. 

During the late 1970s, when Xerox was 
researching the use of visual interfaces at 
its Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), 
both trackballs, and their upside -down 
equivalents (mice) were made an integral 
part of the configuration. Apple's Steve 
Jobs, touring the PARC facility, was im- 
pressed with the interface /mouse combi- 
nation, and the rest, as they say, was his- 
tory- Microsoft has sold its millionth 
mouse, and many more in addition to this 
have been sold by Logitech, MSC, and 
other manufacturers. 

Although there are three basic types of 
mouse (mechanical, optical, and opti- 
cal /mechanical), and two basic types of 
interfaces (serial and bus), all mice have 
certain concepts in common. No matter 
how it accomplishes it, a mouse translates 
its position on a surface into an equiva- 
lent cursor position on the computer's 
screen. As the mouse is moved around, 
the screen cursor follows. The two major 
advantages this offers is that the cursor 
can be made to travel along a diagonal or 
curve, and it can be rapidly and accurate- 
ly positioned on the screen. 

Regardless of the particular mechan- 
ism a mouse uses, it accomplishes this 
cursor movement by translating the mo- 

Of Mice and Men... 

tion of the roller ball along a surface into 
resultant movement along X and Y axes. 
A strictly mechanical mouse uses two po- 
tentiometers, mounted at a 90- degree 
angle to each other. 

Optical /mechanical mice use two drive 
shafts, again at 90 degrees difference, to 
drive light- choppers which code a loca- 
tion value. An optical mouse, such as 
those from MSC, uses a special pad, with 
precisely ruled parallel lines. Lines of one 
color make up the horizontal rules, while 
lines of a different color make up the ver- 
tical rules. 

By bouncing a beam of light (generated 
by a LED in the mouse) off the pad, pho- 
todetectors in the mouse, each with a 

different color filter in front of it, can 
generate a signal which can be translated 
into movement. By summing the X -axis 
movement against the Y -axis movement, 
a resultant vector is obtained which re- 
presents the actual direction the mouse 
has been moved in. 

This translation is done by a piece of 
software called a driver. Depending on 

the particular mouse you buy, and the ap- 
plication you will be using it with, there 
are two ways to install a driver. 

Most mice come with both a mouse in- 

stallation program in the form of a small 
program (usually named MOUSE.COM 
or something similar) which is run before 
the mouse can be used. The most efficient 
way to use this approach is to run the pro- 
gram from the AUTOEXEC. BAT file. 

The other way mouse use is enabled is 

to use the installable device driver facility 
of MS -DOS to install a different small 
program (usually called MOUSE.SYS or 
something similar) as the operating sys- 

tem is being loaded. This is accomplished 
by using an editor or word processor to 
insert a command line such as DEVICE 
= MOUSE.SYS into your CONFIG.SYS 
file. Either way will work with many pro- 
grams, but some software requires that 
the MOUSE.SYS driver be installed in 

CONFIG.SYS. 
A second way that mice differ is in the 

method they use to interface to your com- 
puter. Originally, all mice available for 
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CoMASTER THE NEW ELECTRONICS WITH McGRAW- HILL'S 

MAIM le S S erie S H 
The fast, easy and low cost way to 

meet the challenges of today's 
electronic innovations. A unique 

learning series that's as innovative as 
the circuitry it explains, as 

fascinating as the experiments you 
build and explore. 

From digital logic to the latest 
32 -bit microprocessor, the McGraw - 
Hill Contemporary Electronics Series 
puts you into the electronic picture 
one easy step at a time. Fifteen 
unique Concept Modules, sent to you 
one every 4 -6 weeks, give you a 
handle on subjects like optoelec- 
tronics, robotics, integrated circuits, 
lasers, fiber optics and more. 

Each Concept Module goes 
right to the heart of the matter. 
You waste no time on extraneous 
material or outdated history. It's a 
fast, efficient, and lively learning 
experience... a non -traditional 
approach to the most modern of 
subject matter. 

Unique Interactive Instruction 
With each module, you receive 

a McGraw -Hill Action Audio 
Cassette. Each tape is a dynamic 
discussion that drives home the key 
facts about the subject. Your learning 
With your first 
module, you 
get this 
solderless 
breadboarding 
system. You'll 
use it through- 
out the series to 
build elec- 
tronic circuits 
and bring ' 
concepts 
to life. 

experience is reinforced through 
interaction with vividly illustrated 
text, audio cassettes, and actual 
electronic experiments. Indexed 
binders preserve backup material, 
notes, and tapes for convenient 
referral. 

Perform 
Experiments 

in Contemporary Electronics 
Throughout your series, lab- 

oratory experiments reinforce every 
significant point. This 
essential experience 
...dynamic, hands -on 
demonstrations of 
theory in practice... 
will help you master 
principles that apply all 
the way up to tomorrow's 
latest VLSI (Very Large 
Scale Integrated) circuitry. 

In your very first module, you'll 
use integrated circuits to build a digital 
oscillator, verifying its operation with 
a light emitting diode (LED). You'll 
learn to identify passive and active 
components, understand concepts 
common to all electronic circuits. 

For Anyone Interested in Electronics 
The Contemporary Electronics 

Series is designed for anyone from 
hobbyist to professional. It's for you 
if you're looking for new fields of 
interest...if you're a teacher who 

wants 
an update in con- 

temporary circuits...a 
manager or supervisor in an electronics 
plant...a doctor, an engineer, a chemist 
who finds electronics playing an 
increasingly important role in your 
work. It's even for electronics engineers 
or technicians who feel their training 
needs freshening up. It's the quickest, 

most convenient, 
probably least 
expensive way to 
do it. And the 

only one that gives 
c: ~y you hands -on qtr', experience. 

15 -Day No -Risk Trial 
To order your first module 

without risk, send the card today. 
Examine it for 15 days under the 
terms of the order form and see how 
the Contemporary Electronics Series 
gets you into today's electronics. 
If card has been used, write us for 
ordering information. 

!J4 McGraw -Hill 
Continuing Education Center 

iv I 3939 Wisconsin Ave. 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
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PC CAPERS... 

IBM PCs and compatibles were serial de- 
vices. They plugged into a COMM port 
with a DB -25 connector. 

As more users started using the serial 
ports for other devices, such as a serial 
printer or modem, manufacturers, most 
notably Microsoft, started providing 
mice that attached to a small card that 
was plugged into one of the PC's expan- 
sion slots. These are called "bus mice," 
and offer the advantage of not tying up a 
COMM (serial) port. The small interface 
board is actually a simple, single -purpose 
serial interface that leaves the available 
COMM port addresses and connectors 
open for other uses. 

The major disadvantages of using a 
bus mouse are that the card uses up an ex- 
pansion slot, and moving the mouse to a 
different machine involves opening up 
both systems and swapping a card. A "se- 
rial mouse," on the other hand, while oc- 
cupying a COMM port, can be moved 
simply by unplugging the DB connector 
from one computer and plugging it into 
the other machine. In the event there's 
only one serial port and a modem or other 
device is not being used in the working 
application, the mouse can be substituted. 

One final area (aside from price) where 
mice differ is in the number of buttons 
they have. While Apple uses a single but- 
ton, mice for IBM -compatible PCs have 
either two or three. These buttons send 
the equivalent of a sequence of key 
presses when they are depressed. 

The actual result of a button press de- 
pends upon what software you are using 
the mouse with. Aside from application 
software such as word processors, CAD 
programs, and Desktop Publishing pack- 
ages that support a mouse, most mice 
come with utility software that enables 
you to add mouse features, such as pull - 
down menus, to software that does not 
ordinarily support a mouse. 

Now that you know all about mice, 
how do you decide which one to buy? The 
first thing to decide is whether you need a 
serial or bus mouse. If you have an open 
RS -232C serial port, and are short on ex- 
pansion slots, the choice is easy -a serial 
mouse. Likewise, if you are short on seri- 
al ports, but have plenty of empty expan- 
sion slots, a bus mouse would make best 

sense. If, however, you have neither an 
open expansion slot or Comm port, then 
a serial mouse, coupled with an A -B 
switch box would probably be your 
best bet. 

The next step is to decide on the brand 
of mouse. Assuming that the software 
you intend to use the mouse with sup- 
ports a large variety of mice, it boils down 
to personal preference. Most brand - 
name mice are well constructed, and are 
accompanied by good utility software. If 
you want an optical mouse, such as 
MSC's, make sure that your desktop has 
room for the special pad -the mouse 
won't work without it. Otherwise, almost 
any of the available mice will do the job. 

On my own systems, I've used a variety 
of mice. One machine has the new Micro- 
soft mouse. A two- button mechanical 
mouse, that's reliable, smooth rolling, 
and has a nice positive button "click." 
Another computer has an MSC optical 
mouse on it for the last year or so. This is 

a three -button mouse, though the appli- 
cations I use it with don't support the cen- 
ter button. Having no roller, it is even 
smoother than the Microsoft mouse, but 
the special pad is sometimes awkward to 
find desk space for. 

Most recently, I received the Logitech 
Publisher Package. This consists of a 
Logitech three -button mouse (bus ver- 
sion in my case), and a simple Desktop 
Publishing software package. As the 
software is actually the original version 
of Software Publishing's First Publisher, 
which I believe has been previously re- 
viewed, I will concentrate on the mouse 
and its utility software. 

The Logitech bus mouse is an optical/ 
mechanical mouse, using a roller ball to 
drive an optical decoding system. It comes 
with a half -size circuit board which in- 
stalls in an empty expansion slot. Two 
diskettes of software are also provided. 
The first contains the mouse installation 
program and required drivers, while the 
second has several utility programs. 

One thing in the manual that I thought 
was clever was the way you determine the 
correct interrupt for the bus mouse. The 
documentation has a list of various com- 
puters and configurations, along with an 
interrupt number for each listing. If, for 

example, you have an IBM AT, you cross 
out pin -set No. 5. If you also have an 
EGA adapter, you cross out No. 2. An 
Async Adapter on COM2 results in a 
cross -out of pin -set No. 3. As the avail- 
able settings range only from 2 to 5, this 
procedure (at least for the above configu- 
ration) means you'd have to use setting 
No. 4. This is done by moving a jumper to 
the correct pin -set. The total installation 
time to put the board in my PC and install 
the software was under a half -hour (most 
of which was opening and closing the 
computer's case). 

The installation software is easy to use, 
and practically self -explanatory. The in- 
stallation disk also contains a special 
driver (LMOUSE.SYS) for Microsoft 
Windows. Inclusion of this driver saved 
me a considerable amount of time. 

I recently installed two applications 
from Aldus: Snapshot (a program to 
manipulate video images) and PageMak- 
er Version 3. The run -time version of 
Windows included with Snapshot listed 
the Logitech mouse as part of the installa- 
tion procedure, but the driver was miss- 
ing from the installation disk. A quick 
copy of LMOUSE.SYS from Logitech's 
disk, and the installation proceeded with 
no problems. Strangely enough, when I 

installed PageMaker later that day, I had 
no problem specifying the Logitech mouse. 

It's the four utility programs Logitech 
includes that make the package different 
from "generic" mice. LOGIMENU al- 
lows you to "program" your own pull - 
down type menus using a variety of com- 
mands. These allow you to specify a label 
for a particular set of horizontal and ver- 
tical coordinates, and the action that will 
be taken when the software recognizes 
the cursor has been placed in this space 
and a mouse button "clicked." You can 
also define the equivalent keypresses 
that a button or combination of buttons 
(called a "chord ") will produce. 

Hackers will love this program, it even 
lets you define colors in the menu selec- 
tions. I played with it for a little while, but 
quite honestly, I lack the patience to put 
in an hour or two's work just to get a fan- 
cy menu. The menus are created using a 
word processor or other text editor (such 
as the POINT editor which is part of 
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the collection) and compiled with the 
NEWMENU compiler included with 
LOGIMENU. Microsoft has a similar 
menu utility, and you can "compile" 
Microsoft menu definition files with 
NEWMENU to use them with the Logi- 
tech mouse. 

The second utility, CLICK, is a memo- 
ry- resident program that allows the 
mouse to be used with programs that 
either don't specifically support the Logi- 
tech mouse (but do support other mice), 
or those such as Wordstar, WordPerfect, 
and SuperCalc which do not ordinary 
offer mouse support. A special version, 
POINT & CLICK, makes Lotus 1 -2 -3 a 
mouse -driven program. 

POINT, the last of the four utilities, is 
a mouse -based text editor. While it 
doesn't support all the features that a 
full -blown word processor provides, 
such as extensive text formatting, under- 
lining, different fonts, etc., it is perfect 
for use for programming and notes. `n 
fact, conceptually, it is very similar to the 
NOTEPAD provided in MS- WINDOWS. 

To execute a command, you use the 
mouse to move the cursor over the com- 
mand and "click." Like most mouse - 
based text editors, you can select sections 
of text to move or delete by holding down 
a mouse button while moving the cursor 
over the text to be moved or deleted. 
POINT also allows you to open up sever- 
al different windows on the screen, each 
containing a different document, and 
move back and forth between them. 

All things considered, the Logitech 
Mouse PLUS Package (mouse and soft- 
ware) is a good buy. At a list price of $119 
(and often available mail -order for con- 
siderably less) it offers solid construc- 
tion, handy utility software, and compa- 
tibility with numerous applications. 

As important as the above, the Logi- 
tech mouse also has a good "feel." It 
tracks well on most surfaces, and the but- 
tons have a positive crisp press. There are 
less expensive mice available, and more 
expensive mice available. With the three - 
year warranty offered by the company, I 

feel quite comfortable recommending the 
Logitech product. For more informa- 
tion, contact the company at (415) 
795 -8500. Iiir 
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contact _.. 110_ 
ame Day Shipment! 
a order. C.118174624000 

Plan To Move? 
Let Us Know. 

F ATALOG 
TEST INSTRUMENTS & 
HARD -TO -FIND TOOLS 
Packed with over 5,000 quality products for test- 
ing, repairing, and assembling electronic equip- 
ment. A full selection of test instruments, power 
protection equipment, precision hand tools, tool 
kits, soldering supplies, and much more. Products 
are shown in full color with detailed descriptions 
and pricing. All products come with a 100% satis- 
faction guarantee. SAME -DAY shipment program. 

In a hurry to receive your catalog? 
Call (800)-225-5370 
In Massachusetts call (617)- 682 -2000 

Contact East, Inc., Dept. R424 
P.O. Box 786, No. Andover, MA 01845 

i IRCLF. 3 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

How do I get 
more data? 

Use the 
tree 
into card. 

Free Product Information 
Readers can obtain free information on 
products advertised by certain companies, 
as well as for some editorially mentioned 
products. Simply circle the appropriate 
number printed below an advertisement 
onto the Modern Electronics "Free Infor- 
mation Service" card bound into this is- 
sue. After filling in your name and ad- 
dress, just mail the postpaid card. Your re- 
quest will be forwarded directly to the ad- 
vertiser with a mailing label prepared by 
our reader- service department to ensure 
speedy response. 
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They're Here! 

Ks 
FUN PROJECT BOOKS 
You'll want these two exciting proj- 
ect books, packed with complete 
plans for building a wide variety of 
useful electronic devices. The First 
and Second Books of Modem Elec- 
tronics Fun Projects, both Howard 
W. Sams publications, are now 
available. 

You'll find all the how -it -works informa- 
tion, schematics, photos, drawings, 
printed -circuit guides and parts 
sources to make it a snap to build al- 
most 50 useful, unique electronic de- 
vices at modest cost. 

Discover how these circuits and mod- 
em electronic devices perform their 
magic. Learn practical electronic tech- 
nology the painless way and have fun 
doing it! 

All projects are based on material pub- 
lished in Modern Electronics, with up- 
dates and revisions. They've been built 
and tested by the original authors. 
Chapters are divided into Intro To Elec- 
tronic Projects, Home Electronics, 
AudioNideo Electronics, Security Elec- 
tronics, Computers, Test Equipment, 
and Electronic Designing. There's 
something for everyone! 

Look at what you can build & take pride In: 

Digital voltmeter accessories -high- 
frequency ac probe, true -rms adapter, 
temperature probe 

Car projects -anti -theft alarms, engine 
tachometer 

'Life -saving detectors -gases & micro- 
wave leaks 

Moear,F,iZ 
rrecok 

er 
Fun errits 

'Computer system power controller 
Dual -pulse generator 

'Surround -sound audio enhancer 
'Security -telephoned status reporter, 
alarm control center 

'Home convenience -selectable phone 
ringer musical tunes, touch -sensitive 
light controller. 
... and so much more. 

The Fun Projects are capped by introduc- 
tory information on building projects and 
kits (tools needed, parts sources, etc.) 
and advanced design techniques that il- 

lustrate how a designer thinks and plans 
when putting together a practical end 
product. 

From beginning to end, MODERN ELEC- 
TRONICS FUN PROJECT BOOKS are for 
you! Order them today for a fast start in 

the world of electronics. 

MODERN ELECTRONICS 
76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801 Order 

f]TY 
Name 

Date: 

Title Price Total 

Address 
First Book 
of Modem 

$12.95 ea 

Electronics 
City Fun Projects 

State Zip Second Book 
of Modem 

:1295 ed 

( ) Check ( ) MasterCard ( ) VISA Electronics 

Card No 
Fun Projects 

Total 
Expires 

'Shipping 

Signature Grand Total 

(Signature required on all charge orders) 
'Shipping charges r2 per order. Orders processed day 
received, but pier* allow 30 days for delivery. 
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Robotic Arm (from page3l) 

checks for any key press. When a key 
is pressed, execution proceeds to line 
160, where an OUT 888,0 is executed, 
deenergizing the PC /Armatron. Fol- 
lowing a beep, execution loops back 
to line 100 for the next input. 

A sufficiently accurate way of con- 
trolling the length of travel of the se- 

lected movement is by using BASIC's 
built -in TIMER function. By timing 
how long the WHILE /WEND loop re- 
mains active, the program could ex- 

ecute each function for a specific 
time. By calibrating how long full 
travel takes for each movement, you 
can expand the movement codes to 
the form HU 50 (Hand Up 50 percent 
maximum travel). 

Further enhancements could in- 
clude compiling of separate Move- 
ment codes into a procedure, which 
can be stored, executed and retrieved 
from disk. With clever program- 
ming, you can even allow procedures 
to call other procedures so you can 
build basic movements and incorpor- 
ate them into more intricate execu- 
tions. These enhancements, and 
more, have been incorporated into a 

series of available programs (see the 
Note at the end of the Parts List.) 

You can obtain good repeatable 
reults by always executing com- 
mands in the same environment. For 
instance, if you worked out a series 
of commands with PC /Armatron on 
a carpeted surface, do not expect it to 
operate identically on a hard wood 
floor. Movement distance is deter- 
mined by the time the motors are en- 
ergized, not the physical distance 
moved. Variations in friction and in- 
ertia between different floor surfaces 
will result in performance variations. 

Raising and lowering of the robot 
arm is affected by the load in the 
gripper. So if a different weight load 
is used, the arm will travel a differ- 
ent distance. 

Make sure you do not exceed the 
maximum mechanical travel of the 
device. If all else fails and you cannot 
stop movement of the PC /Armatron, 
pull the plug on your power supply! 

Aff 
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Musical Instrument Phase Shifter (from page 43) 

"on." If all is well, you should hear 
the phasing effect described above. 
Adjust the CENTER, DEPTH and RATE 

controls in both directions and listen 
to the results to verify that each is 
working as it should. Now slowly ro- 
tate the REGENERATION control 
clockwise until the phaser just begins 
to oscillate. Then adjust R21 so that 
oscillation just ceases when the RE- 

GENERATION control is set to maxi- 
mum clockwise rotation. 

Set the DEPTH and RATE controls 
fully clockwise and adjust R15 for 
minimal noise. Finally, adjust R2 for 
maximum gain short of clipping. For 
best possible signal -to -noise ratio, 
the phaser (and all audio processors, 
for that matter) should be fed as high 
an input signal level as possible short 
of distortion. 

Bear in mind that the CEM3320 
does not "hard clip" as do some 
other audio ICs. Consequently, its 

distortion is not as easy to detect. 
However, excessive input signal 
levels tend to "wash out" the feed- 
back signal with relatively large 
amounts of regeneration. Therefore, 
try reducing the setting of R2 slightly 
if advancing the REGENERATION 
control's setting does not seem to be 
producing much of an audible 
difference. 

Before closing, it is interesting to 
point out that the basic phaser is 
designed to be easily modified for a 
variety of special purposes. REMOTE 

IN /OUT jack J3 permits the phaser to 
be switched in and out by a remote 
foot switch. However, the basic use 
of this jack can be expanded simply 
by replacing the foot switch with an 
inexpensive relay, which can then be 
placed under computer control to 
allow you to concentrate on your per- 
formance rather than having to deal 
with foot -switching. 

Even more intriguing are the 
possibilities of using the EXTERNAL 
CV INPUT to permit a variety of 
unusual effects in real time. An inex- 
pensive digital -to- analog (D /A) con- 
verter IC can allow the phaser to be 
swept under computer control for a 
new class of effects that are not 
available from the phaser alone. 
Another use of this input is to use a 
modified inexpensive foot pedal to 
be used as a CV source. The 
modification consists of adding a 
9 -volt battery to the existing pedal, as 
illustrated in Fig. 6. If the pedal's IN- 

PUT jack is not connected, the pedal 
operates as a foot -controlled voltage 
divider. Simply plugging into the IN- 
PUT jack permits the pedal to operate 
as before modification. 

With a bit of practice and some ex- 
perimentation, a number of varia- 
tions on the basic phasing effect pan 
be obtained. AE 

AMAZING 
SCIENTIFIC & ELECTRONIC 

PRODUCTS 

PLANS -Build Yourself-All Parts Available In Stock 

LC7- BURNING CUTTING CO2 LASER $20.00 
RUB4- PORTABLE LASER RAY PISTOL 20.00 
TCC1 -3 SEPARATE TESLA COIL 

PLANS TO 1.5 MEV 20.00 

1001 -ION RAY GUN 10.00 
GIIA1- GRAVITY GENERATOR 10.00 

EML1- ELECTRO MAGNET COIL GUN /LAUNCHER 6 00 

KITS 
MFT3K -FM VOICE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE 49.50 
VWPM7K- TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE 39.50 
BTC3K- 250,00 VOLT 10 -14' SPARK TESLA COIL 199.50 
LHC2K- SIMULATED MULTICOLOR LASER 39.50 

BLS1K- 100,000 WATT BLASTER DEFENSE DEVICE 69.50 
ITM1K- 100.000 VOLT 20' AFFECTIVE 

RANGE INTIMIDATOR 69.50 
PSP4K -TIME VARIANT SHOCK WAVE PISTOL 59.50 
POG1 K- SPECTACULAR PLASMA 

TORNADO GENERATOR 139.50 
MVPIK SEE IN DARK KIT 199.50 

ASSEMBLED 
PTV/1 K- SPECIAL EFFECT VISUAL PLASMA 

GENERATOR FOR GLOBES /NEON TUBING ETC 59.50 
BTC10- 50,000 VOLT- WORLD'S SMALLEST 

TESLA COIL 49.50 
LGU40 -1 MW HeNe VISIBLE RED LASER GUN 249.50 
TAT30 AUTO TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE 24.50 
GPV10 -SEE IN TOTAL DARKNESS IR VIEWER 349.50 
LISTIO-SNOOPER PHONE INFINITY TRANSMITTER 169.50 
IPG70- INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR- 
MULTI MODE 74.50 

CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE PLUS 

HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE FOR $1.00 OR INCLUDED 
FREE WITH ALL ABOVE ORDERS. 

PLEASE INCLUDE $3.00 PH ON ALL KITS AND PRODUCTS 

PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID. SEND CHECK, MO, VISA, MC 
IN US FUNDS. 

INFORMATION UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 716,DEPT.ME, AMHERST, NH 03031 
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NO MASTER NO CAMERA NO FILM NO DEVELOPER 

DIRECT ETCH dry transfers make quality circuit boards fast 
without formal artwork. A new Master Assortment includes over 
4000 donuts from .050" to .250" and 118 trace lines from .014" to 
.125 ". It also contains all sizes of through hole and surface mount 
devices including DIP, TO, DIN, D and edge card connectors, 
SO, SOL, PLCC, flatpacks, SOT's, 2 terminal tubular and flat 
SM D's. The Master Assortment has 69 cut apart dry transfer sheets 
with complete instructions. Works with all common etchants. 
DE -973 Master Assortment (69 pattern sheets) $34.95 
(Add $2.00 shipping. NJ and CA residents also add sales tax) 
DATAK Corp. 3117 Paterson Plank Rd. N. Bergen, NJ 07047 
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EARN YOUR 

B.S.E.E. 
DEGREE 

THROUGH HOME STUDY 
Our New and Highly Effective Advanced- Place- 

ment Program for experienced Electronic Tech- 
nicians grants credit for previous Schooling and 

Professional Experience, and can greatly re- 

duce the time required to complete Program and 

reach graduation. No residence schooling re- 

quired for qualified Electronic Technicians. 
Through this Special Program you can pull all of 

the loose ends of your electronics background 
together and earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Up- 

grade your status and pay to the Engineering 
Level. Advance Rapidly! Many finish in 12 
months or less. Students and graduates in all 50 
States and throughout the World. Established 
Over 40 Years! Write for free Descriptive Lit- 

erature. 

COOK'S INSTITUT 
OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

CIE 4251 CYPRESS DRIVE 
E JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39212 

CIRCLE S ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DIGITAL VIDEO STABILIZER 
ELIMINATES ALL VIDEO COPYGUARDS 

While watching rental 
movies, you will notice an- 

noying periodic color 
darkening, color shift, un- 

wanted lines, flashing or 

jagged edges. This is 
caused by the copy protec- 
tion jamming signals em- 
bedded in the video tape, 
such as Macrovision copy 

protection. DIGITAL VIDEO 

STABIUZER: RXII complete- 
ly eliminates all copy protec- 
tions and jamming signals 
and brings you crystal clear 
pictures. 

WARNING 
The Digital Video 
Stabilizer: RXII is in- 
tended for private 
home use only. It is 

not intended to copy 
rental movies or 
copyrighted video 
tapes that may 
constitute copyright 
infringement. 

FEATURES 
Easy to use and a snap to 

install 
The best and the most 

exciting Video Stabilizer 
in the market 

State -of- the -art micro - 
chip technology 
100% automatic - no 
need for any 
troublesome adjust- 
ments 

Works on all types of 
VCRs, TVs, and Monitors 

Light weight (8 ounces) 

and Compact (1x3.5x5') 

Beautiful deluxe gift box 

Uses a standard 9 Volt 

battery which will last 1 -2 

years. 

Similar units sold else- 

where for 599 or more! 

UNCONDITIONAL 30 

DAYS MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

FAST UPS DEUVERY 

Air Shipping available 

ToOrder: 1- 800 -445 -9285 or 516 -694 -1240 
$49 ea + $3 for pah 

Visa, M/C, COD M -F: 9-6 (battery not included) 
SCO Electronics Inc. 

Dept. C17 62 Marine St. Farmingdale NY 11735 

NEW PRODUCTS . 
Accessory items available as extra - 

cost options include: a sun selector 
control that interfaces solar panels 
with an alternate source (ac line or a 
generator and inverter); Sun Selector 
Jr., a 30- ampere charge controller 
that expands a system from 12 to 120 

volts; SBC 30, an inexpensive 30 -am- 
pere battery charge controller for 12 

to 120 volts; M8-M16 charge controls 
for smaller systems rated at 12 and 24 

volts and 8 or 16 amperes; linear cur- 
rent boosters that increase the per- 
formance of motors being run direct- 
ly from solar panels. Other options 
include timers, dusk -to -dawn con- 
trols, mounting hardware, inverters, 
devices for providing fluorescent 
lighting, and electric pumps. 

CIRCLE 61 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PLD Programmers 
The Palpro -2X family of dedicated, 
stand -alone programmers from Log- 
ical Devices, Inc. (Ft. Lauderdale, 
FL) supports a wide range of 20- and 
24 -pin PLDs, EPLDs, PLAs, PALs 
and IFLs. The Model A is designed 
to be used with 20 -pin devices from 
MMI, National and Texas Instru- 
ments; the Model B is for use with 
24 -pin devices from MMI, National 
and TI; and the Model C is for use 
with 20- and 24 -pin AMD, Lattice, 
Cypress and Signetics devices. 

Device selection is by manufactur- 
er and device type. Average pro- 
gramming /verification time is said 
to be less than 5 seconds. As new de- 
vices become available, LDI will of- 
fer device upgrades to keep the pro- 
grammers current. A microproces- 
sor manages system operation. All 
device support programs are pro- 

(from page 12) 

grammed into a socketed EPROM, 
which makes it easy to make device 
upgrades as needed. 

Fuse maps are stored in an internal 
8K x 8 RAM buffer, and produc- 
tion runs can be created from the 
RAM image. Built -in software fea- 
tures permit fuse map editing 
through an RS -232 serial interface 
port or an optional keypad /display. 

The programmers accept JEDEC 
data files and are compatible with 
such software logic compilers as 
PALASM, Amaze, Help, Plan, 
Abel, Cast and Cupl. (PALASM, 
Cupl and Amaze are available as op- 
tions.) Firmware features include: 
device functions (load, verify, blank - 
check, program, secure and func- 
tional test); editor commands (exam- 
ine /change, fill, checksum, format- 
ted display fuse map and device se- 
lection); and fill commands (upload 
file and download file). 

The programmers measure 
12.25 "W x 5.625 "D x 2.25 "H and 
weigh 4 lbs. $595 Model A; $695 
Model B; $995 Model C; $175 key- 
pad /alpha display. 

CIRCLE 62 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

World Time Clock 

A new world time clock that features 
a sliding indicator you can set to any 
of 24 international cities is being of- 
fered by MFJ Enterprises (Starkville, 
MS). The clock has a 24 -hour world 

time display and a local time display. 
Time is displayed in large % -inch 
LCD numerals. 

Features include: a Greenwich 
Mean Time (GMT) pointer; alarm 
with snooze function; night light; ad- 
justment for daylight savings time; 
date change indicator; suede -like car- 
rying case; and flip stand. $18.95. 

CIRCLE 63 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Telephone Equipment Tester (from page 51) 

wish to test the CPC function (as- 
suming that the machine has this fea- 
ture), hang up the telephone. The an- 
swering machine should immediately 
stop recording. Many older machines 
do not have the CPC function and 
will, therefore, continue to record. 
Most machines have VOX (voice -op- 
erated record) and will stop record- 
ing after 8 seconds or so of silence. 

You can check regular or cordless 
telephone instruments with the proj- 
ect simply by plugging them into the 
TEST jack and leaving the instrument 
plugged into the PHONE jack off - 
hook. A second person helps here to 
allow you to talk from one instru- 
ment to the other as you wiggle plugs 
and wires to check for intermittent 
connections. DTMF instruments will 
dial the Touch Tone signals, but the 
only way you can determine if they 

are dialing correctly is to compare 
them audibly with the phone plugged 
into the PHONE jack, assuming that 
this instrument also has a DTMF 
dialing feature. 

For those people who require vis- 
ual indication of DTMF signals, Ra- 
dio Shack's Cat. No. 276 -1303 com- 
plete DTMF decoder IC needs only a 
crystal and resistor to decode DTMF 
signals to a hexadecimal output that 
can be sent to a 7447 or other seven - 
segment decoder chip to drive a digi- 
tal display. 

You will soon discover that with 
this telephone tester you can speed 
through troubleshooting a wide vari- 
ety of telephone devices. If you ser- 
vice and repair telephone devices for 
a living, you will we glad you spent 
the modest amount of money to 
build this versatile instrument. itf 

LETTERS . . (from page 7) 

may come in handy for repair work or, 
as an alternative, to wiping SMT pins in 
solder cream. 

I also found that two parallel strips of 
masking tape on a piece of glass makes it 
easy to wipe a blade across the strips to 
get a uniform thickness of solder paste 
for dipping or wiping SMT pins. Addi- 
tionally, I learned through experience 
that solder pads for J leaded SMT de- 
vices should extend well out from the 
package outline so that a fillet is formed 
on the outer surface of the pins, and so 
that a soldering iron can contact the pad 
if necessary. 

Corrections 

I just got around to reading the May 
1988 issue of Modern Electronics and 
noted that LED2 in the "Home -Built 
Brushless DC Motor" article appears to 
be connected backwards in the schema- 
tic. Other than this small error, I enjoy 
your magazine. Keep up the good work. 

John Mullens 
Scottsboro, AL 

Please note that D1 in the "Bus Line 
Tracer Troubleshooting Aid" (August 
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1988) should be a 12-volt, 1-watt zener di- 
ode, not the 5 -volt unit specified. Also, I 

noticed that the Fig. 3 wiring diagram is 
incomplete. The artwork shown should 
be superimposed on a halftone of the foil 
pattern on the bottom of the board as 
shown here. 

David Miga 
Electronic Design Specialists, Inc. 

North Lauderdale, FL 
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Remove copy -protection from video cassettes. 

Digital FilterType, 
removes only 
Macrovision 
pulses 

P/44 coo No adjustments, 

ei t0 crystal controlled 

Compatible with 
all VCR's, uses 
automatic vertical 
blanking level 

Macro -Scrubber Kit - Assembles 
in less than three hours. 
MS1 -KIT $29.95 
Includes all the parts, pc board, AC adaptor and 
instructions from a published construction article 
in Radio Electronics magazine. 

JMAK -4 Black Box... $14.95 
Original box as shown in ad with 2 feet and 4 
screws to mount pc board. 
Add $2.50 shipping and handling; 

$5.50 Canadian orders. 
Note: Unauthorized duplication of copyrighted 
material is illegal. Use Macro-Scrubber for viewing 
only. 

72 CHANNEL MC -702 CONVERTER 
CABLE CONVERTER ... $79.95 
WITH INFRA -RED REMOTE 

Microprocessor 
controlled PLL 
operation 

.7 - - Skip channel 
E 

- -- __ memory eliminates 
--_l`J/ unused channels 

Parental control 

Add 53 50 s 
for all channels 

m Aping 8 handhng 
L @3lchenn @I recall 

59.50 Canadian orders 
Fine tune memory 
UL listed /FCC 

72- channel cap- approved 
ability Simple installation 
Wireless, Infra -Red with any TV 

remote control Includes battery 
Channel output 2 and 3 foot coax 
or 3 switchable cable 

UNIKA SR -234 $79.95 
CABLE -READY 
STEREO DECODER 

Connects directly to 
your cable box, eli- 
minating the need for 

..... 

a stereo ready TV. 
PX compatible too. 

1 Order today because 
II sound does make a 

difference. 

Add $3.50 shipping 8 handling; 
$11.50 Canadian orders. 

CABLEMASTER $1 9 .95 
Cable /VCR Timer 

Record multiple pre- Specify Cable TV 
mium play channels Converter when 
Turns cable box on ordering. 
and off 
Selects channel for Add $3.50 shipping 8 
unattended recording handling 
Thousands sold $8.50 Canadian 
nationally for $99.95 orders 

ORDER TOLL FREE ANYTIME 
1- 800 -227 -8529 Ask for FREE 

Color Catalog 
Inside MA 508- 695 -8699 
FAX: 508 -695-9694 J a W 
or C.O.D.STERCARD, ELECTRO[IICS,ItIC. 

PO PO% BOO MANSFIELD MA 02C411 

' GOpy,.QBt 1988 by J8 W Electron., 
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Now You Can Learn Electronics 
From VHS Video Tape!!! 

UCANDO Now Has Four Video 
Tapes Designed For The 
Electronic Enthusiast. 

ELECTRONICS AND YOU -PART ONE DC 
PRICE $32.95 

You will learn about Series circuits, Parallel cir- 
cuits, the combination of Series -Parallel cir- 
cuits, Ohms Law, Voltage, Current and Resis- 
tance as well as how to use the Digital multi- 
meter. 

ELECTRONICS AND YOU -PART TWO AC 
PRICE $32.95 

You will learn about AC theory, Coils Trans. 
formers, Capacitors, Filter circuits and how 
they are used in actual circuits. 

VCR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 
PRICE $32.95 

This tape was designed for the average VCR 
user. No special tools or schooling are required 
for this tape. You will learn how to clean the en- 

tire tape path in the VCR as well as how to re- 

place some of the belts in the VCR. 

INTRODUCTION TO VCR REPAIR 
PRICE $59.95 

You will learn how the VCR Processes the Lum- 
inance, Chromance and Audio signals in the 
VCR, in both the playback and record modes. 
you will also learn about the Servo systems 
used to control the Capstan motor and the 
Video Drum Cylinder. This tape also covers 
many more aspects of the VCR. 

ORDER YOUR TAPES NOW! 
VISA and MASTER CARD are accepted. 
CALL: (513) 548-6113 or mall check or money 
order to: 

UCANDO P.O. Box 386 
Greenville, 
Ohio 45331 

CIRCLE 47 ON FREE' NNORMATION r.. .4^ 

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 
CATALOG 
.... yours FREE 

by dialing 

1- 800 -992 -9943 
In Texas 1- 800 -346 -6873 

Call Today for your FREE 
subscription to the New 

Mouser Electronics Catalog. 
Contains 192 pages featuring 

over 17,000 in- stock, quality 
electronic components. 

..PLUS.. Mouser's proven 
service and prompt delivery. 

Outside U.S.A., Send $2. 

MOUSER 
ELECTRONICS 
2401 Hwy 287 North 

Mansfield, Texas 76063 

(DISTRIBUTION 
CENTERS 

IA NATIONWIDE 

CIRCLE NO. 156 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MODEFUV ELECTRONICS MART 
Classified Commercial Rates: $1 per word, 15 -word minimum ($15.00) prepaid. (Word 

count includes name and address; ZIP code and abbreviation each count as one word; 

P.O. Box number and telephone number count as two words each.) Indicate free cate- 

gory heading (Computers, Communications, Electronics, Video or Miscellaneous). A 

special heading is available for a $6 surcharge. First word only is set boldface caps at no 

charge. Add 2007o for additional boldface words. 
Non- Commercial Rates: FREE to subscribers, as space permits; maximum 15 words. A 

recent MODERN ELECTRONICS mailing label must accompany ad. 

(All advertisers with P.O. Box addresses must supply permanent address and telephone 

number. Copy is subject to publisher approval.) 
Mailing Information: Copy must be received by the publisher by the 25th of the third 

month preceding the cover date. Send Advertising material with check or money order or 

credit card information (Visa or MasterCard only) with number and expiration date to: 

MODERN ELECTRONICS, Classified Department, 76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 

11801. 

VIDEO 

VIDEO Sender no wires watch TV in any 
room even on the patio; 69.95 plus $5.95 ship- 
ping; Money Order, Check, COD to Video 
Sender, 481 West Willow, Suite 103, Long 
Beach, CA 90806. 

CABLE and SUBSCRIPTION TV - secret 
manual. Build your own DESCRAMBLERS, 
converters, instructions, schematics, suppliers 
list for HBO, Showtime, Cinemax, UHF, 
adult. $8.95, $1.00 postage. SATELLITE 
DESCRAMBLING, VIDEOCYPHER 11 - 

Schematics and audio digital theory. $10.95, 
$1.00 postage. CABLETRONICS, Box 
30502ME, Bethesda, MD 20814. 

DESCRAMBLERS and FEDERAL LAW. 
Includes statutes and court cases. $5.00. GH 
PUBLICATIONS, RR1, Box 121, Hartland, 
MN 56042. 

DESCRAMBLERS. All brands. Special: 
Combo Jerrold 400 and SB3 $165. Complete 
cable descramblers kit $39. Complete satellite 
descrambler kit $45. Free catalog. MJO In- 
dustry, Box 531, Bronx, NY 10461-0531. 

VHS -VCR repair solutions volumes I, II, III. 
Each contains 150 symptoms and cures, cross 
reference chart, free assistance. Each $11.95, 
any two $19.95, all $29.95. Eagle Electronics 
Dept. A, 52053 Locks Lane, Granger, IN 
46530. 

CABLE TV CONVERTER /DESCRAM- 
BLERS - Original Factory Zenith, Tocom, 
Scientific Atlanta, Oak, Jerrold, Panasonic - 

Remotes, Video Accessories, Kits. Best Buys/ 
Warranties - FREE CATALOG. ARIZONA 
VIDEO, 3661 N. Campbell, #310 -H, Tucson, 
Arizona 85719. (602) 323 -3330. 

INFRARED -BEAM CHECKER tests VCR, 
TV and other invisible -IR remote controls. 
Self- contained, business -card size, guaran- 
teed. Only $6 plus $1 P &H. Soltek Enter- 
prises, P.O. Box 185, Merrick, NY 11566. 

PROJECTION TV ... Convert your TV to 
project 7 foot picture ... Easy! ... Results 
comparable to $2,500 projectors ... PLANS 
AND 8" LENS $24.95 ... Professional Sys- 
tems available ... Illustrated Catalog FREE 

MACROCOMA 15MB Main Street, 
Washington Crossing, Pennsylvania 18977. 

Creditcard Orders 24 HRS. (215) 736 -3979. 

COPYGUARD CORRECTOR RESTORES 
RENTAL MOVIES. Connects between 
VCRs. Satisfaction Guaranteed. $59.95 plus 
$4 handling. 1 -800- 338 -8751. 

ELECTRONICS 
SURVEILLANCE, Electronics, Debugging, 
Protection. Latest High Tech Kits. Catalog 
$2.00. TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, 829 tin- 
ette Street, Gretna, LA 70056. 

LASERS and OPTICAL COMPONENTS. 
Write for free catalogue. M.J. Neal Co., 6672 
Mallard Court, Orient, OH 43146. 614- 
877 -3719. 

EXOTIC Electronics Devices like James 
Bonds. Catalog, $2.00. F &P Enterprises, Box 
51272, Palo Alto, CA 94303 -H. 

VOICE Disguisers! FM Bugs! Telephone 
Transmitters! Phone Snoops! More! Catalog 
$1.00: XANDI ELECTRONICS, Box 25647, 
"BB ", Tempe, AZ 85282. 

$$$$$ SUPER SAVINGS $$$$$ 

on electronic parts, components, supplies and 
computer accessories. Free 40 -page catalog 
for self- addressed and stamped envelope. Get 
on our mailing list. BCD ELECTRO, P.O. 
Box 830119, Richardson, TX 75083 or call 
(214) 343-1770. 

TUBES 59C. Year Guarantee. Free Catalog. 
Tube Tester $8.95. CORNELL 4219 Universi- 
ty, San Diego, CA 92105. 

SOUND CHASER unusual complete plans 
$5.00. R.D.J. Enterprise, P.O. Box 378, Or- 
leans, Ont., Canada K1C 158. 

NEW HI -TECH SOLDER IRON TIP - 
CLEANING "SPONGE" avoids solder -tip 
sludge buildup! Unlike typical cleaning 
sponges, a special low -sulfur material with 
compressed cellulose design ensures clean 
non -contaminated solder joints ... also pre- 
venting tip -plate damage! Used by top elec- 
tronics and computer companies for assembly 
and in -house repair work -Now available to 
hobbyists and service techs for only $1.69; two 
for $2.95; plus 50¢ P &H. For soldering station 
replacement sponges, give dimensions. (Deal- 
er and manufacturer large -quantity discounts 
available.) Soltek Enterprises, P.O. Box 185, 
Dept. M1E, Merrick, NY 11566. 
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NO WAITING FOR COMPLETE, LOW 
PRICED, CHIP COMPONENT KITS 

CC-1 Capacitor Kit contains 365 pieces, 5 ea. of every 

10% value from 1pf to .335f. CR -1 Resistor Kit contains 
1540 pieces; l0ea. of every 5%valuefrom 100 to 10 mego. 

Sizes are 0805 and 1206. Each kit is ONLY $49.95 and 

available for Immediate One Day Delivery! 

Order by toll -free phone, FAX, or mail. We accept 
VISA, MC, AMEX, COD orders, or company P.O.'s with 
approved credit. Call for free detailed brochure. 

LMMUNICATENS SPECIALISTS, INC. 
426 Wau Tall -30218 -á7n98 U 920 4296 
426 (7141996 -302t FAX 17141 9 71 -3 0 20 
Enka ILEA. 1400854-OW 

CIRCLE 33 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

PICKS UP A WHISPER 50 FEET AWAY! 
The model WAT -50 miniature FM tranmitter uses a 

4 -stage circuit NOT to be confused with a simple wire- 
less microphone. Simply snap the unit on top of a 9V 

battery and you can hear every sound In an entire house 
up to 1 mile away! Use with any FM radio. Tunes to any 
frequency from 70mhz - 130mhz. Easy to assemble kit 
includes all parts and Instructions. Only 29.98 tax incl. 

The WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER model 
WTT -20 is only about the size of a dime, yet transmits 
both sides of a telephone conversation to any FM radio 
with crystal clarity. Completely automatic. Uses power 
from the telephone line Itself - never needs a battery! 
Up to 1/4 mile range. Tunes from 70mhz - 130mhz. Easy 
to assemble kit includes all parts and instructions. On- 

ly $29.98 tax Incl. 
Call or send MO, VISA, MC for Immediate delivery. 
Single kit orders include $1.50 S &H. FREE SHIPPING 
on orders of 2 or more. All orders shipped by U.S. Mail. 
COD add $4.00. Personal checks allow 21 days. 

DECO INDUSTRIES 
BOX 607, BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507 

914-232-3878 

CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS 
WHY PAY A HIGH MONTHLY 

FEE? 

All Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin, Ze- 
nith, Scientific Atlanta, Mag- 
navox and all specialized cable 
equipment available for ship- 
ment within 24 hours. For fast 
service MC /VISA or C.O.D. tele- 
phone orders accepted (312) 
638 -5320 60 Day Warranty 
(Quantity Discounts) 8 A.M. to 
5 P.M. Monday through Friday 
Central Time. Stamp Envelope 
(60¢ postage) for FREE Catalog. 

Midwest Electronics Inc. 

5143 W. Diversey Chicago, IL 60639 
No Illinois Orders Accepted 

TELEPHONE Tap or Room Monitor. Range 
Unlimited. Catalog $3.00. LISTEN, 603 El- 

gin, Muskogee, OK 74401. 1- 800 -633 -TAPS. 

ELECTRONICS - Computer - Energy - Secur- 
ity - Weaponry - Medical Publications, Ser- 
vices, Hardware, Software. Catalogs $2 

(100 + Offers). "Phone Color Boxes" - "Tel- 
ephone Recorder Interfaces" - "TV Decoders 
and Converters" - "Secret /Survival Radio" - 

"High Voltage Devices" - "Computer 
Phreaking" - "Disk Service Manual" - Abso- 
lute Computer Security" - "Beyond Van Eck 
Phreaking" - "Radionics Manual" - "Elec- 
tromagnetic Brainblaster" - "Voice Disguis- 
er" - "KW -HR Meters" - "Stealth Technol- 
ogy" - Many More!! CONSUMERTRON- 
ICS, 2011 Crescent, Alamogordo, NM 88310. 
(505) 434-0234. 

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM ELEC- 
TRONIC EAVESDROPPING! Scrambler 
phones, transmitter detector, tape recorder 
detectors, executive security products, surveil- 
lance books and much more! Catalog $3.00 
(refundable). DIVERSIFIED WHOLESALE 
PRODUCTS, PO Box 1275, Redondo Beach, 
CA 90278. 

5V supplies. Send SASE for ordering info. 
SIMTRONIC, 7745 Nubbin Ridge Rd., Knox- 
ville, TN 37919. 

FM transmitter 88 to 108 M.C. kit $12.95. FM 

transmitter for practicing Morse code kit 
$8.95. Sierra Electronics, Box 709, Elfers, FL 
34680 -0709. 

AAA ELECTRONICS Parts NTE chemicals 
supplies. For Catalog write: 2336 S. Presa, 
San Antonio, TX 78210 or call 1- 800 -444- 

6330. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
SECRET CB PUBLICATIONS (modifica- 
tions, schematics, etc.). KITS, FM, PARTS, 
ACCESSORIES, BOOKS. Catalog $1.00 (re- 

fundable). Selman Enterprises, P.O. Box 

8189, Corpus Christi, Texas 78412. 512/853- 
2935. 

COMMUNICATIONS PLANS, BOOKS, 
KITS! AM /FM broadcasting (licensed /unli- 
censed), 1750 Meter transceivers, ham /CB 
amplifiers, surveillance bugs, more! FREE 
catalog, PAN -COM, Box 130 -ME10, Para- 
dise, CA 95967. 

TRANSISTORS -TUBES: MRF421 $24.00, 
MRF454 $14.50, MRF455- MRF477 $11.75, 
MRF492 $16.00, SRF2072 $12.75, SRF3800 
$17.50, 2SC2290 $16.75, 2SC2879 $22.00, 
6LF6, 6LQ6, 6JS6 8950, etc -call. New 

RANGER AR3500 All Mode 10 Meter Trans- 
ceiver $319. Quantity Discounts! Best Prices 
on Hard -to -Find Parts, Antennas, Mics, Pow- 
er Supplies, & Equipment! Catalog $1.00 (re- 
fundable), or free with order. RFPC, Box 700, 

San Marcos, CA 92069. For information or 
Same Day Shipment -Call (619) 744 -0728. 
VISA /MC /C.O.D. 
CB RADIO OWNERS! We specialize in tech- 
nical information, parts and services for CBs. 
Repair /modification books, plans, kits, 10- 

Meter and FM conversions, high -performance 
accessories. Catalog $2. CBCI, Box 
31500ME, Phoenix, AZ 85046. 

COMPUTERS 
ENGINEERING SOFTWARE. IBM com- 
patibles. CompDes - Circuit Design, Basic 
electricity through circuit designs. CompMath 
- Mathematics, General mathematics through 
statistics. CompView - Digital Analysis of 
waveforms and filters. $49 each. (614) 491- 
0832, BSOFT SOFTWARE, 444 Colton 
Road, Columbus, OH 43207. 

"SOFTWARE Maniacs" Humdinger Share - 
ware/PD for IBM PC. No minimum order! 
Low as $2.75 a disk. Send $1 for: Catalog/ 
Free programs on 5.25 disk TO: Tribal Enter- 
prises, Inc., 5722 South Flamingo Road, De- 
partment E, Suite 231, Cooper City, FL 
33330. 

COMMODORE /AMIGA CHIPS, PARTS/ 
DIAGNOSTICS. Factory fresh, low prices. 
Heavy Duty Power Supply for C64 $27.95 
plus UPS. Kasara Micro, Inc., 31 Murray Hill 
Drive, Spring Valley, NY 10977, 1- 800 -248- 
2983 (Nationwide). 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 

Mail this form with payment to MODERN ELECTRONICS, Classified Dept., 76 N. Broadway, 

Hicksville, NY 11801. 

Name: 

Street Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

Check category you wish to be listed under or note a special heading ($6 additional) you want. 

( ) Audio ( ) Communications ( ) Computers ( ) Electronics ( ) Video 

( ) Miscellaneous ( ) Wanted ( ) Special Heading 

PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY. Note that P.O. Box numbers* and telephone numbers must 

be counted as two words each. Circle additional words you wish boldfaced at 20% more each (initial 

boldface word is free). Minimum charge is for 15 words. 

Free Boldface 2 3 4 

5 
6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 ($15) 16.($16) 
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TURBOCAD V1.5 $99.95 
Powerful drafting for IBM PC /XT /AT com- 
patibles. Features pull -down menus, context 
sensitive help, 390pg manual, 128 layers, 256 
line thicknesses, grid, copy, move, snap, mir- 
ror, rotate, rubberband, hatching, zoom, pan, 
DXF, macros, scientific calculator, BASICA 
Turbo Pascal source code generator. Supports 
printers, plotters, digitizers, mice. Electronics 
library $29.95. N.Y. Residents add Tax. $4.50 
Shipping. Check, Money Order only. J&J EN- 
TERPRISES, 66 -20 108th St., Forest Hills, 
NY 11375. 

COMPUTER REPAIR DEPOT. IBM, Com- 
paq, Apple, AT & T, and many others. Call 
Bi- Tronix, Inc. (408) 236 -3385 or (209) 952- 
7116, PO Box 23069, San Jose, CA 95153. 

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT 

CABLE DESCRAMBLER LIQUIDATION. 
Major makes and models available. Industry 
pricing! (Example: Hamlin Combo's, $44 
each ... minimum 10 orders). DEALERS 
ONLY! Call West Coast Electronics, (818) 
989 -0890. 

SATELLITE TV 

SAVE $$$$$ - SYSTEMS UPGRADES Uni - 
den, Houston, Etc. FREE Catalog 218 -739- 
5231. SKYVISION, 2014 Collegeway, Fergus 
Falls, MN 56537. 

DESIGN TIPS 
TRANSFORMER DESIGN GUIDE - Design 
your own- Design for money $10. V.P.B. 
Technologies, Box 1770, Temple City, CA 
91780. 

aa 

INVENTORS 
INVENTORS! Can you profit from your 
idea? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS COR- 
PORATION for free information. Over a de- 
cade of service, 1-800-338-5656. In Massachu- 
setts or Canada call (413) 568 -3753. 

INVENTORS 
INVENTORS! Have idea for product or in- 
vention, don't know what to do? Call AIM we 
present ideas to manufacturers - Toll Free US 
and Canada 1 -800- 225 -5800. 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
LEARN NEW SKILLS FAST THROUGH 
OUR SHORT SPECIALIZED HOME 
STUDY COURSES. CONDENSED AND 
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE! YOUR PASSPORT 
TO SUCCESS! 50 DIFFERENT COURSES. 
DIPLOMA AWARDED! OVER 40 YEARS 
EXPERIENCE IN HOME STUDY EDUCA- 
TION. WRITE: CIEE -14, BOX 20345, 
JACKSON, MS 39209. 

CABLE 

CABLE TV Secrets - the outlaw publication 
the Cable Companies tried to Ban. HBO, 
Movie Channel, Showtime, Descramblers, 
Converters, etc. Suppliers List Included. 
$8.95. Cable Facts, Box 711 -ME, Pataskala, 
Ohio 43062. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ASIAN LADIES want correspondence for 
friendship, marriage, SUNSHINE INTER- 
NATIONAL, Dept. TW, Box 5500, Kailua- 
Kona, HI 96745. 

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD! 
PC /XT COMPATIBLE. MAKE YOUR COMPUTER TALK! 

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD. USES THE NEW GENERAL 
INSTRUMENTS SP0256 -AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE CTS256A -AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH 
CONVERTER. 
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE 
MOTHERBOARD AND REQUIRES A COM 
SERIAL PORT. BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A 

C 
. 

STAND ALONE ENVIRONMENT WITH ALMOST 
ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL 
PORT. FEATURES ON BOARD AUDIO AMP OR 
MAY BE USED WITH EXTERNAL AMPS. 

Ilbr -41 y DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY 
BUILDING PROGRAM ARE INCLUDED ON A 5V. 
INCH PC /XT DISKETTE. FULL DOCUMENTA- 
TION AND SCHEMATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED. 

NEW! 
C11 $6995 

ASSEMBLED 
QP 8 TESTED 

NEW! IC TESTER! $149.00 
SIMILAR TO BELOW EPROM PROGRAMMER. PLUGS IN TO YOUR PC OR XT. TESTS 
ALMOST ALL 14, 16, AND 20 PIN 74XX SERIES. INCLUDES STANDARD POWER, "5" AND 
"LS" DEVICES. ALSO TESTS CD4000 SERIES CMOS. SOFTWARE INCLUDED CAN EVEN 
DETERMINE PART NUMBERS OF MOST UNMARKED AND HOUSE NUMBERED DEVICES 
WITH SIMPLE MOD. THIS UNIT CAN ALSO TEST6.4K AND 256K DRAMS! WITH MANUAL 
AND SOFTWARE: $149. PERFECT FOR SCHOOLS. 

PC /XT EPROM 
PROGRAMMER 

$169 

* LATEST DESIGN * PROGRAMS UP TO 4 DEVICES AT ONE TIME 
TO USE MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE THAT RUNS UNDER PC 
INTELLIGENT PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR SUPER 
BURNING. * THIS PLUG -IN BOARD ATTACHES TO AN EXTERNAL 
CONTAINING 4 TEXTOOL Z.I.F. SOCKETS. * NO PERSONALITY 
REQUIRED * AUTOMATIC VPP SELECTION: 12.5V, 21V, OR 25V. 
ALSO BE LOADED FROM OR SAVED TO A DISKETTE. * PROGRAMMING 
SUPPORTS: 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256, 
27512A. * ASSEMBLED AND TESTED, BURNED. IN WITH 
SOFTWARE. 

ASK ABOUT 
OUR NEW 

PAL 
PROGRAMMER! 

* FEATURES EASY 
OR MS -DOS. * USES AN 

FAST (8X) EPROM 
MINI CHASSIS 

MODULES 
* EPROM DATA CAN 

SOFTWARE 
27256A, 27512, AND 

MANUAL. $169 WITH 

JUST RECEIVED. SAME AS ABOVE PROGRAMMER, BUT PROGRAMS 8 UNITS AT ONE 
TIME - $299. 

Digital Research Computers 
P.O. BOX 381450 DUNCANVILLE, TX 75138 (214) 225 -2309 

TERMS: Add 53.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 756 handling. No 
C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Texas Res. add 6 -1/4 °/ Tax. Foreign orders 
(except Canada) add 20% P 8 H. Orders over $50 add 854 for Insurance. 

CIRCLE 36 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DETAILED PLANS: $4.95 

TV-SCOPE 
PENN RESEARCH, Box 3543 

Williamsport, PA 17701 

FINALLY! 
An interesting and worth- 

while project. This EASY - 

TO -BUILD circuit lets you 
use any regular TV set as 

a simple OSCILLOSCOPE. 

Build for less than $10. 

NO MODIFICATIONS TO TV! 

Single or dual trace. 

Send for FREE CATALOG of 

other plans and kits. 

REMOTE CONTROL KEYCHAIN 
Complete w /mini- transmitter 

and +5 vdc RF receiver 
Fully assembled including plans 

to build your own auto alarm 
and extend the range. 

@ r rs C;iedca Visa or M/C 
p i 9.95 30 days refund 

VISITECT INC. (415) 872 -0128 
PO BOX 5442, SO. SAN FRAN. , CA 94080 

CABLE -TV BOXES 
Descramblers Converters 

FREE CATALOG 
TRANS -WORLD CABLE CO. 

12062 Southwest 117th Ct., Suite 126 
Miami, Florida 33186 

800 -442 -9333 

Order 
Back Issues of 

MODERN 
ELECTRONICS 

f1LL ELECTROf 1ICS CORP. 
SEND FOR 

FREE 
CATALOG 

ITT PUSH 
BUTTON 

ITT MDPL series. 3/4" X 
1/2" gray rectangular key 
cap. S.P.S.T.N.O. Push to 
close. 
Rated: 0.1 amp NO 
switching, 
0.25 amp carry 
current. P.C. mount. 
CAT# PB -8 650 each 

10 for $6.00 

PIEZO WARNING 
DEVICE 

Murata Erie # PKB8 -4A0 
High pitched audible alarm. 

Operates on 
3- 20Vdc @20 ma. 

1" high x 70 dia. 
P.C. board mount. 

CAT# PBZ -84 $1.75 each 

24 VOLT D.C.SOLENOID 
Intermittent duty cycle. 240 ohm coil. Mounting flange 

is 1 1/8" wide. Solenoid body 11/2" X 1/2" X 1/2 ". 
CAT# SOL -34 $1.00 each 
10 for $8.50 100 for $75.00 

Large Quantity Available 

10 AMP SOLID STATE 
RELAY 

ELECTROL #S2161 
CONTROL:5.5 - 10 Vdc 

( will operate 3- 32Vdc) 
LOAD: 10 Amp @ 240 Vac 

2 1/4" X1 3/4" X 7/8" 
CAT# SSRLY -10B $9.50 each 

10 for $85.00 25 for $175.00 
50 for $300.00 100 for $500.00 

XENON TUBE 

ws - 
1" long flashcube prepped 
with 3 1/2" red and black 
leads. Ideal for electronic 
flash or strobe projects. 

CAT# FLT -3 2 for $1.00 

N- CHANNEL 
MOSFET 
IRE -511 TO -220 case 

CAT# IRF 511 
$1.00 each 
10 for $9.00 

LARGE QUANTITY 
AVAILABLE 

tra irs 

MAIL ORDERS TO: 

ALL ELECTRONICS 
P.O. BOX 567 

VAN NUYS, CA 91408 
5101010163(ALL ELECTRONIC) 

OUTSIDE THE U.S.A. 
SEND $1.50 POSTAGE 

FOR A CATALOG!! 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
800 -826 -5432 
INFO: (818)904 -0524 
FAX: (818)781 -2653 

MINIMUM ORDER $10.00 
QUANTITIES LIMITED 

CALIF. ADD SALES TAX 
USA: $3.00 SHIPPING 
FOREIGN ORDERS 

INCLUDE SUFFICIENT 
SHIPPING. NO C.O.D. 

CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CIRCLE 28 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CONSOLIDATED 
E L E C T P O N I C S 

R Z +NJllS,'Rial ELE( TRON$CS CA ',At Q0 EUfr/ xv 

GET THE ULTIMATE 
ELECTRONICS CATALOG. 
Order your 260 page catalogue packed with over 10,000 
money saving electronic parts and equipment. Send $3.00 
check or money order, or call 1-800- 543 -3568 today and 
use your Mastercard or Visa. 
Consolidated Electronics, Incorporated 
705 Watervliet Ave.. Dayton. Ohio 45420 -2599 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

I STATE ZIP 

NEW LITERATURE 
(from page 77) 

knobs, germanium diodes, plug -in coil 
forms and a variety of control /switch 
knobs; plans for building "no- power" 
and an international shortwave crystal 
radios; and assembled and radio kits and 
portable radios. For a free copy of the 
catalog, write to: Yeary Communica- 
tions, 19222 Harbor Blvd., #800X, Gar- 
den Grove, CA 92640. 

Master Selection Guide. The 1988 Master 
Selection Guide contains 462 pages of 
condensed specifications, block dia- 
grams and packaging information on Na- 
tional Semiconductor products. It also 
lists National's ICs and devices added as 

a result of the Fairchild acquisition. The 
Guide includes sections on advanced pe- 

ripheral, ASIC, interface, linear, logic, 
memory, microcontroller, microproces- 
sor, power and discrete, programmable 
logic, telecommunications and military/ 
aerospace devices. A separate section de- 
tails new products introduced since June 
1987, while another section is devoted to 
the FACT (Fairchild Advanced Schottky 
TTL- compatible) logic families. Devices 
listed are offered in CMOS, bipolar and 
BiCMOS process technologies. For a free 
copy of the 1988 Semiconductor Master 
Selection Guide, write to: National Semi- 
conductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor 
Dr., M/S 23 -205, Santa Clara, CA 95052. 

Interface Converter Catalog. New from 
Telebyte Technology is a 16 -page catalog 
that describes 22 interface converters 
made by the company. Listings are pro- 
vided for RS -422, current -loop, RS -485, 
V.35, MIL -STD -188, MIL -STD -188 -114 
and EIA -530 devices. All are fully de- 

scribed and include details on transfor- 
mations in terms of voltage, impedance 
and timing, as well as the mechanical 
hardware connector transformation. For 
a free copy of the Interface Converter 
catalog, write to: Telebyte Technology, 
Inc., 270 E. Pulaski Rd., Greenlawn, NY 
11470. 

Network Theorems Listings. Sercolab is 

offering a series of seven pages that list 
up -to -date theorems by Dr. Harry E. 
Stockman. The package contains the lat- 
est versions of the Thevenin- Norton the- 
orem and associated theorems, as well as 

a "Coupled Equivalent Generator Theo- 
rem." For a free copy, send a SASE with 
45 cents return postage to: Sercolab, Box 
767, E. Dennis, MA 02641. 

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Free Product Information 
Readers can obtain free information on 
products advertised by the above corn - 
panies, as well as for some editorially 
mentioned products. Simply circle the 
appropriate number printed below an 
advertisement onto the Modern Elec- 
tronics "Free Information Service" 
card bound into this issue. After filling 
in your name and address, just mail the 
postpaid card. Your request will be for- 
warded directly to the advertiser with a 
mailing label prepared by our reader - 
service department to ensure speedy re- 
sponse. 
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THE SIMPSON 560 MENU DRIVEN MULTIMETER. 

SOMETHING NEW ON 
THE MENU. 

From microvolt transducer meas- 
urements to high voltage work, 
Simpson's new Professional 
Series Model 560 Digital Multi - 
meter is designed to quickly give 
the answers you need -without 
elaborate signal conditioning. 
Diagnostic functions such as 
MIN /MAX Hold and Peak Hold 
let you find and display transient 
amplitudes, while the bar graph 
continues to monitor the oncom- 
ing signal. Programmable data 
logging on any range or function 
and a built -in 500 KHz frequency 

Simpson Professional Series 
products are made in USA. 

counter, further expand the 
acquisition capabilities of the 
Simpson 560. 
What's more, it's now possible 
to speed up routine tests -saving 
only the measurements of inter- 
est- because the 560 offers real- 

As : Ammi 
wir jr V i 

time comparison to stored test 
Emits. Permanent records of the 
captured data can be generated 
by computers or printers connect- 
ed to the optional interfaces 
(Centronics, RS -232 or IEEE -488. 
Displayed menus make it quick 
and easy to set the measure- 
ment parameters. And ultra -fast 
autoranging inputs instantly 
calculate the proper scale. 

Order from our menu. The 
Simpson 560 Menu Driven 
DMM. You'll agree that it's 
done quite tastefully. 

Simpson Electric Company 853 Dundee Ave., Elgin, Illinois 60120 -3090 312/697 -2260 FAX: 312/697 -2272 
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Fordham 
measures up 

Quality Price Delivery 

Mini- Meters with Maxi -Specs 

SCOPE 31/2 Digit 
LCD Meter 

05% Accuracy DC Volt- 

age AC Voltage DC Cur- 

rent Resistance Diode 
Test Battery Life 300 Hrs. 

Overload Protection: DC 

500V, AC 350V, ohms 250V 

DCIAC. 

Model 
DVM -630 $2995 
Our Price 

Zippered carrying case 
CC -30 $4.50 

SCOPE 31/2 Digit, LCD 

8 Function with 
Transistor Tester 

0.50/0 Accuracy Audible 

continuity and diode test 

10 Amp measurement 
Resistance DC /AC 

Voltage. 

Model 
DVM -632 $4495 
Reg. $60.00 
Our Price 

Zippered carrying case 
CC -30 $4.50 

SCOPE 31/2 Digit LCD 

with Autoranging 
0.5 °/9 Accuracy Autol 

Manual range selection 
DC Voltage AC Voltage 

AC Current DC Current 
Resistance. 

Model 
DVM -631 $4995 
Our Price 

Special 

Deluxe carrying case 
CA -92 $9.95 

SCOPE Hand -Held Digital tmaitimetei . 

Overload protection Auto -decimal LCD readout Polarity indication 

300 hr. 9V battery life Low battery indicator. 

8 Function. 37 

ranges including 
Transistor and 

Capacitance 
measurements 

Model DVM -636 

ci) a J ' t1 -#_, 

11 Function, 38 

ranges including Logic 

Level Detector, Audible 

and Visual Continuity, 

Capacitance and 

Conductance e 
measurements r 
Model DVM -638 

$8750 
Our Price 

CA -92 Deluxe Padded Case for DVM meters $9.95 
TL -216 Transistor and Capacitance Test Leads$9.90 

-. 
: 

..- 

ä1 4ii 

NEW! 
SCOPE Frequency Counters 

8-digit LED Compact lightweight 

High performance Automatic 
range and Hold function High 
Mobility in reference oscillator. 

pecia1 
Model FC -7011 

100 MHz Our Price 14995 
Model FC -7051 

99 
95 

550 MHz Our Price 

FORDHAM Frequency 
Counter 

10 Hz - 150 MHz Range 7-digit 

LED display VHF /HF selection 
Gate time 1 sec., 5 sec. ±1 count 

accuracy. 

Model FC -150 $13990 
Our Price 

NEW 
FORDHAM Function 
Generator 

05 Hz - 500 KHz in 6 ranges Sine, 

square & triangle wave forms VCA 

and VCF inputs Accuracy ±5 %%o of 

full scale. 

Model FG -202 149 90 
Our Price 

FORDHAM Signal Tracer/ 
Injector 

Easy to operate VU meter Two 

LED mode indicators 1 KHz test 

tone 8 ohm speaker Test leads. 

Model SE -610 
119 90 

Our Price 

FORDHAM LCR Bridge Meter 

r Fully transistorized 1 KHz signal 

Generator Measures resistance 
Inductance High mechanical and 

Electrical stability Battery operated. 

Model LC -340 
149 

95 
Our Price 

SCOPE Digital 
Capacitance Meter 

Digital LCD display LSI -circuit High 

accuracy: 100 rpm 05% Broad test 

range Fast sampling time Capacitor 

discharge protection Compact, light- 

weight design One -hand operation. 

Model DCM -602 
Our Price 

$5995 

Telephone Orders Now. Mon-Fri. 
DA8a.m. 

-6:30 p.m EST. Sat. & Sun. 9 a.m. -3 p.m. EST 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG. Money orders. checks accepted. C.O.D:s require 25% deposit 

Forciham Free 800- 645 -9518 
260 Motor Parkway, I1 uppauge, NY 11788 In NY State 800- 832 -1446 

Seirvlce & Shipping Charge Schedule 
Continental U.S.A. 

FOR 
S25ó0 

ADD 
$450 

$51 -100 . 

510t tes 
. 5550 

$750 
$201a00 . Sam 
S301<00 
S401500 

$900 
.. .S1050 

$501 -750 $1250 
S751 -1000 
S1001-1.250 

51500 
.... $1750 

51.2514500 $2000 
S1501-2000 
S2p01 and Up 

S25.00 
E3000 

i 
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